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Welcome to the 33rd ESPE Annual Conference
in Bath, United Kingdom
Dear Conference Participants,
It is a great pleasure for us to welcome you to the 33rd Annual Conference of
the European Society for Population Economics (ESPE) in Bath on behalf of the
Department of Economics and the Institute for Policy Research (IPR) of the University
of Bath.
The Department of Economics recently (alongside the University) celebrated
its 50th Anniversary. The department has grown from strength to strength having now
around 40 members of academic staff working on a whole range of topics. We are a
diverse European Department with 67% of our staff coming from around Europe. The
department often features in the top ten of the various national rankings for its
undergraduate programme. We are particularly proud of our year-long placement
scheme that gives our students the opportunity to work in industry, giving them
valuable work experience alongside the rigorous economic training that we provide.
The Institute for Policy Research (IPR) is somewhat younger than the Economics
Department, formed in 2012 it has become a leading UK public policy research
institute. The IPR undertakes policy-relevant research and enables impact by building
links with the worlds of policy and practice, as well as raising public understanding of
policy research through its public lecture and publication series. The IPR also provides
development opportunities for policymakers, practitioners and researchers through
the various fellowship programmes and professional qualifications it offers.
You may, or may not, know that Thomas Malthus was married just outside Bath
and also died here. He was buried in Bath Abbey and his epitaph can be found behind
the left hand door to the west entrance of the Abbey. So it seems fitting that Bath
hosts EPSE with the arguable founder of our field lying just a stone’s throw away from
where we will be discussing our latest findings. It is often thought that the phrase “the
dismal science” to describe economics was in reference to the work of Thomas
Malthus on his gloomy predictions of the effects of population growth. While this is a
myth, the term dismal science has stayed with us. However, looking at the programme
we think you’ll agree that economics is anything but dismal, and that Kjell Salvanes
has put together a really exciting programme that we are proud to host.
We wish all of you a great conference, and hope you will enjoy your stay in
Bath.
The local organizing team
ESPE 2019 Bath
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Message from the President
Dear Colleagues,
I am very happy to welcome you all to the 33 rd Annual Conference of the
European Society for Population Economics (ESPE) in the lovely and historic city of
Bath, U.K.
Program Chair Kjell Salvanes and his Scientific Committee have crafted a
superb program from the hundreds of paper submissions. There are 279 papers on
the program, which I believe is a record number, and the presentations span a wide
range of topics that include some of the frontiers in economic research as well as
issues that are of crucial policy significance in Europe and beyond. With sessions on
human capital formation, gender and family, work and unemployment, migration,
health and wellbeing, and inequality, this conference advances important work in
demographic economics. I expect to have my usual difficulty in choosing among
concurrent sessions.
This ESPE conference is also characterized by an unusual level of diversity in
presenters, and well as topics. Many papers will be presented by PhD students and
junior researchers, and we have participants not only from all corners of Europe but
from around the world. I hope that the conversations you have here, the connections
you make with other researchers, and the insights you gain from watching others
present, are enriching and potentially transformative for your own work.
We are very pleased to have keynote addresses by Oriana Bandiera (London
School of Economics) and Kevin Lang (Boston University)—two inspiring scholars
who have made important contributions to our field. The
local
organizing
committee—Joanna Clifton-Sprigg, Maria Cubel, Matt Dickson, Eleonora Fichera,
Jonathan James, and Kerry Papps—have ensured that both intellectual and social
exchange at this conference take place in the best possible environment, and we’re
very thankful for all of their hard work. We also thank the Department of Economics
and the Institute for Policy Research at the University of Bath, and the Royal Economic
Society for their support. I’m looking forward to the reception and conference dinner
in the renowned venues where the fashionable have met in Bath since the 18th century,
the Pump Room and the Assembly Rooms. Also, enjoy Bath’s beautiful Georgian
architecture on our guided walking tour.
With all best wishes for a stimulating and productive conference,
Shelly Lundberg
University of California, Santa Barbara
President ESPE 2019
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Important Information
Registration and Information Desks
Please use the Charles Street Entrance to the Apex Hotel. The registration and information
desk will be just inside the entrance. There is also a staffed cloak room available to use
during the conference.
Internet Access
For internet access please use the network: “Apex Free Internet”.
Walking tour of Bath
At the end of the sessions on Friday 21st June, for those who have signed up, we will be
going on a walking tour of Bath. After the sessions please head to the Charles Street
entrance of the Apex where we will be met by the walking tour guides and will split off into
smaller groups. The walking tour will end at the venue for the drinks reception – the Pump
Rooms.
Drinks reception
The drinks reception will be held at the Pump Rooms (Abbey Churchyard, Bath BA1 1LZ).
For those not coming on the walking tour: Directions can be found here:
https://goo.gl/maps/nTNH89rEZW7q6qrQA
Conference Dinner
The Conference Dinner will be held on Saturday 22nd June at the Assembly Rooms (Bennett
St, Bath BA1 2QH). This is just a short walk away from the conference venue: Directions can
be found here: https://goo.gl/maps/yEGQPSDLhp4RZRfE9
There will be drinks before at 7pm with the meal starting at 8pm.
Emergency Services
Dial 999 in an emergency: '999' will connect you with the Police, Fire Brigade and
Ambulance Services.
Call 101 for general enquiries and to report non-emergency matters to the local police (Avon
and Somerset Constabulary)
Medical: Call 111 for non-emergency medical advice
Tourist Information
You can find all touristic information about Bath can be found: https://visitbath.co.uk/
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Sponsors
We are very grateful to the following organisations for
sponsoring ESPE 2019
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Map of Bath
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Conference Venue Map
Apex Hotel Map

Ground Floor (left panel)
1. Lansdown 1
2. Lansdown 2
First Floor (right panel)
1. Kingsmead 1
2. Kingsmead 2
3. Walcot
4. Bathwick
5. Widcombe
6. Camden

Tank Room at the Bath Brew House (1st floor).
14 James West Street (Opposite the main entrance of the Apex Hotel)
As you stand at the main entrance facing away from the hotel The
Bath Brew House is directly opposite. The Tank Room is at the top of
the stairs.
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Bath Function Room (1st floor)
Green Park Station.
As you stand at the main entrance facing away from the hotel Bath
Function Rooms are on the other side of the road around 45 degrees
on the right hand side.
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Conference Programme
Thursday 20th June
13:00 – 18:00
13:00 – 15:00
15:15 – 15:30
15:30 – 16:30
16:30 – 17:00
17:00 – 18:30
18:30 – 20:30

Registration
Registration Desk – Hotel Foyer Charles Street
Entrance
ESPE Council Meeting
Camden room (1st floor)
Welcome
Lansdown
Keynote Address I: Oriana Bandiera

Why do people stay poor?

Lansdown
Coffee/Tea Break
Atrium (1st floor)/Bar (Ground floor)
Parallel Sessions A
Apex Hotel, Bath Brew House, Bath Function Rooms
Welcome Reception
Apex Hotel

Friday 21st June
08:30 – 18:30
09:00 – 10:30
10:30 – 11:00
11:00 – 12:30
12:30 – 13:30
13:30 – 14:30

14:30 – 15:00
15:00 – 16:30
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Registration
Registration Desk – Hotel Foyer Charles Street
Entrance
Parallel Sessions B
Apex Hotel, Bath Brew House, Bath Function Rooms
Coffee/Tea Break
Atrium (1st floor)/Bar (Ground floor)
Parallel Sessions C
Apex Hotel, Bath Brew House, Bath Function Rooms
Lunch
Bar/Restaurant (Ground floor)
Keynote Address II: Kevin Lang

Ordinal Scales in Empirical Economics: Test Score
Gaps, Happiness and Other Tales of Woe
Lansdown
Coffee/Tea Break
Atrium (1st floor)/Bar (Ground floor)
Parallel Sessions D

16:30 – 17:00
17:00 – 18:30
18:30 – 20:00
20:00 – 22:00

Apex Hotel, Bath Brew House, Bath Function Rooms
Coffee/Tea Break
Atrium (1st floor)/Bar (Ground floor)
Parallel Sessions E
Apex Hotel, Bath Brew House, Bath Function Rooms
Walking tour of Bath
Meet at the hotel entrance
Drinks Reception
Pump Rooms, 13 Abbey Churchyard, Bath BA1 1LZ

Saturday 22nd June
08:30 – 18:30
09:00 – 11:00
11:00 – 11:30
11:30 – 13:30
13:30 – 14:30
14:30 – 16:30
16:30 – 17:00
17:00 – 18:00
18:00 – 18:30
19:00 – 00:00

Registration
Registration Desk – Hotel Foyer Charles Street
Entrance
Parallel Sessions F
Apex Hotel, Bath Brew House, Bath Function Rooms
Coffee/Tea Break
Atrium (1st floor)/Bar (Ground floor)
Parallel Sessions G
Apex Hotel, Bath Brew House, Bath Function Rooms
Lunch
Bar/Restaurant (Ground floor)
Parallel Sessions H
Apex Hotel, Bath Brew House, Bath Function Rooms
Coffee/Tea Break
Atrium (1st floor)/Bar (Ground floor)
Presidential Lecture: Shelly Lundberg

Aspirations and the Education Gender Gap
Lansdown
General Assembly
Lansdown
Conference Dinner
Assembly Rooms, Bennett St, Bath BA1 2QH
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Programme Notes and Index of Sessions
Thursday 20th June
Welcome and Introduction
15:15 to 15:30 (Lansdown)

Keynote Address I: Oriana Bandiera
Title: Why do people stay poor?
15:30 to 16:30 (Lansdown)

Sessions A 17:00 to 18:30
A1. Intergenerational mobility in health, (Camden)
A2. Early Child Outcomes, (Widcombe)
A3. Public Policy and Youth Crime, (Walcot)
A4. Gender and Pay, (Kingsmead 2)
A5. Formation of Preferences, (Kingsmead 1)
A6. Gender and Early Career , (Lansdown 2)
A7. Language Diversity and the Labour Market, (Lansdown 1)
A8. Temporary jobs as stepping stones, (Bath Function Room)
A9. The Impact of Health Information, (Bathwick)
_________________________________________________________________________

Friday 21st June
Sessions B 09:00 to 10:30
B1. Domestic Violence, (Widcombe)
B2. Education and Health, (Kingsmead 1)
B3. Family Policy and Fertility, (The Tank Room at the Bath Brew House)
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B4. Fertility Decisions, (Bath Function Room)
B5. Gender and Educational Choice, (Lansdown 1)
B6. Gender Identity, (Kingsmead 2)
B7. Human Capital Investment Returns, (Lansdown 2)
B8. Marriage and Divorce, (Camden)
B9. Personnel Economics, (Walcot)
B10. Task, Occupations and the Labour Market, (Bathwick)

Sessions C 11:00 to 12:30
C1. Intergenerational Mobility in Education, (The Tank Room at the Bath
Brew House)
C2. Teen Fertility and Child Outcomes, (Bath Function Room)
C3. Expectations and Educational Performance, (Lansdown 1)
C4. Work and Unions, (Lansdown 2)
C5. Worker Mobility, (Kingsmead 1)
C6. Immigration Policy, (Kingsmead 2)
C7. Intra-household Allocation, (Walcot)
C8. Higher Education, (Bathwick)
C9. Childhood Interventions, (Camden)
C10. Family and Children, (Widcombe)

Keynote Address II: Kevin Lang
Title: Ordinal Scales in Empirical Economics: Test Score Gaps,
Happiness and Other Tales of Woe
13:30 to 14:30 (Lansdown)
Sessions D 15:00 to 16:30
D1. Prenatal Shocks and Child Outcomes, (The Tank Room at the Bath Brew
House)
D2. Primary Schools, (Bath Function Room)
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D3. Fertility, (Lansdown 1)
D4. Mental Health, Education and Work, (Lansdown 2)
D5. Apprenticeships, (Kingsmead 1)
D6. Migrant-Native Gaps, (Kingsmead 2)
D7. Schools and Teachers, (Camden)
D8. Integration of Immigrants, (Walcot)
D9. Nutrition and Health, (Bathwick)
D10. Early Shocks and Childhood Development, (Widcombe)

Sessions E 17:00 to 18:30
E1. Student Funding, (The Tank Room at the Bath Brew House)
E2. Health and Health Policy, (Bath Function Room)
E3. Neighbourhood Effects, (Lansdown 1)
E4. Migration, (Lansdown 2)
E5. Risky Behaviour, (Kingsmead 1)
E6. Education Tests and Performance, (Kingsmead 2)
E7. Family Policies, (Walcot)
E8. Retirement, (Camden)
E9. Vaccines, Health and Cognitive Outcomes, (Bathwick)
E10. Schooling and Inequality, (Widcombe)
_________________________________________________________________________

Saturday 22nd June
Sessions F 09:00 to 11:00
F1. Job Loss, (The Tank Room at the Bath Brew House)
F2. Child Care Policies, (Bathwick)
F3. Beliefs and Human Capital Investment, (Bath Function Room)
F4. Wealth and Inequality, (Lansdown 1)
F5. Work and Pensions, (Lansdown 2)
F6. Gender Differences and Beliefs, (Kingsmead 1)
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F7. Refugee Policy, (Kingsmead 2)
F8. Mortality, (Walcot)
F9. Peer Effects, (Camden)
F10. Labour Relations, (Widcombe)

Sessions G 11:30 to 13:30
G1. Birth order and Family Size Effects, (The Tank Room at the Bath Brew
House)
G2. Special Session: The role of higher education in social mobility, (Bath
Function Room)
G3. Preschool Investments and Child Outcomes, (Lansdown 1)
G4. Gender Differences and Skills, (Lansdown 2)
G5. Refugees, (Kingsmead 1)
G6. Minimum Wage, (Widcombe)
G7. High School Performance, (Kingsmead 2)
G8. Family, Work and Gender, (Walcot)
G9. Income Inequality, (Bathwick)
G10. Unemployment and Work, (Camden)

Sessions H 14:30 to 16:30
H1. Well-being, (The Tank Room at the Bath Brew House)
H2. Parental Leave Policies, (Bath Function Room)
H3. Teachers and Market for Teachers, (Lansdown 1)
H4. Technology and Polarization, (Lansdown 2)
H5. Marriage and Family, (Kingsmead 1)
H6. Population Health, (Kingsmead 2)
H7. Migration and Assimilation, (Walcot)
H8. Methods and Data, (Bathwick)
H9. Gender and Work, (Widcombe)
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H10. Crime and Children, (Camden)

Presidential Address: Shelly Lundberg
Title: Aspirations and the Education Gender Gap
17:00 to 18:00 (Lansdown)
General Assembly
18:00 to 18:30 (Lansdown)
_________________________________________________________________________
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Detailed List of Sessions
Sessions A June 20th 17:00 to 18:30
Session A1. Intergenerational mobility in health, (Camden)
Session Chair: Daniel Graeber, DIW Berlin
Intergenerational Health Mobility: Evidence from Danish Registers
presented by: Carsten Berthram Andersen, Aarhus Universitet
The intergenerational effect of children's education on parental mental health
presented by: Jakob Everding, University of Hamburg
Intergenerational Health Mobility in Germany
presented by: Daniel Graeber, DIW Berlin

_________________________________________________________________________
Session A2. Early Child Outcomes, (Widcombe)
Session Chair: Stefanie Schurer, University of Sydney
Weight report cards: help or harm in preventing childhood obesity? Evidence from England
presented by: Yuliya Kazakova, University of Essex
On the Value of Birth Weight
presented by: Sonia Oreffice, University of Surrey
Does restricting how people spend their money help or harm? Evaluating the impact of a new
welfare policy on birth outcomes in Australia
presented by: Stefanie Schurer, University of Sydney

_________________________________________________________________________
Session A3. Public Policy and Youth Crime, (Walcot)
Session Chair: Marco Francesconi, University of Essex
The impact of austerity on racially or religiously motivated hate crime in England and Wales
presented by: Kerry Bray, Newcastle University Business School
Charter Takeovers, No Excuses Strategy, and Youth Crime. Evidence from London Secondary
School Academies
presented by: Emma Duchini, University of Warwick
None for the Road? Stricter Drink Driving Laws and Road Accidents
presented by: Marco Francesconi, University of Essex

_________________________________________________________________________
Session A4. Gender and Pay, (Kingsmead 2)
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Session Chair: Priscila Ferreira, University of Minho
Who works for whom and the UK gender pay gap
presented by: Sarah Jewell, University of Reading
Counterfactual quantile decompositions with selection correction taking into account
Huber/Melly (2015): An application to the German gender wage gap
presented by: Matthias Seckler, University of Tübingen
Women's Labor Force Participation and the Distribution of the Gender Wage Gap
presented by: Manuel Fernandez Sierra, University of Essex
Financing Constraints, Executive Pay and Gender Inequality
presented by: Priscila Ferreira, University of Minho

_________________________________________________________________________
Session A5. Formation of Preferences, (Kingsmead 1)
Session Chair: Nicolai Vitt, University of Edinburgh
Intra-Individual Stability of Time Preferences: A Survey Approach for the Long-Run
presented by: Malte Preuss, Freie Universität Berlin
Risk Aversion and Entrepreneurship: New Evidence Exploiting Exposure to Massive
Earthquakes in Italy
presented by: Maria De Paola, University of Calabria
Maternal Stress and Food Preferences: A Lab Experiment with Low Income Mothers
presented by: Nicolai Vitt, University of Edinburgh

_________________________________________________________________________
Session A6. Gender and Early Career , (Lansdown 2)
Session Chair: Malte Sandner, Institute for Employment Research
Ceilings, Floors, and Children. The Gender Pay Gap over the Lifecycle
presented by: Pierre Pora, Insee-CREST
Gender Differences in Aspired Occupations
presented by: Madison Kerr, University of York
The Early Career Gender Wage Gap for University Graduates
presented by: Malte Sandner, Institute for Employment Research

_________________________________________________________________________
Session A7. Language Diversity and the Labour Market, (Lansdown 1)
Session Chair: Joanna Clifton-Sprigg, The University of Bath
Linguistic Proximity and Workplace Productivity
presented by: Harald Dale-Olsen,
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The Effect of Linguistic Diversity in Early Education
presented by: Arash Naghavi, University of Wuppertal
Bilingualism in the labour market
presented by: Joanna Clifton-Sprigg, The University of Bath

_________________________________________________________________________
Session A8. Temporary jobs as stepping stones, (Bath Function Room)
Session Chair: Bastian Stockinger, Institute for Employment Research (IAB)
Income Inequality and Later Life Health: Estimating Life Course Treatment Effects
presented by: Dean Lillard, Ohio State University
Does temporary agency employment pave the way to better jobs for refugees?
presented by: Elke Jahn, IAB, Bayreuth University
First step or last resort? One-Euro-Jobs after the reform
presented by: Bastian Stockinger, Institute for Employment Research (IAB)

_________________________________________________________________________
Session A9. The Impact of Health Information, (Bathwick)
Session Chair: Jonathan James, University of Bath
Digital Waste? Unintended Consequences of Health Information Technology
presented by: Mikko Nurminen, Turku School of Economics
Non-salience or Reluctance? Vaccination Responses to Reminder Letters
presented by: Jonas Hirani, University of Copenhagen
Smoking, Information and Education: Evidence from the 1962 report by the Royal College of
Physicians
presented by: Jonathan James, University of Bath

_________________________________________________________________________
Sessions B, 21st June 09:00 to 10:30
Session B1. Domestic Violence, (Widcombe)
Session Chair: Judit Vall Castello, Universitat de Barcelona
Domestic violence and child mortality
presented by: Samantha Rawlings, University of Reading
Intra-household inequality and adult material deprivation in Europe
presented by: Eleni Karagiannaki, London School of Economics
Hit where it hurts – healthcare access and intimate partner violence
presented by: Judit Vall Castello, Universitat de Barcelona

_________________________________________________________________________
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Session B2. Education and Health, (Kingsmead 1)
Session Chair: Tatjana Begerow, Bergische Universität Wuppertal
The Effect of Compulsory Service on Life Satisfaction and its Channels
presented by: Matthias Collischon, FAU Erlangen-Nürnberg
Taking Cover: Human Capital Accumulation in the Presence of Shocks and Health Insurance
presented by: Paulino Font Gilabert, University of Essex
Does schooling affect health? Evidence from ambulatory claims data
presented by: Tatjana Begerow, Bergische Universität Wuppertal

_________________________________________________________________________
Session B3. Family Policy and Fertility, (The Tank Room at the Bath Brew House)
Session Chair: Libertad Gonzalez, University Pompeu Fabra
The Fertility Effect of cutting Child related Welfare Benefits
presented by: Frederik Wiynck, University of Erlangen-Nürnberg
The Effect of Old-Age Pensions on Fertility: Evidence from a Natural Experiment in Brazil
presented by: Lennard Zyska, Katholische Universität Eichstätt-Ingolstadt
The Effect of Abortion Legalization on Fertility
presented by: Libertad Gonzalez, University Pompeu Fabra

_________________________________________________________________________
Session B4. Fertility Decisions, (Bath Function Room)
Session Chair: Anna Adamecz-Volgyi, UCL
Do property taxes affect fertility? Quasi-experimental evidence from Portugal
presented by: Susana Peralta, Nova School of Business and Economics
How Family Policies Affect Fertility: Evidence from Spain
presented by: Sofia Trommlerova, University Pompeu Fabra
Incapacitation and human capital effects of extended compulsory schooling on the teenage
fertility of ethnic minority women
presented by: Anna Adamecz-Volgyi, UCL

_________________________________________________________________________
Session B5. Gender and Educational Choice, (Lansdown 1)
Session Chair: Paul J. Devereux, UCD
Understanding the Gender Gap on College Major Choices. Evidence from Chile.*
presented by: Paola Bordon, Universidad Alberto Hurtado
Non-Cognitive Skills and Gender Differences in Training Programmes for the Unemployed
presented by: Annette Bergemann, University of Bristol
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The relationship between gender and SES and college programme choices
presented by: Paul J. Devereux, UCD

_________________________________________________________________________
Session B6. Gender Identity, (Kingsmead 2)
Session Chair: Cheti Nicoletti, University of York
The Spatial Origins of Gender Roles
presented by: Juan Torrecillas, Universitat de Barcelona
Gender Identity and Relative Income within Households: A critical re-examination of Bertrand,
Kamenica Pan (QJE, 2015) using U.S. and German data
presented by: Kerstin Ostermann, Friedrich-Alexander University Erlangen-Nuremberg
The division of housework between partners. Does gender identity matter?
presented by: Cheti Nicoletti, University of York

_________________________________________________________________________
Session B7. Human Capital Investment Returns, (Lansdown 2)
Session Chair: Paul Bingley, VIVE
The Distribution of Private and Fiscal Returns to Higher Education: A Dynamic Microsimulation
Approach
presented by: Dominik Hügle, Freie Universität Berlin
Getting out of the starting gate on the right foot: employment effects of investment in human
capital
presented by: Daniela Sonedda, Università del Piemonte Orientale
The Role of Military Service in Human Capital Formation: Evidence from a Draft Lottery
presented by: Paul Bingley, VIVE

_________________________________________________________________________
Session B8. Marriage and Divorce, (Camden)
Session Chair: Hayley Fisher, University of Sydney
Age at Marriage and Marital Stability: Causal Evidence from a Legal Reform in China
presented by: Jorge Garcia Hombrados, London School of Economics
Headscarves and Female Employment
presented by: Gozde Corekcioglu Ishakoglu, European University Institute
The consequences of extending equitable property division divorce laws to cohabitants
presented by: Hayley Fisher, University of Sydney

_________________________________________________________________________
Session B9. Personnel Economics, (Walcot)
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Session Chair: Olubunmi Ajala, University of Leicester
How Workplace Consolidation Affects Workers: Evidence from Acquisitions in Germany
presented by: Jörg Heining, Institute for Employment Research (IAB)
"Fine...I’ll do it myself" Lessons from self-employment grants in Croatia
presented by: Ivan Zilic, London School of Economics
Effect of Performance Related Pay on turnover-intention of teachers in England
presented by: Olubunmi Ajala, University of Leicester

_________________________________________________________________________
Session B10. Task, Occupations and the Labour Market, (Bathwick)
Session Chair: Ludo Visschers, The University of Edinburgh
The Task Content of Job Transitions over the Business Cycle: Evidence for the UK
presented by: Aspasia Bizopoulou, Vatt Institute for Economic Research
Occupational mismatch and network effects: Evidence from France
presented by: Arnaud Herault, University of Angers
Workers’ Task and Employer Mobility over the Business Cycle∗
presented by: Ludo Visschers, The University of Edinburgh/Universidad

_________________________________________________________________________
Sessions C 11:00 to 12:30
Session C1. Intergenerational Mobility in Education, (The Tank Room at the Bath Brew
House)
Session Chair: Erik Plug, University of Amsterdam
Parental Education and Offspring Outcomes: Evidence from a German Schooling Reform
presented by: Sarah Dahmann, The University of Sydney
Socio-economic background and academic match of students in 16-19 post-compulsory
education
presented by: Konstantina Maragkou, University of Sheffield
Skills, Parental Sorting, and Child Inequality
presented by: Erik Plug, University of Amsterdam

_________________________________________________________________________
Session C2. Teen Fertility and Child Outcomes, (Bath Function Room)
Session Chair: Kristiina Huttunen, VATT
The Impact of Restricted Access to Abortion on Newborns’ Health: Evidence from Hungary
presented by: Gabor Hajdu, Centre for Social Sciences of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences
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The Rise in Single-Mother Families and Children’s Cognitive Development: evidence from the
1958, 1970 and 2000 British Birth Cohorts
presented by: Mariña Fernández Salgado, Universidad de Alcalá
Maternal age and child outcomes
presented by: Kristiina Huttunen, VATT

_________________________________________________________________________
Session C3. Expectations and Educational Performance, (Lansdown 1)
Session Chair: Mikael Lindahl, University of Gothenburg
Understanding parental decision-making: Beliefs about returns to parenting styles and
neighborhoods
presented by: Lukas Kiessling, University of Bonn
Subjective Expectations, Educational Choice Heterogeneity and Gender: Evidence from a
Sample of Swedish High School Students
presented by: Mikael Lindahl, University of Gothenburg

_________________________________________________________________________
Session C4. Work and Unions, (Lansdown 2)
Session Chair: Paolo Santini, Paris School of Economics
Overtime and Trade Union Membership
presented by: Gabriel Schultze, IAAEU, Trier University
Spillovers and substitutability in production
presented by: Kerry Papps, University of Bath
Do unions have egalitarian wage policies for their own employees? Evidence from exhaustive
earnings data in the US
presented by: Paolo Santini, Paris School of Economics

_________________________________________________________________________
Session C5. Worker Mobility, (Kingsmead 1)
Session Chair: Damir Stijepic, Johannes Gutenberg University
Human mobility and Internet usage: Evidence from Nigerian micro-level data
presented by: Maurizio Strazzeri, University of Konstanz
The Effect of a University Degree in English on International Labour Mobility
presented by: Samuel Nocito, LUISS "G. Carli"
Old sins cast long shadows: The Long-term impact of the resettlement of the Sudetenland on
residential migration
presented by: Stepan Mikula, Masaryk University
Skills, Job Mobility and Productive Efficiency
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presented by: Damir Stijepic, Johannes Gutenberg University

_________________________________________________________________________
Session C6. Immigration Policy, (Kingsmead 2)
Session Chair: Ehsan Vallizadeh, Institute for Employment Research (IAB)
Monitoring recruiters at work: determinants of ethnic discrimination on an online recruitment
platform
presented by: Daniel Kopp, KOF Swiss Economic Institute ETH Zurich
Immigration Enforcement, Police Trust and Domestic Violence
presented by: Esther Arenas-Arroyo, University of Oxford
Linguistic enclaves and language proficiency of immigrants: Self-selection or learning?
presented by: Ehsan Vallizadeh, Institute for Employment Research (IAB)

_________________________________________________________________________
C7. Intrahousehold Allocation, (Walcot)
Session Chair: Heather Joshi, UCL
The allocation of resources within polygamous households: Evidence from Nigeria
presented by: Alessia Isopi, University of Manchester
A Strategic Gift Motive? Evidence from Inheritance Tax Reforms in Europe
presented by: Berkay Ozcan, London School of Economics
The gender gap in wages over the life course: evidence from a British cohort born in 1958
presented by: Heather Joshi, UCL

_________________________________________________________________________
Session C8. Higher Education, (Bathwick)
Session Chair: Cagla Okten, Bilkent University
Chinese Language & Culture Learning Opportunities Abroad and Overseas Students in China
presented by: Yue Huang, Otto-von-Guericke Universität Magdeburg
Information Provision and Postgraduate Studies
presented by: Frauke Peter, DIW Berlin
Expansion and Equality in Higher Education
presented by: Cagla Okten, Bilkent University

_________________________________________________________________________
Session C9. Childhood Interventions, (Camden)
Session Chair: Sarah Sander, UCL
Skills Accumulation with Malleable Ability: Evidence from a Growth Mindset Intervention
presented by: Sonkurt Sen, University of Essex
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The allotment of home care – compensating for lack of functionality
presented by: Theis Theisen, University of Agder
Age at Enrollment in Daycare and Child Development
presented by: Sarah Sander, UCL

_________________________________________________________________________
Session C10. Family and Children, (Widcombe)
Session Chair: Herdis Steingrimsdottir, Copenhagen Business School
Parental Behavioural Preferences and Educational Progressions of Girls and Boys: Lab-in-theField Evidence from Rural Côte d’Ivoire
presented by: Ralitza Dimova, University of Manchester
The Determinants of Children’s and Adolescents’ Time Use and the Trade-off Within
presented by: Sarah Grace See, University of Groningen
The Long-Term Impact of Children's Disabilities on Families
presented by: Herdis Steingrimsdottir, Copenhagen Business School

_________________________________________________________________________
Sessions D 15:00 to 16:30
Session D1. Prenatal Shocks and Child Outcomes, (The Tank Room at the Bath Brew
House)
Session Chair: Stephanie von Hinke, University of Bristol
Multi-generational effects of in-utero shock exposure on third generation health and cognitive
outcomes in India
presented by: Maha Khan, University of York
Wage cuts and health at birth: the adverse effects of in utero exposure to economic shocks
presented by: Simona Bejenariu Tudor, Swedish Institute for Social Science
Does maternal mental health during and straight after pregnancy affect child development?
presented by: Stephanie von Hinke, University of Bristol

_________________________________________________________________________
Session D2. Primary Schools, (Bath Function Room)
Session Chair: Beatrice S. Rangvid, The Danish Centre of Social Science Research, VIVE
Education and Prosocial Behavior: Evidence from Time Use Survey
presented by: Betul Akar, Bilkent University
Can Schools Change Religious Attitudes? Evidence from German State Reforms of Compulsory
Religious Education
presented by: Benjamin Arold, LMU Munich and ifo Institute
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CARROTS, NOT STICKS: EFFECTS OF A SCHOOL ACCOUNTABILITY PROGRAM WITH
MONETARY REWARDS
presented by: Beatrice S. Rangvid, The Danish Centre of Social Science Research, VIVE

_________________________________________________________________________
Session D3. Fertility, (Lansdown 1)
Session Chair: Esmée Zwiers, Erasmus School of Economics
Can Child Benefits Reverse the Impact of Unbalanced Sex Ratios on Fertility?
presented by: Panayiota Lyssiotou, University of Cyprus
From Freedom to Fertility - The End of War, Parental Selection, and Children's Outcomes
presented by: Esmée Zwiers, Erasmus School of Economics

_________________________________________________________________________
Session D4. Mental Health, Education and Work, (Lansdown 2)
Session Chair: Deborah Cobb-Clark, University of Sydney
The intergenerational effect of education on mental health - evidence from a regression
discontinuity design for the UK.
presented by: Patrick Sturm, University of Würzburg
Parents' behavioural response to conflict
presented by: Valentina Tonei, University of York
The Reciprocal Relationship between Depressive Symptoms and Employment Status
presented by: Deborah Cobb-Clark, University of Sydney

_________________________________________________________________________
Session D5. Apprenticeships, (Kingsmead 1)
Session Chair: Lei Xu, National Institute of Economic and Social Research
Student access to apprenticeships: evidence from a vignette experiment
presented by: Ilse Tobback, KU Leuven
The causal effects of internships on academic outcomes: A shred of evidence from the UK
presented by: Thanos Mergoupis, University of Bath
Labour Market Outcomes of Older Versus Younger Apprentices: A Comparison of Earnings
Differentials
presented by: Damon Morris, University of Sheffield
The impact of apprenticeships on firms
presented by: Lei Xu, National Institute of Economic and Social Research

_________________________________________________________________________
Session D6. Migrant-Native Gaps, (Kingsmead 2)
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Session Chair: Lorraine Wong, University College Dublin
The Immigrant-Native Wage Gap in Germany Revisited
presented by: Kai Ingwersen, University of Hannover
Working and Migrant Children
presented by: CINTHYA CAAMAL-OLVERA, UNIVERSIDAD AUTONOMA DE NUEVO LEON
The labour market differences of asylum populations and economic migrants in Switzerland
presented by: Lorraine Wong, University College Dublin

_________________________________________________________________________
Session D7. Schools and Teachers, (Camden)
Session Chair: Maria Lombardi, Universidad Torcuato Di Tella
Experienced well-being and Labor Market Status: the role of pleasure and meaning
presented by: Maria Metzing, German Institute for Economic Research
Short, heavy and underrated? Teacher assessment biases by children’s body size
presented by: Sonja Kassenboehmer, Monash University
Is the Remedy Worse Than the Disease? The Impact of Teacher Remediation on Teacher and
Student Performance in Chile
presented by: Maria Lombardi, Universidad Torcuato Di Tella

_________________________________________________________________________
Session D8. Integration of Immigrants, (Walcot)
Session Chair: Todd Sorensen, University of Nevada, Reno
Integration Through Participation: The Effect of Non-Citizen Voting Rights
presented by: Salwan Saif, University of Erlangen-Nürnberg
HOW ELASTIC IS THE LABOUR SUPPLY OF MIGRANTS RELATIVE TO THE SUPPLY OF
NATIVE-BORN WOMEN AND MEN?
presented by: Tanja Fendel, Institute for Employment Research (IAB)
MONOPSONY POWER AND GUEST WORKER PROGRAMS
presented by: Todd Sorensen, University of Nevada, Reno)

_________________________________________________________________________
Session D9. Nutrition and Health, (Bathwick)
Session Chair: Mario Gyori, London School of Economics
Offspring Migration and Nutritional Status of Left-behind Elderly in Rural China
presented by: Chang Liu, Nanjing Agricultural University
High Caloric Nutrition and Adolescent Overweight: Evidence from Fast Food Restaurant and
Convenience Store Openings
presented by: Sara Abrahamsson, Norwegian School of Economics
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Disentangling the causal effects of air pollutants on health: when the numerous characteristics
of the planetary boundary layer can help
presented by: Milena Suarez, INSEE-CREST
The nutritional impacts of health insurance – A case study of Mexico’s Seguro Popular
presented by: Mario Gyori, London School of Economics

_________________________________________________________________________
Session D10. Early Shocks and Childhood Development, (Widcombe)
Session Chair: Laura Rodriguez, University of Manchester
The Unintended Consequences of Infrastructure Development: Sewerage Diffusion and Earlylife Mortality in Peru
presented by: Antonella Bancalari, London School of Economics
Better roads, better off? Evidence of improving roads in Tanzania
presented by: Ximena Játiva, University of Fribourg
Terrorist Violence and Newborn Health: Estimates for Colombia
presented by: Laura Rodriguez, University of Manchester

_________________________________________________________________________
Sessions E 17:00 to 18:30
Session E1. Student Funding, (The Tank Room at the Bath Brew House)
Session Chair: Rosa Castro-Zarzur, University of Maryland - College Park
Student preferences over fees, grants and loans
presented by: Angus Holford, University of Essex
The design of optimal admission policies to higher education: an applied theoretical approach
presented by: Pedro Luis Silva, University of Nottingham and CIPES
Unintended Consequences of Free College: Self-Selection into the Teaching Profession
presented by: Rosa Castro-Zarzur, University of Maryland - College Park)

_________________________________________________________________________
Session E2. Health and Health Policy, (Bath Function Room)
Session Chair: Christine Dauth, IAB
Do consumers respond to “sin taxes” heterogeneously? New evidence from the tax on sugary
drinks using longitudinal scanner data
presented by: Eleonora Fichera, University of Bath
Did feminism kill? Evidence from life-course smoking behavior in ten countries.
presented by: Rebekka Christopoulou, University of Macedonia
Investing in Health or Underestimating Risk? Locus of Control and Alcohol Consumption
presented by: Juliane Hennecke, Freie Universität Berlin
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Is private better than public? The effects of private health insurance on health and labor market
outcomes
presented by: Christine Dauth, IAB

_________________________________________________________________________
Session E3. Neighbourhood Effects, (Lansdown 1)
Session Chair: Melanie Lührmann , Royal Holloway
The Price of Forced Attendance
presented by: Dinand Webbink; University of Rotterdam
Does culture affect financial literacy? Cross country evidence
presented by: Kenneth De Beckker, KU Leuven
Community Matters: Heterogeneous Impacts of a Sanitation Intervention
presented by: Melanie Lührmann , Royal Holloway

_________________________________________________________________________
Session E4. Migration, (Lansdown 2)
Session Chair: Jorge Gonzalez Chapela, Centro Universitario de la Defensa de Zaragoza
Coming to stay or to go? Migration intentions and involved uncertainty
presented by: Fabian Könings, University of Jena
EVALUATING THE INTERNAL LABOR MIGRATION EFFECTS OF PEACETIME COMPULSORY
CONSCRIPTION
presented by: Jorge Gonzalez Chapela, Centro Universitario de la Defensa de Zaragoza

_________________________________________________________________________
Session E5. Risky Behaviour, (Kingsmead 1)
Session Chair: Agne Suziedelyte, City, University of London
Depression, Risk Preferences and Risk-taking Behavior
presented by: Nathan Kettlewell, University of Sydney
School starting age and risky health behavior
presented by: Eva Johansen, Aarhus University
You Drink, You Drive, You Die? The Dynamics of Youth Risk Taking in Response to a Change in
the Legal Drinking Age
presented by: Steven Stillman, Free University of Bolzano
Is it only a game? Video games and violence
presented by: Agne Suziedelyte, City, University of London

_________________________________________________________________________
Session E6. Education Tests and Performance, (Kingsmead 2)
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Session Chair: Marisa Hidalgo-Hidalgo, University Pablo de Olavide, Seville
Selection Bias Among Participants in High School Financial Literacy Programs: Evidence from
PISA
presented by: Ernesto Villanueva, Banco de España
The Impact of Indoor Climate on Human Cognition: Evidence from Chess Tournaments
presented by: Nico Pestel, Institute of Labor Economics (IZA)
Ability to Sustain Test Performance and Remedial Education: Good news for girls
presented by: Marisa Hidalgo-Hidalgo, University Pablo de Olavide, Seville

_________________________________________________________________________
Session E7. Family Policies, (Walcot)
Session Chair: John Haisken-DeNew, University of Melbourne
Did Communism Crowd-Out Family and Generalised Pro-Social Behaviour?
presented by: Anna Nicińska, University of Warsaw
Evaluating the housing, health, and service outcomes of an intensive support program for the
chronically homeless in Australia
presented by: Daniel Kuehnle, Friedrich Alexander University of Erlangen-Nuremberg
Risk Adjustment and Early Academic Outcomes of Funded Children with Disability
presented by: John Haisken-DeNew, University of Melbourne

_________________________________________________________________________
Session E8. Retirement, (Camden)
Session Chair: Insa Weilage, Leibniz Universität Hannover
Labor market effects of early retirement reforms
presented by: Rebecca Schrader, Friedrich-Alexander-University Erlangen-Nürnberg
The Heterogeneous Effect of Retirement on Informal Care Behavior
presented by: Julien Bergeot, Université de Cergy Pontoise
Idle time before retirement: resting or studying? An evaluation of part-time work
presented by: Insa Weilage, Leibniz Universität Hannover

_________________________________________________________________________
Session E9. Vaccines, Health and Cognitive Outcomes, (Bathwick)
Session Chair: Hans Henrik Sievertsen, University of Bristol
Vaccines at Work
presented by: Adrian Chadi, University of Konstanz
Does Economic Growth Induce Smoking?
presented by: Yutian Yang, Rutgers University
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Antibiotics and cognitive development of children
presented by: Hans Henrik Sievertsen, University of Bristol

_________________________________________________________________________
Session E10. Schooling and Inequality, (Widcombe)
Session Chair: Ron Diris, Maastricht University
Inequality of Educational Opportunities and the Role of Learning Intensity: Evidence from a
Quasi-Experiment in Germany.
presented by: Sebastian Camarero Garcia, Centre for European Economic Research; University
of Mannheim; CEP at LSE
Do Planning Prompts Increase Educational Success? Evidence from Randomized Controlled
Trials in MOOCs
presented by: Sylvi Rzepka, RWI
Taking PISA Seriously: How Accurate are Low-Stakes Exams?
presented by: Pelin Akyol, Bilkent University
The Heterogeneous Effects of Early Track Choice on Cognitive and Non-cognitive Skills
presented by: Ron Diris, Maastricht University

_________________________________________________________________________
Sessions F 09:00 to 11:00
Session F1. Job Loss, (The Tank Room at the Bath Brew House)
Session Chair: Laura Jernström, University of Helsinki
Job loss, disability insurance and health expenditures
presented by: Anikó Bíró, Institute of Economics, Hungarian Academy of Sciences
The Costs of Job Loss, Occupational Mobility and Task Usage
presented by: Krista Riukula, Etla Research Institute of the Finnish Economy
Is a Sorrow Shared a Sorrow Doubled? - The Effect of Parental Job Loss on Adolescent
Children’s Life Satisfaction
presented by: Christine Luecke, Otto von Guericke University
Job Loss and Health Spillovers in the Family
presented by: Laura Jernström, University of Helsinki

_________________________________________________________________________
Session F2. Child Care Policies, (Bathwick)

Session Chair: Tuomas Kosonen, Labour Institute for Economic Research
The role of the career costs of children for the effect of public child care on fertility and
maternal employment
presented by: Katrin Huber, University of Passau
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Head Start and Mothers’ Work: Free Child Care or Something More?
presented by: Ariel Pihl, University of Gothenburg
The Effect of All-Day Primary School on Maternal Labor Supply in Germany
presented by: Lukas Riedel, ZEW Mannheim
Home Care or Formal Day Care? The Effect of Home Care Allowance on Child Outcomes
presented by: Tuomas Kosonen, Labour Institute for Economic Research

_________________________________________________________________________
Session F3. Beliefs and Human Capital Investment, (Bath Function Room)

Session Chair: Marco Caliendo, University of Potsdam
Raising aspirations of boys and girls through role models: Evidence from a field experiment
presented by: Jennifer Golan, University of Bath
DIY or Ask Someone NIce?
presented by: Marina Della Giusta, University of Reading
Who is to blame and what to do? Using stated preferences experiments to analyze the cause of
low training participation among low-educated workers
presented by: Annemarie Künn-Nelen, Maastricht University
Locus of Control and Investment in Training: New Evidence from an Employer/Employee
Perspective
presented by: Marco Caliendo, University of Potsdam

_________________________________________________________________________
Session F4. Wealth and Inequality, (Lansdown 1)
Session Chair: Mette Gørtz, University of Copenhagen
Wealth Inequalities among Seniors: the Roles of Marital Histories across cohorts
presented by: Anne Solaz, INED (Institut National d'Etudes Démographiques)
Parental Housing Wealth and Children’s Marriage Prospects in China - Evidence from CHARLS
presented by: Ya Gao, University of Groningen
Redistribution of individual pension wealth to survivor pensions: Evidence from a Stated
Preferences Analysis
presented by: Raymond Montizaan, Maastricht University
Do Elderly Parent's Intended Bequest Share Vary with a Child's Living Proximity and Material
Support? Evidence from the Singapore Life Panel
presented by: Christine Ho, Singapore Management University
The Wealth of Parents: Trends over Time in Assortative Mating Based on Parental Wealth
presented by: Mette Gørtz, University of Copenhagen

_________________________________________________________________________
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Session F5. Work and Pensions, (Lansdown 2)
Session Chair: Han Ye, University of Mannheim
Pension Incentives and Labor Force Participation: Evidence from the Introduction of Universal
Old-Age Assistance in the UK
presented by: Philipp Jäger, RWI- Leibniz-Institute for Economic Research
Mind the Gap! The effect of an increased UK State Pension Age on expected working life of
employees
presented by: Ricky Kanabar, University of Bath
Pension Reforms and Firm Behavior: The Role of Wage Structures
presented by: Wolfgang Frimmel, University of Linz
Work Longer or Save More: the Effect of Pension Reform on Saving
presented by: Han Ye, University of Mannheim

_________________________________________________________________________
Session F6. Gender Differences and Beliefs, (Kingsmead 1)
Session Chair: Sarah Smith, University of Bristol
Gender, Competition and Performance: Evidence from Real Tournaments
presented by: Maria Cubel, University of Bath
Task difficulty and the gender gap in competitiveness: Evidence from the field
presented by: Thomas van Huizen, Utrecht University
How Do Beliefs about the Gender Wage Gap Affect Demand for Public Policy?
presented by: Sonja Settele, Goethe University Frankfurt
Gender differences in goal-setting: Evidence from fundraising
presented by: Sarah Smith, University of Bristol

_________________________________________________________________________
Session F7. Refugee Policy, (Kingsmead 2)
Session Chair: Madhinee Valeyatheepillay, ifo Institute
The 2015 European Refugee Crisis and Residential Housing Rents in Germany
presented by: Kathleen Kürschner Rauck, Otto von Guericke University Magdeburg
Human capital transferability and migrants’ labor market integration – Evidence from a new
recognition framework in Germany
presented by: Jacopo Bassetto, University of Trento
The effect of asylum policy on asylum flows: Changes in overall policy, family migration
regulation, and readmission agreements
presented by: Pål Schøne, Institute for social research
On the Anatomy of a Refugee Dispersal Policy: Neighborhood Integration and Dynamic Sorting
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presented by: Madhinee Valeyatheepillay, ifo Institute

_________________________________________________________________________
Session F8. Mortality, (Walcot)
Session Chair: Robert Stelter, Max Planck Institute for Demographic Research
The Retirement Mortality Puzzle: Evidence from a Regression Discontinuity Design
presented by: Matthias Giesecke, RWI - Leibniz Institute for Economic Research
Alcohol availability and alcohol-attributable mortality: Evidence from administrative data
presented by: Relika Stoppel, University of Potsdam
The benefits of Knowledge: Mortality Expectations, Sexual Behavior and and Forward Looking
Decisions
presented by: Adeline Delavande, University of Essex
Social status, war, medical knowledge, and the timing of life expectancy improvements among
Germanic scholars over the fifteenth to nineteenth centuries.
presented by: Robert Stelter, Max Planck Institute for Demographic Research

_________________________________________________________________________
Session F9. Peer Effects, (Camden)
Session Chair: Greta Morando, Royal Holloway
The Effect Of Group Formation and Differentiated Instruction on Learning Outcomes. Evidence
from Two Randomised Experiments.
presented by: Kaat Iterbeke, KU Leuven
What Drives Ability Peer Effects?
presented by: Matthijs Oosterveen, Erasmus University Rotterdam
Diversity, Performance and Educational Choices
presented by: Elena Lisauskaite, Royal Holloway, University of London
Foreign Peer Effects in Higher Education
presented by: Greta Morando, Royal Holloway

_________________________________________________________________________
Session F10. Labour Relations, (Widcombe)
Session Chair: Milena Nikolova, University of Groningen
Cognitive Load and Occupational Injuries
presented by: Eric Bonsang, Université Paris-Dauphine - PSL Research
Demographic change, collective wage bargaining and pay-as-you-go social security
presented by: Max Friese, University of Rostock
What Makes Work Meaningful And Why Economists Should Care About It
presented by: Milena Nikolova, University of Groningen
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The Impact of Mandatory Military Service. Evidence from Spain
presented by: Julio Caceres-Delpiano, Universidad Carlos III

_________________________________________________________________________
Sessions G 11:30 to 13:30
Session G1. Birth order and Family Size Effects, (The Tank Room at the Bath Brew
House)
Session Chair: Martina Zweimüller, Johannes Kepler University Linz
Boys Don't Cry (Nor Do the Dishes): Family Size and the Housework Gender Gap
presented by: Anthony Lepinteur, University of Luxembourg
The Evolution of Birth Order Effects through Generations
presented by: Ana Nuevo-Chiquero, University of Edinburgh
Son preference, birth order and cognitive skills in early childhood
presented by: Cara Ebert, University of Goettingen
Birth order, parental health investment and health in childhood
presented by: Martina Zweimüller, Johannes Kepler University Linz

_________________________________________________________________________
Session G2. Special Session: The role of higher education in social mobility, (Bath
Function Room)
Session Chair: Matt Dickson, University of Bath
Is 'first in the family' a good indicator for widening university participation?
presented by: Nikki Shure, University College London Institute of Education
Higher Education Funding Reforms: A Comprehensive Analysis of Educational and Labour
Market Outcomes in England
presented by: Stefania Simion, University of Edinburgh
Selective education and university outcomes: the winners and losers
presented by: Lindsey Macmillan, UCL
The returns to higher education: new evidence from administrative data in the UK
presented by: Laura van der Erve, Institute for Fiscal Studies
The role of higher education in social mobility (roundtable discussion)
Chaired by: Matt Dickson, University of Bath

_________________________________________________________________________
Session G3. Preschool Investments and Child Outcomes, (Lansdown 1)
Session Chair: Emma Tominey, University of York
Parental Investment and Peer Effects in Cognitive and Non-Cognitive Skills
presented by: Yasemin Özdemir, University of Mannheim
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Parental Love Is Not Blind: Identifying Selection into Early School Start
presented by: Ainhoa Aparicio-Fenoll, Collegio Carlo Alberto
The Productivity of Preschool Parental Inputs on Child Ability: Inequality by Household Income
and Time Resources
presented by: Emma Tominey, University of York

_________________________________________________________________________
Session G4. Gender Differences and Skills, (Lansdown 2)
Session Chair: Khanh Van Phan, University of Bath
Gender Differences in the Skill Content of Jobs
presented by: Balázs Reizer, Centre for Economic and Regional Studies
General versus Job-Specific Skills and Gender Gaps in the Labor Market
presented by: Cristina Bellés Obrero, University of Mannheim
Gender Wage Gap Trends in Europe: The Role of Occupational Skill Prices
presented by: Ezgi Kaya, Cardiff University
The Role of Work Values and Characteristics in the Human Capital Investment by Gays and
Lesbians
presented by: Ian Burn, Stockholm University
Gender differences in employment allocation: The case of urban Vietnam
presented by: Khanh Van Phan, University of Bath

_________________________________________________________________________
Session G5. Refugees, (Kingsmead 1)
Session Chair: Andreas Hauptmann, Institute for Employment Research (IAB)
Immigration and electoral outcomes: Evidence from the 2015 refugee inflow to Germany
presented by: Julia Bredtmann, RWI - Leibniz Institute for Economic Research
Using smartphone technology for research on refugees – Evidence from Germany
presented by: Christoph Sajons, University of Mannheim
Early Employment Support for Refugees: Quasi-experimental Evidence
presented by: Jacob Arendt, The Rockwool Foundation
Let their Knowledge Flow: The Effect of Returning Refugees on Export Performance in the
Former Yugoslavia
presented by: Andreas Hauptmann, Institute for Employment Research (IAB)

_________________________________________________________________________
Session G6. Minimum Wage, (Widcombe)
Session Chair: Jonas Feld, Trier University / IAAEU
Minimum Wages, Employment and Prices – A Case Study of the Hairdressing Industry
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presented by: Max Kunaschk, Institute for Employment Research (IAB)
Measurement error, treatment effect dilution, and data aggregation: implications for minimum
wage evaluations
presented by: Christian Westermeier, IAB Nuremberg
The Institutional Margin of Adjustment to Import Competition: Evidence from Italian Minimum
Wages
presented by: Alessia Matano, University of Barcelona
Are Minimum Wages Affecting Immigration Rates? Evidence from EU Countries.
presented by: Jonas Feld, Trier University / IAAEU

_________________________________________________________________________
Session G7. High School Performance, (Kingsmead 2)
Session Chair: Deni Mazrekaj, KU Leuven
Variance in pupil attainment since 2003: how important is the school attended?
presented by: David Wilkinson, UCL Institute of Education
High Stakes Testing and Student Achievement
presented by: David Kiss, Leibniz University Hannover
The effect of grade retention on secondary school dropout: Evidence from a natural experiment
presented by: Maria Ferreira Sequeda, Maastricht University
Sports Club Vouchers and Children’s Health Behavior
presented by: Thomas Siedler, Universität Hamburg
Does a High School Diploma Matter? Evidence Using Regression Discontinuity Design
presented by: Deni Mazrekaj, KU Leuven

_________________________________________________________________________
Session G8. Family, Work and Gender, (Walcot)
Session Chair: Rudolf Winter-Ebmer, University of Linz and IHS, Vienna
Family Changes and Income Distribution in Brazil: Reconsidering Falling Inequality
presented by: Ana Maria Hermeto Oliveira, CEDEPLAR-UFMG
Overwork in Spouse’s Degree Field and the Labor Market Outcomes of Skilled Women
presented by: Terra McKinnish, University of Colorado
Commuting Time and Female Labor Force Participation
presented by: Lídia Farré, Universitat de Barcelona
Gender Differences in Active Aging: Findings from a new individual-level index for selected
European countries
presented by: Rudolf Winter-Ebmer, University of Linz and IHS, Vienna

_________________________________________________________________________
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Session G9. Income Inequality, (Bathwick)
Session Chair: Almudena Sevilla, UNIVERSITY COLLEGE LONDON, UCL
Impoverishing or Improving? The Impact of the Chinese Cultural Revolution on Lifetime Income
presented by: Jiyuan Wang, University of Groningen
Another look at whether the rich save more: evidence from a survey experiment
presented by: Paul Fisher, University of Essex
Investment Losses and Inequality
presented by: Maximilian Wenzel, Freie Universität Berlin
Parental Time Investments and Instantaneous Well-being in the United States
presented by: Almudena Sevilla, UNIVERSITY COLLEGE LONDON, UCL

_________________________________________________________________________
Session G10. Unemployment and Work, (Camden)

Session Chair: Patrick Arni, University of Bristol and IZA, CESifo
Search Capital and Unemployment Duration
presented by: Cristina Lafuente, University of Edinburgh
Interaction of public and private employment: Evidence from a German government move
presented by: Philipp vom Berge, Institute for Employment Research Nuremberg
Gender Bias and Career Progression: Evidence from Central Banking
presented by: Laura Hospido, Banco de España and IZA
Are Weak Ties Strong? How Information on Social Search Affects Job Finding
presented by: Patrick Arni, University of Bristol and IZA, CESifo

_________________________________________________________________________
Sessions H 14:30 to 16:30
Session H1. Well-being, (The Tank Room at the Bath Brew House)
Session Chair: Jan van Ours, Erasmus School of Economics
Election Outcomes and Individual Well-being: Evidence from British Panel Data
presented by: Harry Pickard, University of Sheffield
Are Schools Different? Wellbeing and Commitment Among Staff in Schools and Elsewhere
presented by: Lucy Stokes, NIESR
Well-Being and Social Integration Among Long-Term Unemployed People: Quasi-Experimental
Evidence from an Ongoing Job Creation Scheme
presented by: Boris Ivanov, ZEW Mannheim
What a drag it is getting old? Revisiting the relationship between age and subjective well-being
presented by: Jan van Ours, Erasmus School of Economics
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_________________________________________________________________________
Session H2. Parental Leave Policies, (Bath Function Room)
Session Chair: Barbara Pertold-Gebicka, Charles University
Is Longer Maternal Care Always Beneficial? The Impact of a Four-year Paid Parental Leave
presented by: Alena Bicakova, CERGE-EI
Parental Leave from the Firm's Perspective
presented by: Astrid Kunze, NHH Norwegian School of Economics
The Effect of Prenatal Maternity Leave on Short and Long-term Child Outcomes
presented by: Nicole Schneeweis, Johannes Kepler University Linz
Teach Your Children Well – Determinants and Consequences of Parenting Styles
presented by: Bart Golsteyn, Maastricht University
Parental Leave Length and Mothers’ Careers: What Can Be Inferred from Occupational
Allocation?
presented by: Barbara Pertold-Gebicka, Charles University

_________________________________________________________________________
Session H3. Teachers and Market for Teachers, (Lansdown 1)
Session Chair: Stan Vermeulen, Maastricht University
Do you speak my language? The effect of sharing a teacher's native language on student
achievement
presented by: Kelvin KC Seah, National University of Singapore & IZA
It's Graduation Time! The Impact of Deregulating Professional Licensing on Late Graduation
presented by: Giuseppe Rose, Università degli Studi della Calabria
Value-added measurement under high teacher turnover
presented by: Pedro Freitas, Nova SBE
The Impact of an Online Teacher Professional Development Module on Student Achievement.
Evidence from a Randomized Controlled Trial.
presented by: Boukje Compen, University of Antwerp
Teacher-student assortative matching and student achievement
presented by: Stan Vermeulen, Maastricht University

_________________________________________________________________________
Session H4. Technology and Polarization, (Lansdown 2)
Session Chair: Frank Fossen, University of Nevada, Reno
Labor Supply and Automation Innovation
presented by: Carsten Feuerbaum, KU Eichstätt-Ingolstadt
The Risk of Routine Work: Worker-level dynamics of job polarization
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presented by: Femke Cnossen, Rijksuniversiteit Groningen
Labour Market Polarisation and Monopsony Power
presented by: Gökay Demir, RWI - Leibniz Institute for Economic Research
Of Smart Machines and Skilled Humans: The Effects of Digitalization of Work on Entry into
Entrepreneurship, New Wage Employment, and Non-Employment
presented by: Frank Fossen, University of Nevada, Reno

_________________________________________________________________________
Session H5. Marriage and Family, (Kingsmead 1)
Session Chair: Yeorim Kim, VU Amsterdam/ DNB / Tinbergen Institute
The economic consequences of marital separation for parents: Evidence from New Zealand
administrative data
presented by: Michael Fletcher, Victoria University of Wellington
House prices and divorce in Spain
presented by: Rafael González-Val, Universidad de Zaragoza & Institut d'Economia de Barcelona
(IEB)
Division of Household Labor and Relationship Dissolution in Denmark 2001-2009: What Can We
Learn from Linked Time Use and Longitudinal Administrative Data?
presented by: Gert Thielemans, University of Antwerp
Till debt do us part: strategic divorces and a test of moral hazard
presented by: Yeorim Kim, VU Amsterdam/ DNB / Tinbergen Institute

_________________________________________________________________________
Session H6. Population Health, (Kingsmead 2)
Session Chair: Martin Halla, Johannes Kepler University of Linz
Over-indebtedness and age: the effects on individual health
presented by: Ana I. MORO-EGIDO, University of Granada
Corrupted Health. The impact of corruption on chronic diseases.
presented by: Francesco Salustri, University of Oxford
What drives regional differences in Body Mass Index? Evidence from Spain
presented by: Antonio Di Paolo, University of Barcelona
The Effect of Superstition on Health: Evidence from the Taiwanese Ghost Month
presented by: Martin Halla, Johannes Kepler University of Linz

_________________________________________________________________________
Session H7 Migration and Assimilation (Walcot)
Session Chair: Akira Shimada, Nagasaki University, Japan
Immigrant Wage Assimilation in Denmark: The Role of Firms
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presented by: Andrei Gorshkov, Aarhus University
Heterogeneity in Marginal Returns to Language Training of Immigrants
presented by: Eric Schuss, Institute for Employment Research
International migration flows and policies
presented by: Christoph Deuster, United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs
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Abstracts
A11
Intergenerational Health Mobility: Evidence from Danish Register
Carsten Berthram Andersen, Aarhus Universitet

This paper is the first to investigate intergenerational health mobility using high-quality
administrative data. I estimate rank-rank slopes, intergenerational correlations and sibling and
identical twin correlations. Mobility in health is found to be relatively high for men, both when
compared to similar US-based studies, and when contrasted with outcomes as educational
attainment and income. For women, health-related dependence on family background is on par with
similar statistics for income and earnings. Contrasting sibling and identical twin correlations with
parent-child associations confirm earlier findings in the literature on equality of opportunity that
sibling correlations capture far more variation than traditional intergenerational correlations. 13-38
percent of the variation in the individual health outcomes can be ascribed to family background and
genes, factors which the individual cannot be held accountable for.
A12
The intergenerational effect of children's education on parental mental health
Jakob Everding, University of Hamburg

Despite extensive research on nonmarket returns to education, direct and spillover effects on
mental health are widely unstudied. This study is the first to analyze the intergenerational effect of
children's education on parents' mental health. Given ambiguous theoretical implications, I explore
various potential mechanisms empirically. To establish causality, I estimate instrumental variable
regressions and exploit exogenous variation in compulsory schooling reforms across eleven
European countries. Using data from the Survey on Health, Ageing, and Retirement in Europe
(SHARE), I employ a validated measure for depression. Increasing children's education reduces
parents' long-term probability to develop a depression. This beneficial effect is more pronounced
for fathers and driven by more educated sons. The results emphasize the importance of considering
intergenerational spillover effects to determine the full impact of education policies. Since mental
illness is frequently undiagnosed and untreated, the findings may help target health care supply
more efficiently to elderly high-risk individuals.
A13
Intergenerational Health Mobility in Germany
Daniel Graeber, DIW Berlin

Studies of intergenerational mobility have largely focused on income, education and occupation.
Thereby, theses studies neglected an important dimension of individual well-being and productivity:
Health. I estimate the intergenerational mobility in health in Germany using the Socio Economic
Panel and repeated measures on the self-reported health status. I calculate intergenrational
associations in health as well as positional measures of intergenerational mobility in health. My
results reveal that there exists considerable higher mobility for health in Germany than for income.
Further, I find no differences in intergenrational mobility in health with respect to parental
education, parental migration status and occupational prestige of the parents. This stands in clear
contrast to corresponding differences in the intergenerational mobility in income. This is consistent
with the hypothesis that institutions in Germany are able to mitigate the intergenerational
persistence in health. Moreover, measurements based on the Short-Form 12 questionnaire reveal a
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considerable higher intergenerational persistence in mental health than for physical health. This is
important in the light of an emerging mental health crisis.
A21
Weight report cards: help or harm in preventing childhood obesity? Evidence from England
Yuliya Kazakova, University of Essex

This paper assesses the impact of giving parents information about the weight status of their child.
As part of a school-based weight-screening program to assess overweight and obesity levels in
children in England, parents receive weight report letters that comprise information on child’s body
measurements, supporting materials, and a list of resources for further assistance. Based on the
Millennium Cohort Study and using variation in the timing of the school visit with respect to the
survey interview, we evaluate the effect of the information intervention on health-related
behaviour, adverse effects of the intervention as well as academic performance. We find that
adiposity-related outcomes, sedentary behaviour, physical activity, and fruit intake remain
unaffected by the program while it leads overweight children to skip breakfast and to feel more tired
at school.
A22
On the Value of Birth Weight
Sonia Oreffice, University of Surrey

A large body of evidence documents the educational and labor market returns to birth weight, which
are reflected in investments in large social safety net programs targeting birth weight and early life
health. However, there is no direct evidence on the private valuation of birth weight. In this paper
we estimate the willingness to pay (WTP) for birth weight in the US. Using a series of discrete choice
experiments, we find that individuals are, on average, willing to pay $1.44 for each additional gram of
birth weight when the value of birth weight is estimated linearly, or $2.35 when the value of birth
weight is estimated non-parametrically. Our experimental results are in line with behavior revealed
in natural experiments owing to tax benefits, where families manipulate the day of their child's birth
based on financial incentives. A series of calculations suggest that even the parental WTP for birth
weight falls short of the inferred WTP from large social safety net programs, and is lower than the
expected present value of birth weight in the labor market for a US-born child.
A23
Does restricting how people spend their money help or harm? Evaluating the impact of a new
welfare policy on birth outcomes in Australia
Stefanie Schurer, University of Sydney

Although many countries worldwide have imposed restrictions on how welfare payments can be
spent, Australia is the first country in the OECD to quarantine a significant portion of welfare
payments in Aboriginal communities. The aim of this so-called income management policy is to
reduce the behavioural causes of inequality by reducing the consumption of goods considered
harmful. We evaluate the impact of the income management policy on Aboriginal children’s birth
outcomes. To identify the causal impact of the policy, we exploit its staggered and unexpected
rollout. As the policy intended to increase the share of income spent on food consumption and
nutrition during pregnancy, it is expected that birth outcomes have improved. We find no evidence
of a positive impact of the policy on birth outcomes. Restricting welfare payments reduced
birthweights by around 100 grams on average and increased the probability of low birthweight by
30 percent. Exposure to income management mattered most when it was introduced early in the
pregnancy. The results are not explained by changes in fertility, the composition of pregnant
mothers, access to better neonatal care, or risky maternal health behaviours during pregnancy. We
discuss the mechanisms that may explain the drop in birthweight. This paper contributes to a wider
discussion of the potential unintended consequences of paternalistic welfare policies.
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A31
The impact of austerity on racially or religiously motivated hate crime in England and Wales
Kerry Bray, Newcastle Business School

This paper provides evidence that the austerity programme in England and Wales, resulting in cuts
to many people’s benefits, contributed to increases in hate crime motivated by race or religion. To
estimate the causal impact of austerity on the number of racially or religiously motivated crimes in
an area, a difference-in-differences model with continuously-varying treatment intensity is
employed using estimates of the financial losses from ten austerity-induced welfare reforms and
police recorded crime data. I find that areas with higher financial losses from austerity experienced
greater increases in racially or religiously motivated crimes recorded, and this effect is stronger in
urban areas, areas with more diverse populations, and when considering benefits reforms that
affected the poorest and most vulnerable (e.g. housing benefit and the household benefit cap).
A32
Charter Takeovers- No Excuses Strategy- and Youth Crime. Evidence from London Secondary
School Academies
Emma Duchini, University of Warwick

In this paper, we study the impact of London school takeovers on youth criminal activity. In the last
20 years more than 60 percent of English secondary schools have converted into academies. Upon
conversion, academies acquire substantial freedom in terms of teacher hiring and pay, taught
curriculum, parents’ involvement, and length and structure of the school day. In addition, London
converter academies seem to have embraced the No Excuses strategy of many American charter
schools. Their school prospectus repeatedly stresses the importance of maintaining a strict
disciplinary code, encouraging student work ethic, and promoting excellence, through intensive
tutoring, continuous collaboration with parents, and tough sanctions on misbehavior. On the one
hand, a longer time in school, and the strong emphasis on discipline and student excellence may
contribute to decrease teenagers’ propensity to commit crime. On the other hand, more frequent
interactions among students in a tough and demanding environment may increase youth disruptive
behavior. Exploiting the variation across London boroughs and years in school takeovers, we find
that both mechanisms are at play in this context. A 10 percentage point increase in the share of
secondary schools that are converter academies leads to a 3 percent significant reduction in
juvenile property and violent crime, relative to the pre-treatment mean. However, treated boroughs,
compared with control ones, also experience an increase of equal magnitude in drug-related
offenses committed by male teenagers.
A33
None for the Road? Stricter Drink Driving Laws and Road Accidents
Marco Francesconi, University of Essex

This paper studies the effect of a drink driving limit reduction on accident rates. The reform was
introduced in Scotland in December 2014, leaving the limit for the rest of the UK unchanged. Using a
number of large administrative data sources and employing a wide variety of econometric methods
(difference-in-differences, spatial regression discontinuity models, and a synthetic control
approach) we conclude that the reform had no impact on accidents. We then explore a number of
reasons why the reform was ineffective.
A41
Who works for whom and the UK gender pay gap
Sarah Jewell, University of Reading
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This study reports novel facts about the UK gender pay gap. We use a representative, longitudinal
and employer-employee linked dataset for the years 2002-16. Men’s average log hourly wage was
22 points higher than women’s in this period. We find that 16% of this raw pay gap is accounted for
by estimated firm-specific wage effects. This is almost three times the amount explained by the
occupation differences between men and women. When we decompose a preadjusted measure of
the pay gap, we find that less than 1 percentage point is accounted for by the allocation of men and
women across high and low wage firms. In other words, only a small share (6%) of what is
traditionally referred to as the ‘unexplained’ part of the pay gap is in fact explained by the
differences between men and women in whom they work for.
A42
Counterfactual quantile decompositions with selection correction taking into account
Huber/Melly (2015): An application to the German gender wage gap
Matthias Seckler, University of Tübingen

The quantile selection correction approach of Buchinsky (1998, 2001) is commonly used in applied
research. A particularly important application is the Albrecht et al. (2009) decomposition method for
the estimation of counterfactual wage distributions with selection correction. A recent paper by
Huber and Melly (2015) has criticized the use of the Buchinsky correction by pointing out that it
assumes a form of conditional independence that may be easily violated in applications. This paper
proposes to transform the original quantile model in order to eliminate potential problems with the
conditional independence assumption. We demonstrate theoretically and empirically that this
transformation can make the Huber/Melly-test pass when it rejects in the untransformed model.
Our empirical results for Germany suggest that unobserved selection may be underestimated if no
transformation is applied.
A43
Women's Labor Force Participation and the Distribution of the Gender Wage Gap
Manuel Fernandez Sierra, University of Essex

We analyse how the rising labor force participation of women influences the distribution of the
gender pay gap. We formulate an equilibrium model of the labor market in which the elasticity of
substitution between male and female labor varies with the task content of occupations. We
structurally estimate the parameters using individual data from Mexico through the recent 25 years
when women's labor force participation increased by fifty percent. We provide new evidence that
male and female labor are closer substitutes in high-paying abstract task-intensive occupations than
in lower-paying manual and routine task-intensive occupations. Consistent with this, we find a
widening of the gender pay gap at the lower end of the distribution, alongside a narrowing towards
the top. We also find that demand side trends favored women, attenuating the supply-driven
negative pressure on women's wages, and more so among college-educated workers in abstractintensive occupations. The paper presents new evidence on the distribution of the gender wage gap,
and contributes to a wider literature on technological change, occupational sorting and wage
inequality between and within gender.
A44
Financing Constraints- Executive Pay and Gender Inequality
Priscila Ferreira, University of Minho

This paper investigates the effect of financing constraints following the 2008-9 financial crisis on
executive pay and executives' gender inequality. We use linked employer-employee data for the
universe of private sector firms in Portugal, and exploit pre-crisis variation in financial vulnerability
across industries for identification. We find that the crisis had a negative effect on executive
compensation in financially more constrained industries. The pay of male executives fell by
significantly more than the pay of female executives. There is no evidence of an effect of the crisis
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on the pay-performance sensitivity. Firms in more financially constrained industries increase the
share of females in executive jobs after the crisis. Our results suggest that the crisis induced firms
in more financially constrained industries, who needed to perform better, to reduce executive pay,
increase the female share and reduce the gender pay gap of executives.
A51
Intra-Individual Stability of Time Preferences: A Survey Approach for the Long-Run
Malte Preuss, Freie Universität Berlin

Although time preferences play a key role in economic modeling, the standard assumption of their
temporal stability is still lacking proof since previous evidence relies on short time frames and small
sample sizes only. Using the Dutch Household Survey enables this study to analyze the long-term
stability of a behaviorally validated survey measure on time preferences, i.e. the consideration of
future consequences scale. This study finds that time preferences have, compared to other
economic attitudes, a relatively low intra-individual stability. Yet, the analysis reveals that
individual's valuation of future utility neither varies with age nor changes persistently with past life
experiences. Similar findings result from a replication of the analysis with the German SocioEconomic Panel and its ultra-short survey items on patience and impulsiveness. In conclusion, time
preferences are stable in the long-run, but subjected to measurement issues.
A52
Risk Aversion and Entrepreneurship: New Evidence Exploiting Exposure to Massive
Earthquakes in Italy
Maria De Paola, University of Calabria

This paper investigates the impact of risk attitudes on the decision to become an entrepreneur. In
contrast to previous research, we handle endogeneity issues relying on an instrumental variables
strategy considering as a source of exogenous variation in risk aversion the early exposure to a
massive earthquake. Using several waves of the Bank of Italy Survey of Household Income and
Wealth (SHIW), we find that individuals experimenting an earthquake become significantly more risk
averse. Second-stage estimates show that risk aversion has a significant negative impact on the
probability of becoming an entrepreneur.
A53
Maternal Stress and Food Preferences: A Lab Experiment with Low Income Mothers
Nicolai Vitt, University of Edinburgh

To study the impact of acute stress on food choices, immediate or planned, we conducted a lab
experiment with 227 low-income mothers in the UK. At the beginning of the experiment, subjects in
the treatment group were asked to complete an incentivised stress task, while those in the control
group were asked to complete a control task. Afterwards, subjects were asked to purchase food
items in a "virtual supermarket" and were offered high- and low-calorie snacks. The nutritional
content of the chosen food-shopping basket and the quantity of snacks consumed is used to
determine the impact of acute stress on planned and immediate food consumption choices.
Measurements of participants’ salivary cortisol and heart rate were taken over the course of the
experimental sessions to assess the stressfulness of the stress task. Contrary to previous findings in
the literature, we find no evidence of an effect of acute stress on immediate or planned food
choices.
A61
Ceilings- Floors- and Children. The Gender Pay Gap over the Lifecycle
Pierre Pora, Insee-CREST
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Using French administrative data, we investigate the consequences of childbirth on gender
inequality in the labor market between 2005 and 2015. We develop a novel approach that allows us
to consider how the impact of children varies with labor market opportunities of men and women.
While men are almost not affected by the arrival of a child, mothers experience large labor earnings
losses that are primarily driven by labor supply decisions at both the intensive and extensive
margins. Low-wages women opt out or decrease their working hours more frequently than their
higher wages counterparts do. This is likely due to the opportunity cost of career interruptions, in
line with incentives created by the French family insurance system. Consistent with this
heterogeneous specialization towards family and the labor market, both low-wages and high
achieving mothers face hourly wages penalties with respect to fathers, albeit with a different timing.
As a result, the arrival of a child contributes to both glass ceilings and sticky floors patterns that are
common among developed countries.
A62
Gender Differences in Aspired Occupations
Madison Kerr, University of York

This paper analyses gender differences in occupational preferences by investigating whether
adolescent men and women aspire to different occupations which are associated with gendered
skills, non-pecuniary benefits or psychological traits. Using the National Longitudinal Survey of
Youth 1979 and the O*NET database, I find that men aspire to occupations which are more:
competitive, risky, physical and require longer work hours while women aspire to occupations
which contribute to society more and require higher levels of interactional skills. The aspired
occupational traits of adolescent males are driven by the occupational traits of their fathers while
this relationship is not found for adolescent females. In addition, I find that adolescent women
aspiring to occupations with larger contributions to society and shorter work weeks significantly
contributes to the gender wage gap in aspired occupations which may have implications for later
labour market outcomes.
A63
The Early Career Gender Wage Gap for University Graduates
Malte Sandner, Institute for Employment Research

This paper analyzes the sources of the gender wage gap among university graduates at labor market
entry using data of graduates from a German University linked with administrative employment
records. The linked dataset includes detailed pre- and postgraduation information, such as grades,
field of study, job and firm characteristics. This information gives us the possibility to account for
many characteristics that prior studies miss, such as type of first job, time between graduation and
the first job, working experience before graduation, as well as any Job change. We find a significant
gender wage gap at the first job after graduation. Surprisingly, after one year this gap decreases but
slowly increases thereafter. As an explanation for the findings, men may perform better in first
salary negotiation or job interviews than girls but employers learn about employees productivity
over time which decreases the gap. Additionally, estimations within different cohort groups reveal
that the first job gender wage gap decreases over time.
A71
Linguistic Proximity and Workplace Productivity
Harald Dale-Olsen, Institute for social research

We study the importance of linguistic diversity in the workplace for workplace productivity. While
cultural diversity might improve productivity through new ideas and innovation, linguistic diversity
might increase communication costs and thereby reduce productivity. We apply a new measure of
languages’ linguistic proximity to Norwegian linked employer-employee Manufacturing data from
2001-12, and find that higher workforce linguistic proximity increases total factor productivity. We
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find a positive effect also when we take into account the impact of cultural diversity and the
improvement of proficiency in Norwegian of foreign workers since their time of arrival in Norway.
A72
The Effect of Linguistic Diversity in Early Education
Arash Naghavi

Linguistic diversity in German schools and kindergartens has become more prominent in recent
decades along with the increase in immigration flows into the country. A growing literature has
documented the effect of immigrant concentration, as measured by the share or number of
immigrants in schools, on education. While the share is simple to compute and easy to interpret, it is
not enough to capture the extent of dissimilarity between immigrants and natives and within
immigrants. In this project, using the linguistic proximity between children who attend the same
kindergarten, we compute a linguistic diversity index for the respective kindergarten and investigate
its effect on child development in early education. When we do not account for self-selection into
kindergartens, we find a statistically significant and negative effect of linguistic diversity on child
development. Kindergarten composition, however, reflects parental educational preferences and
also characteristics of parental residential choice, which is associated with family socioeconomic
characteristics. When we control for the unobserved characteristics by exploiting the variation in
linguistic diversity across cohorts within kindergartens, we show that the effect of linguistic
diversity decreases to zero. It suggests that the negative correlation that we find in a model without
fixed effects reflects parents’ preferences which affect their choices of kindergarten. We also
examine whether the effect of linguistic diversity varies across subgroups, by gender, family
socioeconomic characteristics, language spoken at home, and kindergarten quality, when our model
includes the fixed effects. We find that even within subgroups the linguistic diversity has no
significant effect, although we document differences in magnitudes.
A73
Bilingualism in the labour market
Joanna Clifton-Sprigg, University of Bath

Does speaking a second language during childhood translate to greater success in the labour market
later in life and, if so, why? Previous research in linguistics and cognitive psychology has found that
bilingual children tend to demonstrate greater cognitive and non-cognitive skills, which would imply
higher earnings among bilingual adults on average. However, to the extent that knowledge of a
foreign language is a valuable skill in itself, it should be rewarded most in those jobs that require
such knowledge. Using longitudinal data for the United Kingdom, we find support for the latter
hypothesis but not the former. Bilingual men tend to earn comparably to their monolingual
counterparts, but bilingual women earn less. However, bilingual men and women are both found to
earn more than monolinguals on jobs for which foreign language skills are highly important. The
negative overall effect of bilingualism on women’s earnings is driven by bilinguals earning
significantly less than monolinguals on jobs that do not require foreign language skills.
A81
Income Inequality and Later Life Health: Estimating Life Course Treatment Effects
Dean Lillard, Ohio State University

I propose mechanisms through which exposure to income inequality early in life might be
functionally related to later-life health. The model builds on theory and empirical evidence that
suggests that inequality experienced in critical parts of life might matter. The empirical
implementation of this approach demands much data. I develop the required data. I use Panel Study
of Income Dynamics (PSID) data. The PSID is a longitudinal survey that follows individuals for up to
49 years. I construct and map to individual PSID respondents measures of income inequality
experienced every year over each person's whole lifetime. I examine the correlation between
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outcomes and lifetime exposure to inequality and to inequality experienced during theoretically
critical periods. Finally, I examine the extent to which income inequality proxies for systematic
cross state differences in other determinants of health. Early life income inequality matters – but
not always in the way a casual observer might guess.

A82
Does temporary agency employment pave the way to better jobs for refugees?
Elke Jahn, IAB, Bayreuth University

This paper investigates whether temporary agency employment acts as a bridge to regular
employment for unemployed refugees in Germany and whether the refugees’ residential status
affects the results. Using rich administrative data and the timing-of-events model, we find strong
lock-in effects of agency employment but also large post-treatment effects for most refugee groups.
Overall, temporary agency work reduces the duration until finding a job. Refugees who have been
granted asylum benefit most, particularly if they accept an agency jobs soon after entering the host
country. In contrast, refugees who only obtain temporary protection remain trapped in spot market
jobs.
A83
First step or last resort? One-Euro-Jobs after the reform
Bastian Stockinger, Institute for Employment Research (IAB)

One-Euro-Jobs are a workfare program for welfare benefit recipients in Germany, aimed at
developing basic employability. In 2012, an active labor market policy reform restricted assignment
to the program. Since then, One-Euro-Jobs must target individuals with particularly weak labor
market attachment. Our leading question is whether the reformed program works as a first step
towards employment integration, or rather as a last resort for those with very low employment
chances. We provide the first post-reform evaluation of One-Euro-Jobs, using rich administrative
data, propensity score matching, difference-in-differences matching, and entropy balancing. Our
results indicate that One-Euro-Job participation decreases employment chances and earnings, and
increases benefit receipt and labor force participation rates, within three years after program start.
We conclude that One-Euro-Jobs are rather a last resort than a first step forward, and discuss
possible explanations for these findings.
A91
Digital Waste? Unintended Consequences of Health Information Technology
Mikko Nurminen, Turku School of Economics

We exploit a large-scale natural experiment - the rollout of a nationwide electronic prescribing
system in Finland - to study how digitization of prescriptions affects pharmaceutical use and health
outcomes. We use comprehensive register data on patients treated with benzodiazepines, a globally
popular, effective but addictive psychiatric drug. We find that electronic prescribing does not affect
benzodiazepine use on average, but for younger patients it increases repeat use. Younger patients’
health outcomes do not improve but adverse outcomes, such as prescription drug abuse disorders
and suicide attempts, increase dramatically. Digitization of prescriptions that makes repeat ordering
easier may thus increase medication overuse.
A92
Non-salience or Reluctance? Parental Responses to Vaccination Reminder Letters
Jonas Hirani, University of Copenhagen
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This paper estimates the causal effects of vaccination reminder letters using a Regression
Discontinuity Design (RDD). Implemented 15 May, 2014, parents of children without all vaccinations
in The Danish Childhood Vaccination Program at age 2 receive a reminder letter. The letter only
reminds and informs on the schedule of the vaccination program, while abstaining from any provaccination argumentation to induce participation. Reminder letters positively affect participation in
the vaccination and preventive care program in the immediate aftermath of treatment. One year
after treatment, reminder letters have lead 50 % more non-complying children to full coverage.
Nonetheless, 78 % of the non-complying children at age 2 are still lacking at least one vaccination a
year after receiving the reminders. This suggests that the major cause for non-compliance in the
vaccination program is reluctance and not non-salience.
A93
Smoking- Information and Education: Evidence from the 1962 report by the Royal College of
Physicians
Jonathan James, University of Bath

I examine the impact of medical information making the link between smoking and health risks, in
particular, lung cancer. I exploit the publication of the report ``Smoking and Health'' by the Royal
College of Physicians (RCP) on 7th March 1962. The publication of the report was combined with a
press release and press conference - a first for the RCP. Following the report, I document an large
increase in media coverage of smoking and lung cancer. There was a decrease in smoking for those
with more schooling after the report's publication. I do not find a difference in the effect for those
with greater access to this information (measured by TV ownership). This suggests the education
health gradient is more likely due to processing of information rather than access. Finally, I
document a significant education gap in the health risks of smoking 20 years after the report was
published.
B11
Domestic violence and child mortality
Samantha Rawlings, University of Reading

We examine the effect of domestic violence on child mortality using Demographic and Health
Survey (DHS) data across thirty-two developing countries. We start by examining associations
between violence and mortality while controlling for potential confounds. Children of (ever)
victimized mothers are 0.4, 0.7, and 1.1 pp more likely to die within thirty days, a year, and five years
of being born, respectively. We find similar results when examining violence experienced in the last
twelve months and when using matching methods. We estimate the causal relationship using an
instrumental variables strategy, exploiting spatial and temporal variation in domestic violence and
marital rape laws. We find that children born within the last twelve months to victims were 3.7 pp
more likely to die within thirty days of being born. Our results indicate significant externalities to
violence against women and underline the importance of recent efforts to tackle this violence in
developing countries.
B12
Intra-household inequality and adult material deprivation in Europe
Eleni Karagiannaki, London School of Economics

Individual material deprivation risk is usually measured using household level material deprivation
indicators. However, if resources are not shared equally within households, conventional material
deprivation indicators may mask important variations in individual deprivation risk. In this paper we
make use of individual-level deprivation data included in the 2014 European Union Statistics on
Incomes and Living Conditions (EU-SILC) ad-hoc material deprivation module to investigate the
sensitivity of deprivation estimates to using individual level rather than household level deprivation
indicators and to examine the implications of intra-household inequality on individual material
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deprivation outcomes focusing on, but not limited to, effects for multi-family households. Results
from a series of regression models which examine how adult deprivation indicators vary by various
household and individual characteristics suggest that individual’s income share (which can be seen
as a proxy of the distribution of the relative power within households) has a significant negative
effect on the individual deprivation risk in most countries, pointing to the incomplete sharing of
household resources, especially in multi-family households. and suggesting a significant role of
intra-household inequality on adult deprivation outcomes. To assess the effect of ignoring intrahousehold inequality on the measurement of individual deprivation risk we construct a multidimensional deprivation index by treating household and individual level deprivation indicators as
two separate dimensions of a single multi-dimensional index using the Alkire-Foster adjusted
headcount methodology. Decomposition analysis suggest that in the majority of countries studied
the individual level deprivation dimension contributes over 50 percent of the overall multidimensional deprivation index. This suggest that individual level deprivation indicators can provide
additional information about individual deprivation risk over and above the household level
deprivation indicators and should be used as a separate dimension in the overall assessment of
individual’s deprivation risks.
B13
Hit where it hurts – healthcare access and intimate partner violence
Judit Vall Castello, Universitat de Barcelona

We exploit a change in the public healthcare entitlement of undocumented migrants in Spain to
investigate the causal link between withdrawal of healthcare and changes in help-seeking behaviour
of women experiencing intimate partner violence (IPV). We contribute to the new literature
modelling domestic violence by taking a novel look at the role of human capital in decisions to seek
help when in violent relationships. We use a difference-in-differences (DiD) methodology to
compare the number of foreign applicants for protection orders before and after the reform using
Spanish applicants as the counterfactual. The impact of the reform was immediate; foreign
applicants decreased by 16% after the health policy reform was introduced and this drop amounts to
19% in areas with stronger enforcement of the reform. We perform several robustness checks
including addressing potential bias from migration changes after the reform. Our findings are
important for current policy discussions on granting/limiting access to public programs for the
undocumented population. We provide evidence that restricted access to the healthcare system can
have unintended negative consequences for the most vulnerable groups of the population with
potentially important spill-over effects to the next generation.
B21
The Effect of Compulsory Service on Life Satisfaction and its Channels
Matthias Collischon, FAU Erlangen-Nürnberg

Compulsory military service is still a prominent feature of young people’s careers in many
countries. We use the abolition of compulsory military and civil service for males in 2011 in Germany
as a natural experiment to identify effects of institutionalized career disruptions on life satisfaction.
Drawing on data from the SOEP, we apply a difference-in-differences design (comparing young
males and females) to assess the causal effect of this reform on individual life satisfaction. Our
results show a significant and robust positive effect of the abolition of compulsory service on young
males’ life satisfaction. Furthermore, we provide empirical evidence that reductions in career
disruptions, forgone earnings, uncertainty regarding the future, and forced labor contribute to this
effect.
B22
Taking Cover: Human Capital Accumulation in the Presence of Shocks and Health Insurance
Paulino Font Gilabert, University of Essex
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This study analyses the extent to which negative shocks affect human capital accumulation when
families have access to health insurance. Using high precision climate data to instrument for
negative shocks at the school-locality level, and the staggered implementation of a non-contributory
health insurance program in Mexico that targeted the previously uninsured population, we seek to
estimate the gains and resilience in academic performance from the expansion of public healthcare
coverage. Preliminary results show that the universalization of healthcare improved test
achievement in Mathematics and Language among children in primary education, reduced the
proportion of students obtaining inadequate qualifications, and protected educational outcomes in
the event of negative shocks. Our findings show that 1 s.d. increase in healthcare coverage mitigates
the negative effect of shocks on test scores between 27% and 40%, by reducing the incidence of
sickness among children, decreasing the demand for children’s time, and protecting households’
consumption levels.
B23
Does schooling affect health? Evidence from ambulatory claims data
Tatjana Begerow, Bergische Universität Wuppertal

Using claims data from 2009 on more than 23 million statutorily insured provided by the National
Association of Statutory Health Insurance Physicians (KBV) we investigate the causal impact of
schooling on health in the largest and most comprehensive analysis for Germany to date. In a
(fuzzy) RD approach, we exploit changes in compulsory schooling in West German federal states
implemented between 1946 and 1969 that generate exogenous variation in years of schooling both
across states and over time. As measures of health outcomes we study a wide range of objective
health measures, that is, 10 doctor diagnosed conditions in ICD-10 format. Since the KBV claims
data do not contain education we use the German Socio-Economic Panel (SOEP) for the years 1992
and 1994 to 2016 in order to estimate the first stage effect of the reforms on years of schooling. The
SOEP is also used for a complementary study of the effect of schooling on self-rated health. We find
that one additional year of schooling has, at best, very small impacts on doctor diagnoses.
Moreover, our estimates provide no evidence for a causal effect of schooling on self-reported
health. Thus, our study questions the presence of the large positive effects of education on health
that are found in the previous literature.
B31
The Fertility Effect of cutting Child related Welfare Benefits
Frederik Wiynck, University of Erlangen-Nürnberg

For decades it has been a political debate whether reaping welfare benefits from the state motivates
welfare families to have children. Despite a long lasting interest in the topic, evidence from
economic research has been ambivalent. This paper contributes with new convincing evidence to
the debate. The analysis investigates the fertility effect of a German welfare reform in 2011, which
made parental leave benefits deductible from certain welfare benefits. The reform decreased the
household income for the average affected family by 18%. The analysis draws on exclusive access to
two exceptionally large administrative datasets from the German federal employment agency.
Applying a regression discontinuity design I find a fertility reduction of 6.7% as a reaction to the
reform. This implies an income elasticity of fertility of 0.37, which is much smaller than those the
literature finds for general populations. My findings suggest that welfare recipients’ fertility reacts
less strongly to financial incentives than that of general populations.
B32
The Effect of Old-Age Pensions on Fertility: Evidence from a Natural Experiment in Brazil
Lennard Zyska, Katholische Universität Eichstätt-Ingolstadt

To identify the link between the generosity of public pensions and declining fertility rates, this study
uses a considerable exogenous expansion in coverage and benefit levels of old-age pensions for
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rural workers in Brazil, while urban workers were almost unaffected. Using data from the Brazilian
National Household Survey (PNAD) and applying difference-in-differences methods, we show that
more generous old-age pensions lead to declining fertility rates. The treatment effect suggests that
a rural women in fertile age is 1.2 percentage points less likely to give birth to a child in a given year
after the reform. In line with predictions from the ‘old-age security hypothesis’ the fertility response
is significantly stronger for rural women aged 30-44. The drop in rural fertility cannot be
rationalized with alternative explanations, such as expanding education, rising income, or changes in
religiosity.
B33
The Effect of Abortion Legalization on Fertility,
Libertad Gonzalez, University Pompeu Fabra

We evaluate the short- and long-term effects for women of access to legal, subsidized abortion, by
exploiting the Spanish legalization of abortion in 1985. We find robust evidence that the legalization
led to an immediate decrease in the number of births, more pronounced for women aged 21 and
younger. This effect was driven by provinces with a higher supply of abortion services. We also find
that the affected cohorts of women were more likely to graduate from high school, less likely to
marry young, less likely to divorce in the long-term, and reported higher life satisfaction as adults.
We do not find significant effects on completed fertility, long-term labor market participation,
employment, or earnings.
B41
Do property taxes affect fertility? Quasi-experimental evidence from Portugal
Susana Peralta, Nova School of Business and Economics

This paper uses a property tax decrease to obtain causal estimates of the impact of taxes on
household fertility decisions. We combine administrative data on all births occurred in Portugal
between 2004 and 2011 with scal, demographic and political data on 278 municipalities in mainland
Portugal. Through a Difference-in- Differences strategy, we found that muncipalities that were
forced to decrease property tax faced an increase in fertility comparing to their counterfactual.
Additionally, we show that these effects are larger in households in which the mother is either
portuguese, less educated or unemployed. The result is driven by second and higher order births.
B42
How Family Policies Affect Fertility: Evidence from Spain
Sofia Trommlerova, University Pompeu Fabra

We study the effects of a universal child benefit, which was introduced in Spain in 2007 and
subsequently cancelled in 2010, on fertility. We create a panel data set of 50 Spanish provinces with
monthly data between 2000 and 2016. Our identification is based on when the introduction and
cancellation of the policy was announced and implemented, from which we infer when the effects
on fertility can be expected. We differentiate between effects stemming from abortions and
conceptions. We find that the introduction of the policy led to a temporary increase in new births by
3% due to a decrease in abortions and to a longer-term increase by another 3% due to new
conceptions and fewer abortions. Once the cancellation of the policy was announced, there was a
temporary increase in new births by 5% just before the actual cancellation of the policy. The longerterm negative effect of child benefit cancellation on births was –6%. Using a different data set, we
also find evidence that the policy affected abortions substantially (magnitudes between 6% and 21%).
In a heterogeneity analysis, we find that not married women and higher-parity births reacted
disproportionately more both to the introduction and cancellation of the policy. On the other hand,
introduction effects on fertility are found only among couples where at least one partner is highskilled whereas cancellation effects appear only among couples where both partners are not highskilled. Additionally, we find suggestive evidence that child benefit could have increased total
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fertility (as opposed to a mere change in timing of births while the total fertility remains unchanged):
higher-parity births reacted disproportionately both to introduction (larger increase) and
cancellation (larger decrease) of the policy while there were no effects of the policy on birth
interval. Finally, we find that general economic conditions did not play a role during the introduction
of the child benefit (booming economy) but they were relevant during its cancellation (economic
crisis): fertility in poorer provinces reacted twice as much while fertility in provinces more affected
by the crisis reacted three times as much.
B43
Incapacitation and human capital effects of extended compulsory schooling on the teenage
fertility of ethnic minority women
Anna Adamecz-Volgyi, UCL

This paper examines the effects of an increase in the compulsory school-leaving (CSL) age on the
teenage fertility (both motherhood and pregnancy) of Roma women, a disadvantaged ethnic
minority in Hungary. We identify the effects using a regression discontinuity design strategy based
on the exact date of birth. Raising the CSL age from 16 to 18 decreased the probability of teenage
motherhood among Roma women by 6.8 percentage points and delayed first birth-giving by two
years. We exploit a database that covers live births, miscarriages, abortions, and stillbirths, and
contains information on the time of conception precise to the week. We find that higher CSL age
decreases the probability of getting pregnant during the school year only, and not during summer or
Christmas breaks, suggesting that the effect was generated mainly through the incapacitation
channel of education. The effect is quite large, which implies that raising the school leaving age can
be effective in reducing the incidence of teenage pregnancy among ethnic minority women even if it
does not generate human capital effects. In our interpretation, this paper documents the
incapacitation effect of being physically in school that reduces not only the probability of
motherhood but also the probability of getting pregnant. We believe that these results have external
validity for disadvantaged ethnic minorities living in developed countries.
B51
Understanding the Gender Gap on College Major Choices. Evidence from Chile
Paola Bordon, Universidad Alberto Hurtado

This paper studies the causes of gender differences in college applications in Chile. We developed a
model for college-major application based on the Chilean institutional setting. We group majors into
disciplines or areas of study, group traditional universities into three tiers according to their quality
and selectivity and we include a fourth group with private universities created after 1981. We
consider several factors that affect the paired choice (major, university group). We then estimate a
nested logit model to predict the pair (area, university group) to which students apply as their first
preference. Our results show that females are 14.8% more likely to apply to health majors, 14.7% less
likely to apply to civil engineering and 7.9% less to technology. Also, when we compare female and
male students with the same academic results, male student tend to apply more to the most
selective areas and to the most selective group. Our estimates contribute to the existing literature
by demonstrating that a greater reduction in the gender gap in major choice would be realized by
more males adopting female preference parameters than by having more females adopting male
preference parameters.
B52
Non-Cognitive Skills and Gender Differences in Training Programmes for the Unemployed
Annette Bergemann, University of Bristol

This paper studies the link between non-cognitive skills and Active Labour Market Policy (ALMP)
evaluation in two ways. On the one hand, we look at the importance of non-cognitive skills as
controls for the evaluation of ALMP, in order to reduce the risk of selectivity bias and find evidence
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in support of this hypothesis. This is especially important in the estimates for the female subsample,
as their labour market histories might not suffice to assert the unconfoundedness assumption
required when using matching methods. On the other hand, we look at the effects of training
programmes on the development of non-cognitive skills. Also here we find that women potentially
benefit from training measures through an increase in the trait extraversion, which can be
interpreted as fostering confidence and readiness to incur risk.
B53
The relationship between gender and SES and college programme choices
Paul J. Devereux, UCD

It is well-established that women and persons from higher socio-economic (SES) groups are more
likely to enter college. However, less is known about the extent that these differences result from
differences in level of preparation for college versus differences in choices by students. Ireland
provides an interesting institutional setup to study these issues as college admissions are
centralized and college acceptance decisions are based almost entirely on points determined by
performance in a national exam administered at the end of secondary schooling. Our data include
the college choice rankings of all college applicants over the 2015-17 period as well as their points.
Thus, we can differentiate between the role of student opportunities and student choices in
determining the courses and institutions chosen for third level study. The data also allow us to
examine whether findings that females are less ambitious and more likely to avoid competitive
situations generalize to high-stakes decisions about college courses. We find that the female
advantage in college entry is entirely due to their better school performance and higher points. We
also find that females are more ambitious in their choices, make riskier choices, and are less likely to
be offered their top choice of course or, indeed, any course. We find that the SES gradients in
college entry are mostly due to points differences but, even accounting for points, high-SES
students are more likely to go to college and undertake more prestigious courses. This occurs
because they are more ambitious in their choices and also because they are more likely to accept
courses once offered. Overall, we conclude that group differences in college entry result from both
constraints due to prior achievement and from behavioural differences in terms of choice rankings
and acceptance behaviour.
B61
The Spatial Origins of Gender Roles
Juan Torrecillas, Universitat de Barcelona

This paper documents the short and long run effects of settlement patterns on female labor force
participation. I argue that dispersed settlements presented smaller commuting costs that
encouraged female workforce participation. To empirically investigate this question, I rely on the
Iberian Reconquest as an instrument for settlement patterns. Using XIXth century data, I find that
women were more prone to work in dispersed areas, in addition to present lower fertility rates and
late marriage behavior. Today, these scattered areas present also stronger female workforce
attachment. They also present greater occupational status and smaller share of women devoted to
domestic work. I show that this long run persistence is not due to contemporaneous settlement
patterns. By contrast, a likely mechanism is the transmission of cultural norms about the role of
women within the household.
B62
Gender Identity and Relative Income within Households: A critical re-examination of BertrandKamenica Pan (QJE- 2015) using U.S. and German data
Kerstin Ostermann, Friedrich-Alexander University Erlangen-Nuremberg

In a seminal paper, Bertrand et al. (2015, BKP henceforth) observe a sharp discontinuity in the
relative income distribution at the point where wives start to outearn their husbands. However, the
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paper does not provide convincing robustness checks that the results is not a mechanical result due
to the chosen bin size. Our paper therefore first aims to replicate the original BKP results, and to
check the robustness of results with respect to the chosen bin size. We then also broaden the
analysis and examine the relative income distribution using administrative data from Germany. For
both countries, we find a sharp drop in relative income as BKP do using a 0.05 bin size, but show
that this finding is not robust to using smaller bin sizes. Moreover, for Germany we find different
gender norms consistent with models of intrahousehold specialisation.
B63
The division of housework between partners. Does gender identity matter?
Cheti Nicoletti, University of York

In this paper, we estimate a model of housework allocation between partners that takes account of
the individual economic utility of each partner and of the psychic cost of choosing housework
arrangements that deviate from gender role norms. We measure the economic utilities by using a
survey experiment run in the UK Household Longitudinal Study; whereas we measure the effect of
gender norms by considering a gender attitude index averaged across peers of the two partners. As
expected, if the peers have very traditional gender role attitudes, then there is a high psychic cost
for the couple of choosing arrangements where the man does more housework than his partner.
Even after controlling for the economic utilities of the two partners, we find that the peers gender
role attitudes matter significantly in explaining the household housework decisions. We conclude
that gender norms shared by peers seems to be an important explanation for the gender asymmetry
in housework shares between partners observed in today's society.
B71
The Distribution of Private and Fiscal Returns to Higher Education: A Dynamic Microsimulation
Approach
Dominik Hügle, Freie Universität Berlin

In this paper we quantify the life-cycle returns to higher education both for the individual and for
the state accounting for the financing of education, and the redistribution through the tax-andtransfer system. For this purpose we build a dynamic microsimulation model to simulate an
individual’s life cycle in terms of several key variables of interest, such as employment, wages,
fertility, marriage, and divorce. To estimate the rates of return to higher education, we link our
dynamic microsimulation model with a static tax-benefit simulator that allows converting gross
wages into disposable incomes, accounting for the various interactions between income tax, social
security contributions and transfers at the individual and household level. At the individual level, we
find returns of 5 − 6% for men and 8 − 9% for women. Looking at the distribution of returns, a
considerable share of individuals in our simulation has negative returns. Surprisingly, median fiscal
returns are negative, both for males and females.
B72
Getting out of the starting gate on the right foot: employment effects of investment in human
capital
Daniela Sonedda, Università del Piemonte Orientale

The technological progress and the globalisation process reshape the nature of jobs inducing a
substantial drop in the incidence of permanent employment occupations. This paper estimates
whether employers could be less reluctant to hire workers on a permanent basis in presence of a
human capital investment which they partly finance. We find that the permanent employment rate
of cohorts affected by law no. 92/2012 at the age threshold of 30 years increased by about 1% when
compared to the permanent employment rate of similar untreated cohorts. This difference in
discontinuity impact can be generated by the vocational apprenticeship labour contract only. After
36 months from the baseline, this positive effect persists and increases to about 5%. We interpret
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our results as evidence that a labour contract that invests in human capital serves as a stepping
stone into permanent employment.
B73
Getting out of the starting gate on the right foot: employment effects of investment in human
capital
Paul Bingley, VIVE

Military conscription is widespread, with many men around the world performing months of service.
While the effects of service on a variety of outcomes have been studied, little is known about what
skills are learned during service. We use the Danish draft lottery in combination with skills data
from the Program for the International Assessment of Adult Competencies to estimate what is
learned from military service. While military service is associated with reduced skills, we find a
positive causal effect on skills measured 10 years after service – problem solving, numeracy and
especially literacy – for men forced to serve who otherwise would not have served. The positive
service effect on skills is largest for high ability men.
B81
Age at Marriage and Marital Stability: Causal Evidence from a Legal Reform in China
Jorge Garcia Hombrados, London School of Economics

An early age at first marriage is known to be associated with a high risk of divorce. This study
investigates the causal link between age at marriage and marital stability for women exploiting the
introduction in 1981 of a law that reduced the legal age of marriage in China using Chinese Census
Data. The law generated kinks in the legal age of marriage faced by women of different ages that are
used in a Regression Kink Design (RKD) to assess the effect of age at marriage on the probability of
divorce over the following 20 years. The analysis shows that once causal techniques are applied, the
well strong negative association between age at marriage and divorce that we found in the data
vanishes completely, suggesting the existence of unobservable factors explaining both timing of
marriage and the likelihood of divorce.
B82
Headscarves and Female Employment
Gozde Corekcioglu Ishakoglu, European University Institute

This paper investigates the effect of a pro-Islamist local government on female employment, using a
unique dataset of civil servants in Turkish municipalities. Exploiting quasi-random variation in
contested local elections and the time variation in the repeal of the headscarf ban, I establish two
results. First, an Islamist mayor employs a lower share of females when religious women are denied
jobs. Second, an Islamist mayor does not recruit females differently than a secular mayor, when
institutions allow religious females to work. The proposed mechanism is the Islamist mayors'
preference for religious female employees, rather than intrinsic gender bias.
B83
The consequences of extending equitable property division divorce laws to cohabitants
Hayley Fisher, University of Sydney

This paper analyses the effect of extending equitable property division divorce laws to unmarried
cohabiting couples in Australia. Using a triple-difference fixed effects approach we show that
existing couples are more likely to make relationship- specific investments after being exposed to
laws enabling the equitable redistribution of property in the event of relationship breakdown. In
affected couples we find that men increase their employment and women increase time spent on
housework. Couples have more children and are more likely to become home owners. These results
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demonstrate the causal effect of property division laws on relationship-specific investments and
inform the ongoing international debate about the appropriate legal treatment of unmarried
cohabiting couples.
B91
How Workplace Consolidation Affects Workers: Evidence from Acquisitions in Germany
Jörg Heining, Institute for Employment Research (IAB)

We use detailed administrative data to study how acquisitions - specifically the acquisition of a plant
by a firm with a similar plant in the same local labor market - affect workers. Using an event study
framework with a control group of workers at unaffected plants, we find that acquisitions lead to
employment losses for workers initially employed at the acquired (or "target") firm, mainly
associated with labor force withdrawals by older female workers. At the same time, we find
evidence of a rise in wages for workers initially employed at targets and at the acquiring (or "buyer")
firm who remain with the combined enterprise, concentrated among lower-wage workers. We
interpret these findings as suggesting that consolidations lead to a reduction in overall employment
but a rise in rents per worker that lead to a pattern of losers and winners in the labor market.
B92
"Fine...I’ll do it myself" Lessons from self-employment grants in Croatia
Ivan Zilic, London School of Economics

This paper evaluates the effect of self-employment grant scheme for unemployed individuals—
designed to ease first 12 month of business operation—on firm growth, survival and labour market
re-integration in Croatia in the 2010–2017 period. Grants offered a moderate amounts of finances
(up to 50% of average yearly gross wage) and absorbed only 5% of funds allocated to active labour
market policies, but accounted up to 10% of new firms opened throughout the years. Using the
universe of unlimited and limited liability firms, as well as the universe of unemployment episodes,
we document the effect of self-employment grant both descriptively and causally. We find that
limited firms opened via grant have lower growth potential, while unlimited liability firms—even
though a sizeable portion of them closes after a required 12-month grant period—have more
favourable survival profile. Exploiting quasi-longitudinal structure of unemployment episodes
dataset, we find that individuals who finish their spell with a grant have significantly lower
probability of returning to unemployment. While heterogeneous effects, among other, indicate that
the grant is particularly effective for individuals coming to unemployment from inactivity and for
individuals losing their job due to the firm closure, results also show that individuals who would
otherwise have relatively more labour opportunities (males, prime age workers, more educated, and
those who spent less time in unemployment) use the grant more effectively.
B93
Effect of Performance Related Pay on turnover-intention of teachers in England
Olubunmi Ajala, University of Leicester

We evaluate the impact of the 2013 performance-related pay policy (PRP) in England on teachers'
intention to leave the job. Using the 2007-2018 Quarterly Labour Force Survey, and a difference-in--differences estimator, we find that the policy has resulted in a significant reduction in the
teachers' intention to leave their job by 1.16 percentage points, which amounts to a reduction in the
magnitude of approximately 13%. We found no heterogeneous policy impacts across gender,
however, we find differential effects across teachers educational background.
B101
The Task Content and Skill Level of Job Transitions over the Business Cycle: Evidence for the UK
Aspasia Bizopoulou, Vatt Institute for Economic Research
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In the study of job transitions, previous literature has separately looked at either the task content or
the effect of business cycles on individuals' propensity to change occupations. In this paper we
combine these two approaches to study the change in the task content and level of difficulty of
tasks in job transitions over the business cycle. We use quarterly data from the U.K. Labour Force
Survey, which we match to the US O*NET dictionary of tasks for the period 1997q1 - 2016q2. We find
that during recessions and conditional on changing employers, individuals tend to move to more
similar occupations in terms of tasks. In general, we observe that employment-to-employment
transitions tend to result in up-skilling - meaning that the skill requirements of the new job tend to
be higher than the old job - however, we find that up-skilling significantly slows down during
recessions.
B102
Occupational mismatch and network effects: Evidence from France
Arnaud Herault, University of Angers

How does the social environment of immigrants influence the probability of being in an occupational
mismatch situation? To answer this question, we use the Labor Force Survey (2005-2012) to assess
the impact of peers and the neighborhood on the use of referees to find a job on the one hand, and
the probability of being in occupational mismatch situation on the other hand. With a probit model,
we estimate the probability of using a referee to find a job as well as the probability of being in an
occupational mismatch situation for immigrants. Endogeneity is controlled with a recursive bivariate
probit model for the use of a referee to find a job and the probability of being in an occupational
mismatch situation. The results show that the neighborhood effect has a greater effect than the peer
effect on using referees to find a job. Moreover, the role of the referee on the probability of being in
an occupational mismatch situation is not homogeneous according to the origins.
B103
Workers’ Task and Employer Mobility over the Business Cycle
Ludo Visschers, University of Edinburgh

This paper examines how the business cycle affects the extent and magnitude of career changes, by
measuring differences between the task portfolios of workers before and after job transitions. We
separately document task transitions of workers that change employer with (EUE) and without (EE)
intervening unemployment spells in the Canadian Labour Force Survey. The business cycle affects
the task mobility of EE and EUE movers differently. In recessions, EE transitions move workers into
jobs involving more cognitive tasks while EUE transitions move workers away from these jobs, into
occupations with more low-level physical tasks. The overall total task distance of EUE changes is
procyclical, but appears acyclical for EE movers. The differing cyclical task patterns can inform us
about the different forces and considerations that are driving EE and EUE mobility over the cycle,
which remain hidden behind a shared procyclicality of EE and EUE mobility rates.
C11
Parental Education and Offspring Outcomes: Evidence from a German Schooling Reform
Sarah Dahmann, The University of Sydney

This study estimates the effects of parental education on cognitive and non-cognitive skills – skills
important in determining individual achievements over the life course. To identify causality, we
employ an instrumental variables (IV) approach exploiting a reform implemented in West German
federal states between 1949 and 1969 that extended compulsory schooling from 8 to 9 years. Using
rich data from the German Socio-Economic Panel (SOEP) study, we find that parental education
improves some cognitive and non-cognitive skills of the next generation. In particular, both maternal
and paternal education increase fluid intelligence, but this positive effect is purely driven by the
daughters and not by the sons. The effect of parental education on non-cognitive skills is more
mixed. Both higher maternal and paternal education reduce impulsiveness of the next generation.
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However this effect is shown specifically from mothers to sons, and fathers to daughters. It appears
that the effect on other offspring non-cognitive skills comes mostly from fathers. Higher paternal
education increases patience and reduces risk willingness of their sons, and increases trust of their
daughters.
C12
Socio-economic background and academic match of students in 16-19 post-compulsory
education
Konstantina Maragkou, University of Sheffield

The study investigates the impact of students' socio-economic background on their academic match
in 16-19 post-compulsory education using detailed administrative records from schools and tax
authorities in England. Academic match is identified using a continuous measure of studentqualification match which identifies undermatched, matched and overmatched students. The
selectivity of each upper secondary qualification is determined from the median age 16 exam score
achievements of the students studying for that qualification. Then, we compare each student's
ability position on the age 16 test score distribution, examining whether the students match to
qualifications with similarly-attaining peers. The study is novel in that it is the first to examine
academic match at the upper secondary level and it is the first to take vocational qualifications into
consideration. We find that disadvantaged students are more likely to be exposed to academic
undermatch compared to their more affluent peers and that the phenomenon is still apparent even
within students of the same school. The study also identifies that undermatched students are more
likely to be found in schools with lower proportions of high achieving students and higher
proportions of ethnic minority and disadvantaged students. In addition, the study identifies
indications that critical masses of undermatched students are more likely to be found in rural
districts with higher rates of youth unemployment and higher proportions of poorly educated
residents. Finally, the study demonstrates that academic assortative matching has a positive
relationship with labour market returns, at least at early ages.
C13
Skills- Parental Sorting- and Child Inequality
Erik Plug, University of Amsterdam

This paper studies the consequences of educational expansion on marital sorting and
intergenerational mobility. We first formulate a simple skill and education model to explain how
better access to higher education leads to stronger assortative mating on skills of parents and a
more polarized skill and earnings distribution of children. Using Swedish registry data, we provide
evidence that more skilled students increasingly enrolled in college and ended up with more skilled
partners. Finally, we use an instrumental variable strategy to provide causal evidence on the impact
of college education on marital skill sorting and intergenerational skill transmission. Exploiting
college openings in the 60s and 70s as an exogenous source of spatial variation in college access,
we find that better access makes college-educated women more likely to marry more skilled
husbands and have more skilled children. All of these findings are consistent with the view that
rising earnings inequality is, at least in part, supply driven by rising skill inequality.
C21
The Impact of Restricted Access to Abortion on Newborns' Health: Evidence from Hungary
Gabor Hajdu, Centre for Social Sciences of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences

I examine the consequences of the restrictive Hungarian abortion policy introduced in 1974.
Following the law change that restricted the access to legally permissible abortions the number of
abortions decreased from 169 650 to 102 022, whereas the number of live births increased from 156
224 to 186 288 between 1973 and 1974. I analyze the effects of the restrictive abortion policy on the
health of the newborns. I use large-scale, individual-level administrative datasets of the Hungarian
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Central Statistical Office, and I estimate the effects by comparing children born within a short
timespan around the law change. In this way, I am able to rule out the effect of other (unobserved)
time trends and other potential behavioral responses to the law change, and I can draw causal
inference. Using socio-economic background variables of the parents that are available in the live
birth database (e.g. education, occupation, age, the pregnancy history of the mother), I can control
for a composition effect as well. Using simple difference and difference-in-differences estimations, I
show that the law change had a negative impact on the health of the newborns. I find a decrease in
the birth weight of the children and an increase in the probability of being born with low birth
weight and in the probability of infant mortality. The effects are smaller but statistically significant
in the whole population; however, they are substantially larger for mothers who were more likely to
give birth to an unplanned or unwanted child. I also show that the unwantedness of the children
might be the most important mechanism in these results. Performing robustness tests (e.g. a placebo
reforms in other years, a placebo test using siblings’ data), I provide evidence that supports this
interpretation. Significant changes in the abortion laws are rare, and the effect of restrictions in
abortion laws can be even rarely analyzed hence these results and similar research give important
information on the consequences of access to abortion and, in a wider perspective, to family
planning. Since abortion policy is still an emerging issue in public debates in many countries these
results could provide important information for evidence-based policy.
C22
The Rise in Single-Mother Families and Children’s Cognitive Development: evidence from the
1958- 1970 and 2000 British Birth Cohorts
Mariña Fernández Salgado, Universidad de Alcalá

This article assesses changes in the association between single motherhood and children’s verbal
cognitive ability at age-11 over the last 40-years. Data comes from three British cohorts which
follow nationally representative samples of children born in 1958 (n=10,925), 1970 (n=9,169) and
2000 (n=10,249). Structural equation models are estimated with single motherhood influencing
outcomes directly and indirectly through changes in economic/parental inputs and disruptions
leading to social stress. Single motherhood is associated with lower test scores, largely mediated by
reduced economic resources. The effect of single motherhood has attenuated over time for children
whose parents separated after age 7, but for those experiencing earlier parental separation there is
little change.
C23
Maternal age and child outcomes
Kristiina Huttunen, VATT

This paper analyses the effects of maternal age-at-birth on children’s birth and long-term outcomes
using Finnish register data. We exploit maternal school-starting-age rules to create exogenous
variation in age-at-motherhood. School-starting-age increases age-at-motherhood, but it has no
effect on maternal education, in the Finnish context. Age at motherhood reduces the birth weight of
the child and gestation is shorter. There is no evidence suggesting that children’s long-term
outcomes, such as schooling, employment or criminal behavior, are affected, however. Moreover,
there is no impact of age on maternal pre-birth behavioral outcomes, such as smoking. In general,
there is strong selection into early motherhood. We also demonstrate that it is unlikely that
conventional tests of selection based on observed characteristics are unlikely to detect such
selection.
C31
Understanding parental decision-making: Beliefs about returns to parenting styles and
neighborhoods
Lukas Kiessling, University of Bonn
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In this paper, I study parental beliefs about the returns to three dimensions of importance for the
development and long-term outcomes of children: (i) the amount of warmth and (ii) control with
which parents raise their children as well as (iii) the quality of the neighborhood. Based on a
representative sample of 2,119 parents in the United States, I find that parents expect large returns
for high warmth parenting and living in a favorable neighborhood. Exerting control is only expected
to be beneficial when paired with warm parenting, and intensive parenting can compensate for
living in a deprived environment. My results suggest that perceived individual-level returns are
important to understand parental decision-making: they are predictive of actual parenting style
adoption, but cannot be explained by standard socio-demographic variables.
C32
Subjective Expectations- Educational Choice Heterogeneity and Gender: Evidence from a
Sample of Swedish High School Students
Mikael Lindahl, University of Gothenburg

College going students typically make the important decision of which major to pursue in their late
teens. In this paper we elicit the subjective expectations of a sample of Swedish high school
students, just before they officially make their choice. This carefully collected data provides us with
a window into the students’ counterfactual educational choices since it summarizes their
expectations about their top choice field of study, as well as about fields which they rank lower in
their choice set. To take full advantage of this education choice data, we introduce methods from
the broader discrete choice literature and estimate random coefficient logistic regressions. We show
that stated preferences over educational amenities (including earnings, college experiences and
work-life experiences) are heterogenous. This heterogeneity is significant both in terms of
observables like gender, and unobservables. We find that both pecuniary and non-pecuniary
expectations of outcomes of an educational choice strongly predict which field students chose, but
non-pecuniary expectations are relatively more important for female students. We also apply our
model to the gender gap in enrollment in STEM majors. The STEM gender gap in stated preferences
can be fully explained by our elicited subjective expectations variables. Most important are the two
taste variables capturing enjoyment of course work and of expected occupation, whereas expected
earnings explains very little.
C41
Overtime and Trade Union Membership
Gabriel Schultze, IAAEU, Trier University

We investigate the impact of individual trade union membership on overtime in Germany. Since
unions can support their members in conflicts with employers and also in legal disputes, we expect
that union members are better able to realize their working time preferences than non-members.
For the empirical investigation we use data from six waves of the German Socio-Economic Panel
(SOEP). Our results indicate that there is no effect of trade union membership on the incidence of
overtime in Germany, while we observe a robust, negative and statistically significant impact on the
amount. Union members work about 0.7 fewer hours overtime per week than non-members.
C42
Spillovers and substitutability in production
Kerry Papps, University of Bath

Can the existence of positive productivity spillovers between co-workers be explained by the
presence of complementarities in a firm’s production function? A simple theory demonstrates that
this is possible when workers perform their tasks sequentially, but also that negative spillovers may
arise when workers can raise overall team output unilaterally. Play-by-play data from major league
baseball are used to test whether such spillovers exist between hitters over the course of a game,
exploiting the fact that hitters perform their tasks sequentially. The results indicate that the overall
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spillovers between teammates are positive but small. However, these cannot be explained by the
incentives inherent in the team’s production function, which are found to have a negative effect on
performance. Consistent with theory, the payment of higher base salaries and individual
performance bonuses is found to weaken the responsiveness of players to the pay-offs from their
performance.
C43
Do unions have egalitarian wage policies for the own employees? Evidence from Exhaustive
earnings data in the US
Paolo Santini, Paris School of Economics

While labor unions bargain for more equality among their members and in the general society, little
is known about their own compensation practices. Using administrative earnings data covering
almost all employees and officers of U.S. labor unions over the period 2000-2016, we show that
unions do “as they preach”. They pay wages that are on average 30% higher than in comparable U.S.
private firms, but much more equally distributed: Gini coefficients are 20% smaller among unions
and the share of total earnings accruing to the top 1% of wage earners is twice smaller. We argue
that such a low level of inequality, especially at the top, is puzzling because union leaders do have
some margin to set their own pay due to the absence of a strong internal control mechanism on the
pay-setting in such non-profit organizations. We show that media can however act as an external
source of control by advertising cases where earnings are deemed too high. For example, 20% of
union leaders with earnings above $500K have been attacked by the press, and these attacks have
been followed by a 20% average drop in their earnings. Two important features explain the
effectiveness of the media in limiting earnings among union employees. First, those earnings are
publicly available. Second, the idea that union employees should not be highly paid is widely spread
among the general public. This social norm incentivizes the media to release articles about highwage union employees, and it makes such releases a real threat for unions’ consumer base
retention. This mechanism can help understanding why inequality is so low, particularly at the top,
in labor organizations. More generally, it shows how pay norms can affect real pay, even in a
declining sector where firms have strong incentives to perform well in order to survive.
C51
Human mobility and Internet usage: Evidence from Nigerian micro-level data
Maurizio Strazzeri, University of Konstanz

How do modern information and communication technologies (ICT) such as the Internet influence
human mobility? Based on theoretical considerations, the predictions are ambiguous: First, Internet
usage affects the availability of information related to the migration decision, which might either
increase or decrease migration distances depending on the type of information received. Second,
the large-scale adoption of the Internet around the world has introduced a new form of social
interaction which enhances the possibility to maintain strong ties with relatives and friends over
long distances and thereby facilitates human mobility. I provide the first systematic micro-level test
of the effect of Internet usage on migration distances using the comprehensive Geo-coded General
Household Survey (GHS) panel from Nigeria. I show that exposure to the Internet is positively
associated with an increase in various measures of migration distance. Additionally, I provide
evidence for a causal link between Internet usage and migration distance by using the distance to
the closest Internet cafe as exogenous source of variation in Internet usage frequency. The
instrumental variable approach largely confirms that Internet usage positively affects migration
distances.
C52
The Effect of a University Degree in English on International Labour Mobility
Samuel Nocito, LUISS "G. Carli"
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I investigate the effect of studying in English language on international labour market mobility for
university graduates from a non-English speaking country. I exploit the introduction of Master of
Arts degrees in English when students were enrolled in their Bachelor as an instrument for studying
in English. I find that studying in English increases the individual's probability of working abroad by
11.2 percentage points. I also estimate the effect of an English degree on wages, and I find that
graduates in English benefit almost a 60 percent increase in wage compared to graduates in the
national language. Finally, I provide evidence that the strong effect on wages can be explained
because individuals who study in English self-select into more remunerative labour contracts and
economic sectors.
C53
Old sins cast long shadows: The Long-term impact of the resettlement of the Sudetenland on
residential migration
Stepan Mikula, Masaryk University

We analyze the causal impact of the almost complete destruction of the social fabric of the
Sudetenland during its resettlement after World War II on the long-term development of migration.
Using two identification strategies and a unique settlement level data set that allows for an analysis
for the period from 1971 to 2015, we find a strong negative impact on net immigration that lasted
until the mid-1980s and a much more long-term positive impact on gross emigration and
immigration rates that lasts to this day. This suggests a continued low attachment of the current
population to their place of residence. The resettled settlements are also found to have significantly
fewer club memberships, to less frequently organize social events and to participate more rarely in
local elections than those that were not resettled. These stylized facts are consistent with recent
theoretical contributions emphasizing the importance of social capital for migration decisions.
C54
Skills- Job Mobility and Productive Efficiency
Damir Stijepic, Johannes Gutenberg University

Making use of a survey that directly assesses the participants’ cognitive skills, I study the relation
between skills and job mobility in a large international comparison of 32 countries. Motivated by the
canonical on-the-job search model, I measure job mobility by the ratio of the job-finding rate on the
job to the transition rate into unemployment. A higher ratio of these rates induces, ceteris paribus,
first-order stochastic dominance in the distribution of workers over jobs, indicating a more efficient
allocation of resources across firms. On average across the 32 countries, a one-standard-deviation
increase in numeracy skills is estimated to double the ratio of the job-finding rate on the job to the
transition rate into unemployment. The positive association between skills and job mobility is
statistically significant in a majority of countries. Furthermore, countries with a higher average level
of skills tend to exhibit a higher degree of job mobility. The robust positive association between
skills and job mobility suggests that skills contribute to a country’s productive efficiency by limiting
the misallocation of resources across firms.
C61
Monitoring recruiters at work: determinants of ethnic discrimination on an online recruitment
platform
Daniel Kopp, KOF Swiss Economic Institute

Across the world, ethnic minorities face a persistent employment gap compared to natives. Over the
last five decades, a swath of literature has explored if, and to what extent, discrimination by
employers can explain this gap. Most existing studies leverage observational data or
correspondence tests focused on a small number of professions and employee characteristics. We
overcome these limitations by leveraging a novel methodology: we track the search behavior of
employers evaluating the application files of mostly unemployed job seekers on the online
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recruitment platform of the Swiss Public employment service. Based on hundred thousands of
searches and by controlling for the detailed applicant information visible to recruiters, we can
derive precise and credible estimates of employer discrimination in contact rates. We find pervasive
evidence of ethnic discrimination, and that ethnic penalties strongly vary across origin groups. In
addition, our data allows us to explore several mechanisms and moderators of discrimination.
Testing for attention discrimination, we find that employers spend less time on the profiles of
certain ethnic groups, but the economic effect is small. We also find that skills and labor market
tightness moderate discrimination: ethnic penalties are larger for job seekers with low employability
and limited German skills, and if there is a larger pool of candidates to choose from. Lastly, we find
that obtaining a Swiss passport substantially reduces discrimination against immigrant applicants.
Together, our study confirms existing theories of ethnic discrimination and shows how to leverage
online recruitment platform to obtain credible and fine-grained estimates of employer
discrimination in a low-cost and non-intrusive manner.
C62
Immigration Enforcement- Police Trust and Domestic Violence
Esther Arenas-Arroyo, University of Oxford

Domestic violence is a serious under-reported crime in the United States, especially among
undocumented women given their reluctance to seek assistance for fear of deportation. While the
Violence Against Women Act (VAWA) allows battered immigrants to petition for legal status without
relying on abusive U.S. citizen or legal permanent resident spouses, we find that intensified interior
immigration enforcement has curbed the VAWA self-petition rate. In contrast, sanctuary policies
limiting the cooperation of law enforcement with Immigration Customs Enforcement partially
counteract that impact. Understanding survivors’ responses to immigration policy is crucial given
growing police mistrust and vulnerability to crime among immigrants.
C63
Linguistic enclaves and language proficiency of immigrants: Self-selection or learning?
Ehsan Vallizadeh, Institute for Employment Research (IAB)

Migration literature argues that ethnic enclaves negatively affect the language proficiency of
immigrants because linguistic enclaves reduce migrants’ incentives and exposure to destination
language, and hence, impairs the learning of the destination language. However, the negative
association found in previous research can be spurious and arise due to migrants’ residential
sorting. By exploiting a German dispersal policy under which refugees and asylum-seekers are
exogenously assigned to districts with different levels of linguistic enclaves, our study is one of the
first to provide a causal evidence for the effect of linguistic concentration on destination language
proficiency. Using IAB-BAMF-SOEP Refugee Sample augmented with district-level data on linguistic
concentrations, we show that sorting rather than learning provides a better explanation for the
negative effect of ethnic enclaves on language proficiency. Specifically, we find that humanitarian
immigrants who were assigned to districts with larger linguistic enclaves improved their language
proficiency at a similar rate as compared to those who were assigned to districts with smaller
linguistic enclaves. Initial assignment to districts with large linguistic concentration increases the
probability of staying in that district but there is no evidence that the presence of linguistic
concentration is particularly important for immigrants with fewer years of schooling.
C71
The allocation of resources within polygamous households: Evidence from Nigeria
Alessia Isopi, University of Manchester

Using household survey data from Nigeria we analyse the within-father variation in labour supply
across biological children within the polygamous household. In contrast with previous evidence, we
find that children of the first wife work about three to five hours more per week and are less likely
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to attend school than children of other mothers. To rationalize our findings, we develop a theoretical
framework that investigates the amount of education a child receives versus the time spent in
domestic production in polygamous households. We show that if child labour acts as a means of
mothers to increase the share of resources allocated to their own offspring, the effect of the
mothers' rank on child labour supply is ambiguous. Linking our data to ethnographic information, we
find suggestive evidence that our results are driven by those children who are more likely to inherit
the land of their father in the long run.
C72
A Strategic Gift Motive? Evidence from Inheritance Tax Reforms in Europe
Berkay Ozcan, London School of Economics

We test whether the intensity of social contact, interactions, and the distance between family
members are not independent of financial incentives, and more specifically the presence of strategic
bequest and gifts motives. We examine this question using a sample of adult children of individuals
of age 50+ from a large longitudinal data from the Survey of Health, Aging and Retirement in Europe
(SHARE) between 2004 and 2015. We draw upon an instrumental variable strategy where we exploit
evidence of changes in inheritance tax legislation across Europe as a source of an exogenous
variation in gift giving. Our findings show robust evidence of the presence of a ‘strategic gift-giving
behaviour’, suggesting that gifts exert an influence on social contact with (and residential distance
to) parents.
C73
The gender gap in wages over the life course: evidence from a British cohort born in 1958
Heather Joshi, UCL

Using data tracking all those born in a single week in 1958 through to their mid-50s we find the
gender wage gap (GWG) is inverse-U shaped over the life-course, widening substantially during
childrearing years. However, family formation primarily affects the GWG through its impact on
work experience. This effect of family formation is apparent among those in full-time as well as
part-time. We also find women suffer wage penalties for motherhood while men benefit from wage
premia for fatherhood. Not all of the GWG is linked to family formation. There is a sizeable pay gap
on labour market entry and there are gaps between childless men and childless women.
C81
Chinese Language & Culture Learning Opportunities Abroad and Overseas Students in China
Yue Huang, Otto-von-Guericke Universität Magdeburg

Overseas students in China have increased substantially over the last two decades, as has the
number of Confucius Institutes abroad. Using official and self-compiled data by country of origin on
Confucius Institutes and overseas students in China, we investigate the research question
empirically whether increasing Chinese language and culture learning opportunities abroad has
exerted a positive effect on the number of students who migrate to China for study. Using a panel
data of 182 countries from 2002 to 2014 and exploiting a fixed effects model, we find evidence for a
sizeable positive effect of Confucius Institutes in a country on the number of overseas students it
has in China. We also find evidence for effect heterogeneity by geographic distance to China,
country’s income level, number of Chinese migrants and the linguistic distance to Chinese.
C82
Information Provision and Postgraduate Studies
Frauke Peter, DIW Berlin
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This is the first paper to experimentally examine effects of information provision on postgraduate
education decisions. We conduct and evaluate an online-RCT across 446 college students close to
completion of their undergraduate degree and provide information about pecuniary and nonpecuniary consequences of postgraduate studies. We find negative effects on intentions and
postgraduate enrollment. Exploiting rich baseline information, partly collected five years before the
intervention, we show that these effects are strongest for students with wore academic
performance based on their final high school GPA and students with parents who have no
postgraduate aspirations for their child. For these subgroups of students, the information provision
increases the perceived pecuniary returns to having only an undergraduate degree, making a
postgraduate degree relatively less attractive. Our results further add to the black box of socioeconomic differences in educational decisions and the importance of pecuniary and non-pecuniary
information provision, which is scalable at low cost.
C83
Expansion and Equality in Higher Education
Cagla Okten, Bilkent University

In this paper, we study the expansion in the Turkish higher education system in years 2005-2008,
which resulted in the establishment of 51 new universities and a 60\% increase in the number of
available slots. We examine the impact of the expansion on educational outcomes and whether
extending access to education promoted equality in education outcomes across genders and
regions. The expansion was exogenous and unanticipated from the perspective of university
candidates. In Turkey, a competitive centralized entrance examination rations excess demand for
higher education. Thus, the first order effects of the expansion are expected to be on the supply side
of the education market. Furthermore, the higher education expansion was politically motivated
driven by requests from members of the parliament. Finally, the expansion occurred in a short
period of time and did not evolve endogenously with the changing patterns in demand across time.
We combine data from two sources: First, educational attainment data from the nationally
representative Household Labor Force Survey (HLFS); and second, data for available slots in all
four-year higher education programs in all universities by year. Our results show that the likelihood
of enrollment in higher education increased with the expansion policy even after controlling for the
time trend. In addition, the policy reduced the gender gap in education by lessening the physical
distance to education and easing access to education. Interestingly, the policy had a larger positive
effect on educational attainment in the initially better-educated regions compared to worseeducated regions. Therefore, the education gap across regions has not been reduced and may even
have been widened after the expansion.
C91
Skills Accumulation with Malleable Ability: Evidence from a Growth Mindset Intervention
Sonkurt Sen, University of Essex

Existing research shows that students endowed with “growth mindset”; a belief that one’s
intelligence and cognitive abilities are malleable so can be increased through effort, rather than fixed
traits; are more likely to be academically successful. Interventions attempting to inculcate beliefs,
particularly in groups with low academic performance, have therefore been posited as a way to
improve, or close ethnic or social gaps in, students’ performance. However, the mechanisms
through which the claimed benefits are found are poorly understood. In this paper we evaluate the
effects of a randomized light touch intervention given to first year university students in the UK on
a validated growth mindset scale, their subjective beliefs about the production function for
educational performance, and various measures of study habits measured two months later,
compared with baseline pre-treatment measures and a control intervention. We document a positive
treatment effect on student grades, and show this to be consistent with students acting on a change
in their subjective production technology to make an hour of study effort more efficient through
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increasing the proportion spent in active learning methods, and spacing out study of the same
material.
C92
The allotment of home care - compensating for lack of functionality
Theis Theisen, University of Agder

We set up a theoretical model for how home care is rationed through a public sector agency. Using a
data set containing all Norwegians who had been in contact with the care sector over a 6-year
period we estimate how individuals age, functionality, municipalities home care budgets, and other
municipality characteristics, affect the allocation of home care. The higher the per capita home care
budget is, the larger is the share of its population receiving home care. Age is an important
determinant for whether an individual receives home care or not, but not for how much care is
received. The volume of care received is to a large extent determined by individuals’ ability and
productivity in carrying out daily tasks.
C93
Age at Enrollment in Daycare and Child Development

Sarah Sander, UCL
The evidence on how daycare enrollment below age 2 affects child outcomes is minuscule. In this
paper, we estimate the causal effects of age at enrollment in daycare on child health and cognitive
development. We exploit exogenous variation in vacancy rates in daycare institutions in
Copenhagen to account for selection on start age. Children who enroll earlier experience a health
shock in the year they initially enroll in terms of increased GP visits, but fewer GP visits later when
they enroll in kindergarten. The paper provides new insight for parents and policy makers
concerned about the optimal enrollment age.
C101
Parental Behavioural Preferences and Educational Progressions of Girls and Boys: Lab-in-theField Evidence from Rural Côte d’Ivoire
Ralitza Dimova, University of Manchester

Most of the literature on education in less developed countries focuses on household (parental
education and income) and locational-cum-institutional (schooling infrastructure) factors as
determinants of educational outcomes. In this paper, we focus instead on parents’ behavioural
influences on children’s progression through the schooling system through a combination of lab-inthe field experiments and survey data from 135 couples and their children in rural Côte d’Ivoire. Our
main conceptual contribution is that we tease out the role of both differences in intrinsic
behavioural characteristics (namely, risk aversion), and differences in preferences towards
household expenditure priorities for the parents (elicited through an intra- household bargaining
experiment) on children’s education outcomes. We find that father’s risk aversion is associated with
lower schooling transitions for both boys and girls. Mother’s risk aversion, alternatively, results in
higher transition probabilities of girls to primary school and lower transition probabilities of girls to
middle and high school. The lower transition probabilities of girls to higher levels of education are
further accentuated by the lower bargaining power of mothers over educational resources.
C102
The Determinants of Children’s and Adolescents’ Time Use and the Trade-off Within
Sarah Grace See, University of Groningen

The amount of time spent on an activity reflects the individual’s demand for it, such that spending
more time on an activity implies greater demand. In the case of children and adolescents, time
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investments affect cognitive and non-cognitive outcomes that go well beyond adulthood. While
there have been studies looking at parental time investments, the role the children’s and
adolescents’ own time has rarely been considered, despite its relevance in determining outcomes.
Using the Child Development Supplement of the Panel Study of Income Dynamics, this research
looks at the determinants of time use among children and adolescents, considering individual and
household-specific characteristics, applying a multivariate analysis framework, specifically a
fractional regression estimation approach that considers the trade-off among different activity
categories. Given a constrained endowment of 24 hours each day, a higher engagement in one
activity reduces the chance for participating in others. If the children and adolescents spend more
time doing one activity such as sports, in what activities do they spend less time? Estimation results
show differences in time use patterns according to child’s age, gender, race, and maternal education
and employment, both for weekdays and weekends. Particular emphasis is put on gender-types
participation in household activities, as male children spent less time doing household and personal
care activities, in lieu of more active and passive leisure activities. Maternal education also
influences children’s studying and reading time, which may suggest the intergenerational
transmission mechanism. This analysis not only identified the determinants for children’s time use
patterns, but also showed where the trade-offs among the activities may come from, and is a
relatively novel application in time use studies.
C103
The Long-Term Impact of Children's Disabilities on Families
Herdis Steingrimsdottir, Copenhagen Business School

Childhood disability is a major health shock that affects parents early in their working life. We
estimate the impact on parents’ career trajectories, their balance sheets, and major life decisions
using detailed register data from Denmark. To identify the causal effect of childhood disability we
use an event study approach and focus on conditions that have no or weak associations with
socioeconomic determinants. We find that having a child with a disability has strong negative impact
on mothers’ long run earnings. Fathers’ earnings are also affected but the impact is notably smaller.
We find that both parents are less likely to be employed in the long run and are significantly less
likely to ascend to top executive positions. The long-term structure of the household is also affected
as subsequent fertility is lower and partnership dissolution is more common. Finally, having a child
with disability has a considerable effect on the household balance sheet by reducing asset
accumulation in the long run.
D11
Multi-generational effects of in-utero shock exposure on third generation health and cognitive
outcomes in India
Maha Khan, University of York

It has been widely documented by economists and epidemiologists alike that there exists a causal
effect of in-utero shocks on both short- and long-run outcomes; however, evidence of multigenerational effects of in-utero shocks is scare in human populations. In this paper, I use birth
cohorts spanning 384 districts of India over 35 years (1955-1990) to estimate the multi-generational
effects of maternal in-utero negative rainfall shocks on health and cognitive outcomes of children.
There is paucity of empirical work in this area. To the best of my knowledge, this is the first analysis
to look at the effects of severe in-utero rainfall shocks on the third generation's outcomes in India,
where human capital is likely to be more permanently scarred following a shock or conflict. My
identification strategy exploits variation in historical rainfall records over time and within
geographical space. I construct a district-by-month-by-year rainfall dataset, which is linked with
India Household Development Survey (2004-05) using the date of birth and place of residence of
the mother to construct the potential extreme rainfall shock during the nine months prior to her
birth. I find that mothers’ exposure to extreme rainfall shock in-utero has negative, multigenerational effects on their children’s height-for-age and cognitive ability z-scores. Child’s
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cognitive ability z-score reduces by approximately 8% of a standard deviation with every additional
month of maternal in-utero exposure to rainfall shock. Results show that children’s maternal genetic
inheritance might have a significant role to play in the multi-generational transmission of the effects
of in-utero rainfall shocks on child cognitive outcomes, suggesting ineffectiveness of remediation
once the damage is done in-utero. On the other hand, there are strong negative effects of maternal
in-utero shocks on children’s height-for-age z-score for children below age five, but not for children
8-11 years old – every additional month of maternal in-utero exposure to rainfall shock reduces
height-for-age z-scores by 24.1% of a standard deviation for children 0-5 years old. However, the
transmission mechanisms of these effects remain largely. Even though children seem to catch-up in
terms of their physical health by age 8-11, studies confirm that the damage done to their health in the
critical developmental period (i.e. below age 5) remains largely irreversible, with potentially farreaching effects in terms of not only their adult health, but also their cognitive, non-cognitive and
labour market outcomes.
D12
Wage cuts and health at birth: the adverse effects of in utero exposure to economic shocks
Simona Bejenariu Tudor, Swedish Institute for Social Science

We investigate the effects that a major and unexpected wage cut austerity measure that affected
public sector employees in Romania in 2010 had on health outcomes at birth. Our findings suggest
that children in utero at the time of the announcement of the austerity policy had worse health
outcomes at birth relative to their unaffected siblings, with the former presenting lower birth
weights and shorter gestational lengths. The most sensitive periods to in utero shocks are the first
and the last trimesters of gestation. The main mechanism behind our results seems to be prenatal
maternal stress. The negative outcomes at birth appear to have lasting scarring effects up to the age
of four.
D13
Do mental health problems in pregnancy cause long-term damage to children's development?
Stephanie von Hinke, University of Bristol

A growing literature establishes that shocks in early childhood have substantial long-term impacts
on later life outcomes. Little direct evidence is known about the effects of maternal mental health
during pregnancy on a child cognitive and non-cognitive outcomes. This papers uses longitudinal
data containing measures of mental health of women during pregnancy and post birth together with
follow-up data on their children to late adolescence. We find sizeable effects of maternal mental
health during pregnancy on children's outcomes, including psychological and socio-emotional
outcomes. However, we find no effects on cognitive skills. In addition we find behavioural responses
to the incidence of poor mental health during pregnancy including smoking, parenting quality and
fathers' time investments in a child. These behavioural responses appear to act as mechanisms
linking the effect of mothers' mental health to child outcomes. The effects, however, are small
suggesting the impact of maternal mental health on child development originates largely through a
biological channel.
D21
Education and Prosocial Behavior: Evidence from Time Use Survey
Betul Akar, Bilkent University

This paper investigates the causal effects of education on prosocial behavior by using the Turkish
Time Use Survey data. In particular, we employ Instrumental Variable Method, in which the
extension of compulsory schooling from five to eight years in Turkey in 1997 is used as an
instrument to generate an exogenous variation in educational attainment. As a result, we find that
education has a negative impact on male prosocial behavior as the number of prosocial activities,
frequency of prosocial activity and time spent on prosocial activity decrease. We do not find any
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significant effects of education on female prosocial behavior. We show that negative effects of
education on prosocial behavior are more pronounced for employed individuals. Moreover, an
increase in compulsory years of schooling leads individuals to spend more time in personal care and
leisure activities.
D22
Can Schools Change Religious Attitudes? Evidence from German State Reforms of Compulsory
Religious Education
Benjamin Arold, LMU Munich & ifo Institute

The question whether churches should have a place in public schools to teach religious education
has been the subject of fierce disputes in many countries throughout history. Yet little is known
about whether compulsory religious education in fact affects people’s religiosity in the long run. We
argue that the different timing of reforms that abandoned compulsory religious education across
German states provides plausibly exogenous variation in individuals’ exposure to compulsory
religious education. Our event study approach shows that, conditional on state and birth-year fixed
effects, the termination of compulsory religious education led to a significant reduction in church
membership, personal prayer, and reported religiosity of affected students in adulthood. Supporting
our identifying assumption, we show that the reforms are not related to non-religious schooling
outcomes. Beyond religious attitudes, the reform also reduced males’ conservative attitudes
towards gender roles.
D23
Carrots – not sticks: Effect of a school accountability program with monetary rewards
Beatrice S. Rangvid, The Danish Centre of Social Science Research, VIVE

School accountability is a widely used tool for education reform and may be a way to improve
school efficiency. Most accountability systems are based on sanctions rather than awards. In this
paper, I examine the effect of nudging schools to deliver better education through financial
incentives. I use a regression discontinuity design that exploits the discontinuous structure of
eligibility for entering into the reward program. The performance criteria are based on aggregate
test performance and schools must exhibit a sufficiently high performance growth to win the
reward. Short-run reward-incentive effects in the current year can thus be estimated from test
score discontinuities at the threshold. The program substantially improves test scores among boys
by decreasing the probability to perform below the minimum competency level by 9-10 percentage
points off a pre-treatment average of 41%. I find no effect for girls. Favorable effects for boys are
also found at other points of the test score distribution and for low-stakes test scores suggesting
that the program delivers a broader based school improvement for boys. The program does not
appear to detract from subjects or students who are not explicitly targeted by the program. Results
on non-academic outcomes show that the program reduces chronic absence among boys by 6
percentage points. Student well-being is unaffected.
D31
Can Child Benefits Reverse the Impact of Unbalanced Sex Ratios on Fertility?
Panayiota Lyssiotou, University of Cyprus

This study contributes to the scarce causal evidence on whether child benefits can reverse
unwanted long lasting effects of changing demographics on fertility. The experience of an EU
country provides us with a natural laboratory to investigate this question. We exploit the
introduction of non means-tested child benefits only to families with at least four children that
coincided with an exogenous fall in the sex ratio index of marriageable age men and women that is
linked to the historical events that took place about two decades before when this cohort of
individuals were born. Our causal findings based on a quasi-experimental methodology are robust to
alternative econometric specifications and indicate that the reform increased significantly the
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probability to have a forth child and reversed the negative impact of declining sex ratios on the
fertility of couples. In contrast, the probability of birth of parities smaller or greater than four were
not affected by the reform but decreased significantly with the drop in the sex ratio index. Benefit
recipient mothers had a lower probability to work after the reform. The evidence indicates that
targeted government transfers can be effective in boosting the fertility of targeted families and
reversing unwanted effects of changing demographics.
D32
From Freedom to Fertility - The End of War- Parental Selection- and Children's Outcomes
Esmée Zwiers, Erasmus School of Economics

This paper studies whether children who are conceived during a period of better socioeconomic
circumstances grow up in more or less stable families, and whether this affects their adult outcomes
more than 50 years later. It considers a large exogenous change in socioeconomic conditions
resulting from the end of WWII in the Netherlands. I exploit regional differences in the timing and
magnitude of the improved socioeconomic conditions, which caused a Birth Peak in the area that
experienced the largest change in socioeconomic conditions. The regional variation is used to
compare children conceived before and after the liberation in a difference-in-difference framework.
Using Dutch administrative data, the results show that children born in regions that faced a larger
shock to the socioeconomic environment are not raised in more or less stable families, and do not
fare better or worse in adulthood. Two types of behaviors played a role during the Birth Peak: (1)
delayed conceptions, and (2) liberation celebrations leading to unanticipated conceptions. When
distinguishing between these two groups, it appears that the latter group grows up in less stable
families, although this does not translate into poorer long-term adult outcomes. I can dismiss that
cohort-specific effects mask any parental selection effects.
D41
The intergenerational effect of education on mental health - evidence from a regression
discontinuity design for the UK.
Patrick Sturm, University of Würzburg

Despite the substantial and fast increasing share of mental illnesses among all diseases, and an
increasing literature on the intergenerational effects of education, to the best of our knowledge, no
single study examines how parental education affects their children’s mental health later in life.
Using two compulsory schooling reforms from the UK within a regression discontinuity design, this
paper uses two large British survey data sets to examine the causal effect of parental education on
children’s mental health. Our (preliminary) results show the expected strong first stage of the
reforms on parental education. In contrast, we find no significant effect of parental education on
children’s mental health. In time for the conference, we will present effect heterogeneities, potential
transmission channels, and add a number of robustness checks.
D42
Parents' behavioural response to conflict
Valentina Tonei, University of York

Recent studies have emphasized the importance for child development of parental investments,
such as money spent on children (Carneiro and Ginja, 2016), and behavioural inputs in the form of
parenting style (Dooley and Stewart, 2007; Bono et al., 2016; Doepke and Zilibotti, 2017; Cobb-Clark
et al., 2018; Moroni et al., 2018). Parenting styles characterise the strategies parents use in their
child rearing, in particular how parents respond and make decisions about their children.
Economists typically considered parenting styles as the result of rational choices that parents make
by maximizing a utility function, which generally depends on the family consumption and the child
well-being, under some constraints (Burton et al., 2002; Lundberg et al., 2009; Cosconati et al., 2011;
Doepke and Zilibotti, 2017). Evidence from the behavioural economics literature, however, suggests
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that parents act with subjective rationality, i.e. while they choose their investment behaviour by
maximizing a utility function, they also rely on their own beliefs on the productivity of the
investments and on their own perception of their child's skills (Cunha et al., 2013; Cunha, 2015;
Kinsler and Pavan, 2016 and Dizon-Ross, 2018).
D43
The Reciprocal Relationship between Depressive Symptoms and Employment Status
Deborah Cobb-Clark, University of Sydney

This paper analyzes the reciprocal lagged relationship between depressive symptoms and
employment status. We find that severe depressive symptoms contribute to a 25.6 percent increase
in subsequent non-employment rates, a 20.7 percent increase in non-participation rates and 34.2
percent increase in unemployment rates, for men. Similar, although weaker, marginal effects are
found for women. However, we find no evidence for men and only limited evidence for women that
unemployment, non-employment, or non-participation raises the risks of severe depressive
symptoms. Women’s employment problems lead to depressive symptoms when the focus is on labor
market status at a single point in time, but not when the focus is on annual labor market
experiences.
D51
Student access to apprenticeships: evidence from a vignette experiment
Ilse Tobback, KU Leuven

We identify the causal effects of student characteristics on the likelihood of being hired for an
apprenticeship, and explore the mechanisms underlying the employer’s decision. To this end, we
perform a vignette experiment among HR professionals in Belgium and focus on low qualified
youngsters that aim to participate in a dual apprenticeship programme to obtain a minimum
qualification. The study adds to the literature in multiple ways. Most importantly, while a few
studies have already investigated which characteristics of students determine their access to
apprenticeships, none of these studies investigated the theoretical mechanisms underlying these
preferences by employers. In our study, we look into the role of perceived trainability, employability
and quit intentions. Second, the studies that previously investigated access to apprenticeships are
mostly non experimental and therefore may generate biased conclusions. Third, while other studies
usually focus on medium-qualified applicants, we focus on low qualified youngsters that aim to
participate in a dual apprenticeship programme to obtain a minimum qualification. Since youth
unemployment is a greater problem for those without secondary education qualifications, we
consider the problem of unequal access to apprenticeships to be much more pertinent for this group
of young people. Our results indicate that students with favourable past educational records (in
terms of GPA, school delay and educational track) and students who reveal themselves to be
motivated during the job interview are more likely to obtain an apprenticeship. Furthermore, we find
that these characteristics are used by employers as signals of trainability, employability and quit
intentions. Finally, in line with their role as important underlying mechanisms, we also find
perceived trainability, employability and quit intentions to be strong predictors of the employer’s
hiring decision.
D52
The causal effects of internships on academic outcomes: A shred of evidence from the UK
Thanos Mergoupis, University of Bath

Many student internships are short term and do not delay graduation. Some internships however
are lengthier and delay graduation by a whole year. These internships, in addition to facilitating the
transition from school to work, are believed to have educational benefits. This paper estimates the
causal effects of year-long internships (known as work placements in the UK) on three distinct bur
related educational outcomes: the post-internship grade average; the event of graduating with a
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degree in one of the two top classes (considered a ‘good’ degree); and the degree average, which
determines degree class. These effects are identified using instrumental variable methods that rely
on detailed institution-level information. We find that average internship effect on the postinternship average is in effect zero, but the effect on the probability of a degree in one of the top
two classes is in the order of 10 percent. What reconciles these two estimates is that the internship
effect on the degree average is positive below the threshold of a ‘good’ degree and negative above
this threshold. These results do not support skill-based arguments in support of subsidizing
internships. Instead they suggest that students use the work experience to update their beliefs on
the market value of educational attainment and re-allocate their efforts accordingly.
D53
Labour Market Outcomes of Older Versus Younger Apprentices: A Comparison of Earnings
Differentials
Damon Morris, University of Sheffield

Over the last decade, there has been a large increase in the number of individuals completing an
apprenticeship, with the growth in numbers particularly strong amongst those age 25+ when
starting their apprenticeship. This paper analyses the earnings differentials of those who complete
their apprenticeship, relative to those who start an apprenticeship at the same level but do not
complete. The differentials are estimated using a difference-in-differences framework, thus
controlling for differences between groups captured by pre-apprenticeship earnings. The results
consistently show that individuals who began their apprenticeship when aged 19-24 receive a larger
increase in their daily earnings post-completion, relative to non-achievers, than individuals who
began their apprenticeship when aged 25+. Subsequent analysis shows that for women with
Intermediate and Advanced Apprenticeships, and for men at the Intermediate level only, this
difference between age groups is mostly due to the older apprentices receiving a smaller differential
within the same framework. For males with Advanced Apprenticeships, the difference between age
groups is mostly due to the older apprentices training in areas with lower differentials.
D54
The impact of apprenticeships on firms
Lei Xu, National Institute of Economic and Social Research

A number of studies provide empirical evidence on positive wage returns to apprenticeships, but
quantitative effects of apprentices on firm-level outcomes are limited to results mainly from survey
data and qualitative research. Our paper contributes to the apprenticeship literature by providing
original research on the causal effect of starting to employ apprentices on the firm’s performance.
Using an administrative matched employer-employee dataset, we investigate the effect of
apprenticeships on the performance of English firms estimating a Difference-in-Differences model
of firms with and without apprentices. The results suggest that by employing apprentices firms
increase business revenue and productivity. We find great diversity in apprenticeship benefits
across industries and firms, but evidence consistently points towards apprenticeships helping firms
achieve higher sales and labour productivity.
D61
The Immigrant-Native Wage Gap in Germany Revisited
Kai Ingwersen, University of Hannover

This study provides new evidence on the wage gap between immigrants and natives in Germany. We
compare male foreigners and naturalised immigrants in respect to native Germans from 1994 to
2015 and consider further ethnic subgroups to identify potential heterogeneity of the wage gap. We
revisit the topic of pay disadvantage by considering a variety of extensions to examine influences
through e.g. human capital quality, cultural background and personality of immigrants. Various
reforms affecting the labour market are taken into account. The conducted wage decomposition is
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based on an unconditional quantile regression (UQR) using a regression of the (recentered)
influence function (RIF). Instead of the simple mean, the method enables to estimate the
contribution of each variable to the wage structure and composition effects along the whole wage
distribution. The detected wage gaps for foreigners and naturalised immigrants can largely be
attributed to differences in individual’s endowment and labour market characteristics. We detect an
overall rising gap with a steady high explanation indicating a worse human capital endowment of
immigrants over time. A lower appreciation of foreign educational degrees further has a negative
impact on the wage level of foreign and naturalised fellow citizens.
D62
Working and Migrant Children
Cinthya Caamal, Universidad Autonoma de Nuevo

This paper focus on the effect of migration on child labour. The empirical strategy deals for
accounting the endogeneity effect of migration and other unobservable factors affecting two
decisions: the decision to engage in child labour and the decision to migrate. Results show that it is
more likely that children work if they are in a new-resident family rather than a native family. This
probability increases with age and and it is larger for boys relative to girls. Analysing the household
composition, we found that child labour is more likely in households with father absent. We
conclude that new-resident children have a higher level of education than native children, and they
work longer hours to get a payment.
D63
The labour market differences of asylum populations and economic migrants in Switzerland
Lorraine Wong, University College Dublin

In Switzerland asylum populations are exogenously assigned across cantons following a distribution
policy since 1988, whereas economic migrants arrive with a work permit. Using administrative
datasets available from 2010 to 2014, I quantify their differences in economic opportunities and
wages 26 years later. Considering proportional selection of unobservable and observable individual
characteristics, my estimates suggest the employment differential is lower than European average
at between 4.2 and 11.4%. However, the wage gap is as great as between 12.2 and 16.1% per month.
My results indicate the labour-market integration programmes have been effective in putting
asylum populations to work, but the extent is not sufficient for asylum populations to be financially
dependent. I also find heterogenous effects amongst different demographic groups, revealing
inequalities that perpetuate in the Swiss society.
D71
Experienced well-being and Labor Market Status: the role of pleasure and meaning
Maria Metzing, German Institute for Economic Research

This paper examines experienced well-being of employed and unemployed workers. We use the
survey-adapted day reconstruction method (DRM) of the Innovation Sample of the German SocioEconomic Panel Study (SOEP-IS) and measure the role of the employment status for well-being
incorporating the complete time use. We generate the P-index that summarizes the average share of
pleasurable minutes. We show that - in contrast to evaluative life satisfaction - the average
unemployed experiences more pleasurable minutes due to the absence of working episodes. Hence,
we examine working episodes in depth. While working episodes are among the activities with the
highest propensities for an unpleasant experience, it is also among the most meaningful activities.
We show that meaning is a central non-monetary determinant for a pleasurable work episode and
find that pleasure during work and job satisfaction in general have the same association with
meaning.
D72
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Short- heavy and underrated? Teacher assessment biases by children’s body size
Sonja Kassenboehmer, Monash University

We compare non-blind teacher assessments with blind national test scores in math to examine
teacher-test score disparities by children’s height and weight. Relative to test scores, shorter and
heavier children are rated less favourably by teachers. This teacher-test score discrepancy cannot
be explained by the child’s behaviours, motivation to learn or cognitive ability. Unobserved student
fixed effects across subjects explain the teacher-test score discrepancy by height, but not weight.
Our analysis points to biased teacher assessments as the most plausible explanation for the
remaining teacher-test score gap by weight. We find harsher teacher assessments are associated
with a reduction in both the child’s future test performance and liking for math four years later.
D73
Is the Remedy Worse Than the Disease? The Impact of Teacher Remediation on Teacher and
Student Performance in Chile
Maria Lombardi, Universidad Torcuato Di Tella

I study the impact of remedial training for low-performing teachers in Chile on the performance of
these teachers and their students. Taking advantage of the fact that assignment to remediation is
primarily based on teacher evaluations, I use a fuzzy regression discontinuity design and compare
teachers whose evaluation scores made them barely eligible or ineligible for remedial training. I
show that teachers assigned to remediation significantly improve their pedagogical skills as
measured by their next evaluation scores and the standardized test scores of their students the year
after completing their training. However, these differences in student test scores disappear the
following year. I also find that during the year of their teacher's reevaluation, the students of
teachers assigned to remedial training score around 0.1 standard deviations lower in their
standardized tests. These findings suggest that although remediation can lead to short-lived
improvements in the performance of teachers, it can also result in a drop in student test scores
while teachers prepare for their next evaluation.
D81
Integration Through Participation: The Effect of Non-Citizen Voting Rights
Salwan Saif, University of Erlangen-Nürnberg

Based on a large and representative longitudinal survey dataset I estimate the causal effect of noncitizen voting rights in municipal elections on the integration of immigrants in Germany. I take
advantage of a reform granting municipal voting rights to EU citizens residing in a different EU
member state, implemented into German voting laws by individual federal states by the end of 1995,
which I treat as a quasi-experiment. In a difference-in-differences estimation framework, I find no
significant positive effects of extending municipal voting rights to EU immigrants residing in
Germany on their German language skills, intentions to permanently stay in Germany, identifying as
Germans or subjective well-being. Evidence from representative surveys suggests that EU citizens
had low knowledge of their voting rights immediately after their acquisition, potentially explaining
these findings.
D82
How elastic is the labour supply of migrants relative to the supply of native-born women and
men
Tanja Fendel, Institute for Employment Research (IAB)

This study estimates uncompensated own- and cross-wage elasticities at the intensive and
extensive margins for female and male migrants and native-born individuals using the German
Socio-Economic Panel from 2000 to 2014 and a grouping estimator. The results show that the own-
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wage elasticities of migrant women are comparable to those of native-born women and much higher
than men’s own-wage elasticities. Cross-wage elasticities are in most specifications statistically
significant only for native-born women. Here, a negative elasticity indicates a traditional genderrelated behaviour.
D83
Monopsony Power and Guest Worker Program
Todd Sorensen, University of Nevada, Reno

Guest workers on visas in the United States may be unable to quit bad employers due to barriers to
mobility and a lack of labor market competition. Using H-1B, H-2A, and H-2B program data, we
calculate the concentration of employers in geographically defined labor markets within
occupations. We find that many guest workers face moderately or highly concentrated labor
markets, based on federal merger scrutiny guidelines, and that concentration generally decreases
wages. For example, moving from a market with an HHI of zero to a market comprised of two
employers lowers H-1B worker wages approximately 10 percent, and a pure monopsony (one
employer) reduces wages by 13 percent. A simulation shows that wages under pure monopsony
could be 47 percent lower, suggesting that employers do not use the extent of their monopsony
power. Enforcing wage regulations and decreasing barriers to mobility may better address issues of
exploitation than antitrust scrutiny.
D91
Offspring Migration and Nutritional Status of Left-behind Elderly in Rural China
Chang Liu, Nanjing Agricultural University

This paper investigates the effect of migration of adult children on nutrient intake of the left-behind
elderly in rural China. We use data from four waves (during period 2004 – 11) of the China Health
and Nutrition Survey and apply propensity score matching methods to address selection bias and
panel data analysis to control individual fixed effects. Results indicate that migration of adult
children significantly improves their left-behind parents’ nutritional status, particularly their intake
of proteins, carbohydrates, vitamin B1, vitamin C, phosphorus and magnesium. Accounting for
heterogeneity of left behinds elders, we find evidence that elders who live with their grandchildren
in rural households or face liquidity constraints benefit more from adult child migrants compared to
their counterparts, but we find no significant gender differences. The improvement of nutrition
outcomes of left-behind elderly is mainly due to increased consumption of cereals, meat, eggs and
dairy products.
D92
High Caloric Nutrition and Adolescent Overweight: Evidence from Fast Food Restaurant and
Convenience Store Openings?
Sara Abrahamsson, Norwegian School of Economics

Using openings and closing of fast food restaurants and convenience stores in Norway between
1965 and 2010, we study the effects of easier access to high caloric nutrition on health of teenage
boys. Difference-in-differences and sibling fixed effect estimates suggest that these establishments
do not have causal effect on either BMI or likelihood of being overweight, and this fact holds both
when considering access at the place of residence as well as school. Extensive heterogeneity
analysis, facilitated by population-level data, shows that the null finding is common across variety of
groups including children from poor families and those with adverse health at birth. Even though
obesity rate is increasing in Norway, similarly to other countries, we conclude that easier access to
food items that have been proposed as a driving force behind this phenomenon does not have causal
support.
D93
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Disentangling the causal effects of air pollutants on health: when the numerous characteristics
of the planetary boundary layer can help
Milena Suarez Castillo

Quasi-experimental evidence increasingly support the air pollution detrimental effect on health, but
the question of which air pollutants impact which pathology remains largely open. In this paper, we
exploit a novel sets of instruments: altitude weather conditions, and more specifically the
characteristics of the planetary boundary layer (PBL). Numerous physical characteristics may
influence differently the air pollutants' concentrations. By selecting optimal instruments from a
large set of PBL characteristics with a IV Lasso procedure, we disentangle separately the impact of
six air pollutants. We find that at least two air pollutants, carbon monoxide and ozone, have a strong
effect on respiratory diseases, independently of each other, even when controlling for the other
pollutants in presence. Children and elderly are mostly affected and the health costs, substantial.
D94
The nutritional impacts of health insurance – A case study of Mexico’s Seguro Popular
Mario Gyori, London School of Economics

Health Insurance expansion exerts effects beyond expanding access to health care. That is, it gives
rise to income effects as individuals do not need to save to pay for health care out-of-pocket, and
increases prevention efforts by increasing the contact with physicians. This paper examines the
latter effect, and more specifically whether insurance expansion in Mexico after the introduction of
Seguro Popular in changing preventive behaviours such as overweight and obesity as well as
nutrition and food consumption. We document an average increase in BMI by 1.59 points as a
consequence of the Seguro Popular expansion, pointing to an income effect which leads to a higher
consumption of calories. However, we do not find any statistically significant impacts on the
prevalence of overweight or obesity. We find that the effects are driven by changes among younger
and lesser educated individuals, who experience a higher likelihood of weight increases due to
enrolment to Seguro Popular.
D101
The Unintended Consequences of Infrastructure Development: Sewerage Diffusion and Earlylife Mortality in Peru
Antonella Bancalari, London School of Economics

Little is known about the effectiveness of sewerage diffusion initiatives from middle-income country
governments. Although the aim of such public intervention is to increase access to improved
sanitation facilities and ensure a healthier environment, there are risks to infrastructure
development that have been overlooked. This paper studies the effect of a nation-wide spread of
sewerage that took place in Peru between 2005 and 2015 on infant and under-five mortality rates. I
use original administrative and geographical data and rely on an instrumental variable approach
exploiting the fact that gradient affects a district’s technical suitability for sewerage within
provinces. My study finds that in districts that experienced greater sewerage diffusion, infant and
under-five mortality rates increased. These unintended lethal consequences seem to be linked to the
construction works required to install sewerage lines, which exposed the population to hazards. The
results are driven by deaths from infectious and respiratory diseases, as well as accidents. The
adverse effects of the construction phase are sustained over time. Taken together, my results
suggest adverse effects resulting from failures on public infrastructure provision and raise the need
for better environmental assessment and stricter health and safety measures when developing
sanitation projects and in general, for government capacity building on urban planning.
D102
Better roads- better off? Evidence of improving roads in Tanzania
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Ximena Játiva, University of Fribourg

This paper estimates the effect of road rehabilitation investments on market participation of rural
households in Tanzania over the period 2008-2013. We focus of three aspects of market
participation that are important from a policy viewpoint, labor market participation, product market
participation and wellbeing. We combine difference in difference with propensity matching
estimation with a novel georeferenced-dataset on road infrastructure investments and our own
measures of geographical characteristics using GIS software. Our preliminary results show that the
effects on prices is consistent with the hypothesis of a reduction of transaction costs. However, the
effect on consumption and production is consistent with the presence of agglomeration effects.
Households in rural Tanzania adapted to lower prices via lower consumption and with more labor
market participation through wage employment over the year. We don't observe any effect on labor
market on the short term, that is in the last 7 days. These results translated in a reduction of welfare
for rural households.
D103
Terrorist Violence and Newborn Health: Estimates for Colombia
Laura Rodriguez, University of Manchester

In this paper I study the relationship between maternal exposure to terrorist violence during
pregnancy and newborn birthweight. The identification strategy exploits the variation in the timing
of exposure to the shock, which originates from the fluctuations of terrorist attacks over time and
the stage of gestation when such an event occurs, and the geographic location of attacks in the
municipalities of Colombia, a country with a lengthy internal armed conflict. I obtain the long-span,
high-frequency data for this analysis by linking historical records of terrorist violence with
household survey data for births spanning 16 years. Exposure to terrorist violence during early
pregnancy had a large negative impact on birthweight, but primarily for baby boys. Moreover, the
effect of a violence shock was mitigated by the mothers' education, and in fact, the reduction in
birthweight was more clearly observed for the babies of the least educated mothers. Since
birthweight is an important determinant of later-life outcomes, this finding may help explain the
intergenerational persistence of disadvantage. In addition, I find that girls were affected but mainly
by shocks occurring at later stages of gestation, and that girls' mothers who were exposed to a
terrorist attack during pregnancy were more likely to drink and less likely to use prenatal care. This
evidence exposes the importance of parental behavioural responses, in shaping the effect of
violence on newborn health.
E11
Student preferences over fees- grants and loans
Angus Holford, University of Essex

Income contingent loans are used to finance Higher Education students in several countries as a
way to shift the costs of university away from taxpayers and on to students. In contrast with
mortgage style loans these carry no possibility of default, and limit the repayment burden to a
fraction of graduates’ incomes, but the implications of these features for students’ tolerance of debt
burdens has not been studied. In an online survey of a cohort of final-year UK undergraduates, we
evaluated their understanding of, and elicited preferences over possible reforms to, the system of
Higher Education funding in England, constraining these to be implemented in a fiscally neutral way.
Calculating compensating differentials or willingness to pay for different features of the system, we
show that students are particularly concerned about debt repayments eroding their disposable
incomes early after graduation, and that they are not initially averse to debt, but only because they
have difficulty translating changes in up-front support or tuition into down-to-line obligations. Our
results support a move from the current ‘fixed amount’ to a ‘fixed period’ income-contingent system
of graduate contributions, with the latter being better understood and less psychologically
burdensome.
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E12
The design of optimal admission policies to higher education: an applied theoretical approach
Pedro Luis Silva, University of Nottingham

This paper investigates the role of different admission tests to university on students’ wage after
their degree. We develop a theoretical model to determine the students and university optimal
behaviour in a symmetric equilibrium. We find what it is the optimal admission policy given that
assessment changes student’s effort. This paper demonstrates that the introduction of a nonrelevant informative additional admission test, comparing to the situation where we have a single
relevant informative admission test, is desirable on university perspective. By non-relevant we
mean that the admission test is not directly correlated to students’ future wage. The model also
finds that it is beneficial for the society to allocate some weight to that admission test as well. Later
on, we test the model by applying it to the Portuguese Higher Education System where we study the
impact of different ”admission students profiles” on some labour market outcomes after university.
E13
Unintended Consequences of Free College: Self-Selection into the Teaching Profession
Rosa Castro-Zarzur, University of Maryland - College Park

Teacher quality is one of the most relevant factors influencing student learning. However, attracting
and retaining skilled people to the teaching profession is challenging. In this paper, we study how
making college tuition-free affects the pool of students pursuing a teaching career. We exploit the
conjunction of two tuition-financing policies implemented in Chile: a scholarship introduced in 2011
for teaching majors, and a massive 2016 reform that made college tuition-free for students from
households in the bottom 50% of the income distribution. We use the programs’ differences in
timing and eligibility criteria to study the effects free college had on the self-selection of students
into teaching majors. We find that free college decreased the relative returns to pursuing a teaching
career, making it substantially less popular among relatively poor high performing students who
now self-select into degrees with higher returns. We find that the reform reduced the academic
qualifications of the pool of students entering the teaching programs, which can negatively affect
long-term teacher quality.
E21
Do consumers respond to “sin taxes” heterogeneously? New evidence from the tax on sugary
drinks using longitudinal scanner data
Eleonora Fichera, University of Bath

The introduction of taxes on sugar sweetened beverages (SSBs) across the world has been justified
as a way to internalize externalities associated with the costs of excessive sugar consumption,
linked to obesity. However, it is still unclear what the effects of these taxes are on consumer
behaviour and which consumers may be affected the most. We evaluate the effect of the piece-wise
SSB tax introduced in Catalonia (but not in Spain) in May 2017 using longitudinal scanner data of
monthly purchases by 1M households from May 2016 to April 2018. Using a Difference-inDifferences approach, we study the SSB tax effect on expenditure shares for the full beverage
basket in an Almost Ideal Demand System, and on the consumption of beverages and sugar. Our
results suggest a reduction in high sugared beverage expenditure shares by 5-31% of the sample
mean. Households have substituted these beverages with their lower sugar counterparts. This has
led to a 2.2% overall reduction in sugar consumption. These results are stronger for younger and
relatively richer households. Our study implies that although sin taxes moderately change consumer
behaviour, they are unlikely to be the single bullet that reduces obesity. We show that this may be
due to the fact that the tax pass-through was too low.
E22
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Did feminism kill? Evidence from life-course smoking behavior in ten countries
Rebekka Christopoulou, University of Macedonia

Historical accounts suggest that feminist activism aligned with the welfare of the tobacco
companies throughout the 20th century. This paper is the first to test the causal effect of feminism
on smoking by women empirically. We use retrospectively collected smoking data from ten
developed and developing countries to calculate the share of smokers in successive 10-year birth
cohorts of men and women and in every year of each cohort’s life. We combine these data with
indicators of labor rights laws and reproductive health laws from 1960 through to 2009. With
advanced panel data models, we regress the smoking rates of women, the relative smoking rates of
women and men, and - as a placebo test – the smoking rates of men, on the legal indicators. The
results suggest that the prevalence of feminist ideas, as reflected by the legal indicators, increased
smoking by women.
E23
Investing in Health or Underestimating Risk? Locus of Control and Alcohol Consumption
Juliane Hennecke, Freie Universität Berlin

The existing empirical literature on alcohol consumption shows that drinking is linked to extreme
risks for the consumer's physical and mental health but is, at the same time, associated with a huge
amount of risk uncertainty about future consequences. This is why individual perceptions about risk
and personal control are likely to play a crucial role when explaining individual differences in health
behavior with respect to drinking. In this context, the paper analyses the effect of an individual's
locus of control on the probability of moderate and heavy alcohol consumption. Locus of control
(LOC) is a personality trait which measures how much an individual believes that she is in control of
the consequences of her own actions for her life's future outcomes. Based on the existing literature
on health investments, we could expect individuals with a very internal LOC to drink less, as they
are more likely to invest in their future health. Nevertheless, if uncertainty and the perception of
risks do play a role for decision making, we could also expected those individuals to consume more
alcohol on average as they believe that the uncertain probabilities of bad outcomes are low. We use
German panel data from the Socio-Economic Panel (SOEP) to test this hypothesis and find a
significant positive effect of having an internal LOC on the probability to consume moderate levels
of alcohol. Nevertheless, the probability to be a heavy drinker is only marginally affected by LOC.
Additionally, we find that the effect of LOC on drinking behavior is strongly heterogeneous with
respect to underlying risk preferences and robust with respect to multiple alternative channels and
confounding factors.
E24
Is private better than public? The effects of private health insurance on health and labor market
outcomes
Christine Dauth, IAB

In many countries, physicians favor privately insured workers over publicly insured workers. This
study analyzes if private health insurance affects the health and employment outcomes of employed
workers over 15 years. We exploit adminstrative registers and apply a fuzzy regression discontinuity
design. We do not find any evidence that the type of health insurance affects employed workers’
outcomes in the long run. This suggests that even though private health insurance entails more
comfortable healthcare conditions, it does not affect workers’ health or employment careers.
E31
The Price of Forced Attendance
Dinand Webbink; University of Rotterdam
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Recent scholarship has argued that structure - forced, frequent, and regular attendance e.g. - may
be good for academic performance in higher education. We draw on a natural experiment at a large
university to estimate the causal effect of a full year of forced, frequent, and regular attendance on
academic performance, and find no evidence for positive effects. Our evidence instead implies
students have lower grades and less leisure, both because of direct effects of the policy and because
of spillovers on performance in other courses. The policy has enduring effects, as students have
lower grades later on, even after regaining discretion over their attendance.
E32
Does culture affect financial literacy? Cross country evidence
Kenneth De Beckker, KU Leuven

This paper investigate the relation between national culture as captured by Hofstede’s (2001)
cultural dimensions, and financial literacy among adults in 12 countries around the world. This is a
departure from previous studies that focus on socio-economic differences of individuals when
explaining variation in financial literacy. Using microdata from the OECD/INFE financial literacy
survey we find that after controlling for individual and country-level factors, the level of
uncertainty-avoidance has a positive influence on financial literacy, while individualism and
indulgence both negatively impact financial literacy. The finding that culture influence financial
literacy is in accordance with previous findings on financial socialization.
E33
Community Matters: Heterogeneous Impacts of a Sanitation Intervention
Melanie Lührmann, Royal Holloway

We study the effectiveness of a community-level information intervention aimed at reducing open
defecation (OD) and increasing sanitation investments in Nigeria. The results of a clusterrandomized control trial conducted in 246 communities between 2014 and 2018 suggest that
average impacts are exiguous. However, these results hide important community heterogeneity, as
the intervention has strong and lasting effects on OD habits in poorer communities. This result is
robust across several measures of community socio-economic characteristics, and is not driven by
baseline differences in toilet coverage. In poor communities, OD rates decreased by 9pp from a
baseline level of 75%, while we find no effect in richer communities. The reduction in OD is achieved
mainly through increased toilet ownership (+8pp from a baseline level of 24\%). We explore several
mechanims behind these differential impacts. Finally, we combine our study with data from five
other trials of similar interventions to show that estimated impacts are stronger in poorer contexts,
rationalizing the wide range of estimates in the literature and providing plausible external validity.
E41
Coming to stay or to go? Migration intentions and involved uncertainty
Fabian Könings, University of Jena

Regions compete for young talents, either for productivity reasons or to alleviate challenges due to
skilled-labor shortage and demographic change. One way to achieve those goals is to attract
international students who remain in the region after graduation. This study investigates the drivers
of international students' intentions to stay after their studies in the host country. The analysis is
based on a survey about the intention to stay at the beginning of the students' studies. While this
assures that the analysis does not suffer from attrition over the study period, the expressed
intention involves a high degree of uncertainty. Therefore, we employ several novel approaches to
account for the uncertainty involved in the context of migration intention. The results show that
next to study characteristics, the importance of career opportunities and having social ties in the
host country are significantly associated with the intention to stay. In contrast to the literature, the
findings reveal that international students enrolled in a Master degree are less likely to stay. Taking
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uncertainty into account, however, shows that they are also more likely to be uncertain about their
intention.
E42
Evaluating the internal labor migration effects of peacetime compulsory conscription
Jorge González Chapela, Centro Universitario de la Defensa de Zaragoza

Compulsory conscription typically involves migration to the military base location. According to
DaVanzo’s (1981) theory of repeat migration, this primary migration could foster post-military
migration. I find that compulsory conscription did not stimulate the post-military propensity to
migrate for work of French male labor market entrants. However, French males who were waiting to
be called up for military service were about 25 percent less likely to migrate for work than
comparable nonconscripts. Interpretation of these findings and consideration of their external
validity are also provided.
E51
Depression- Risk Preferences and Risk-taking Behavior
Nathan Kettlewell, University of Sydney

Depression affects the way that people process information and make decisions, including those
involving risk and uncertainty. Our objective is to analyze the way that depressive episodes shape
risk preferences and risk-related behaviors. We are the first to address this issue using large-scale,
representative panel data that include both behavioral and stated risk preference measures and a
theoretical framework that accounts for the multiple pathways through which depression affects
risk-taking. We find no disparity in the behavioral risk preferences of those at-risk and not at-risk of
depression; yet depression is related to people’s stated risk preferences and risk-taking behaviors in
ways that are context-specific. Those at-risk of depression report less willingness to take risks in
general, but more willingness to take health risks, for example. We investigate these patterns by
developing a conceptual model – informed by the psychological literature – that links depression to
risk-taking behavior through the key elements of a standard intertemporal choice problem (e.g. time
preferences, expectations, budget constraints). This motivates a mediation analysis in which we
show that differences in risk-taking behavior are largely explained by depression-related disparities
in behavioral traits such as locus of control, optimism and trust. Overall, we find that there is no
overarching tendency for those at-risk of depression to engage in either more or less risk-taking.
Instead, the decision-making context matters in ways that largely align with our theoretical
expectations.
E52
School starting age and risky health behaviour
Eva Johansen, Aarhus University

It is generally viewed as problematic if adolescents cannot balance their engagement in risky health
behavior like drinking and having sex. This paper uses Danish register data with individual level
information on the use of contraception, abortions and alcohol poisonings to follow women through
their teenage years and early twenties to see how school starting age affects the outcomes of this
behavior. I exploit the administrative rule stating that children should start school at age seven,
which causes a discontinuous jump in school starting age for children born around the New Year
cutoff and postpones the entire education cycle. I find that a higher school starting age postpones
initiation of sexual activity and decreases the probability of having an abortion and alcohol
poisoning. Women with a short-educated mother drive the effects for abortions and alcohol
poisonings. I explore potential mechanisms and find that it is not due to being older compared to
your peers or when transitioning to high school. Instead, it is likely due to improved cognitive and
non-cognitive skills like increased maturity.
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E53
You Drink- You Drive- You Die? The Dynamics of Youth Risk Taking in Response to a Change in
the Legal Drinking Age
Steven Stillman, Free University of Bolzano

We study the dynamics of youth risk taking in response to the reduction in the legal drinking age in
New Zealand from 20 to 18. Using administrative data on road accidents and an event history
approach, we find no evidence that the policy change led to more alcohol-related accidents. A
cohort study even suggests a short-run decline in risky driving by youth who were already 15 at the
time of change. Our results call into question studies that have made policy recommendations by
extrapolating results identified in age-based regression discontinuity designs, which we explain by
the implicit behavioral assumptions.
E54
Is it only a game? Video games and violence
Agne Suziedelyte, City, University of London

In popular media, violent video games are often linked to real-life violence, although there is limited
empirical evidence in support for this link. In this paper, I examine the relationship between video
game violence and violent behavior among children and adolescents. In particular, I analyze how
children's violent behavior is affected by the releases of new violent video games in the United
States. The analysis sample includes older (8-18 year old) boys who are most likely to play violent
video games. The measures of violent behavior come from a supplement to the Panel Study of
Income Dynamics. Data on violent video game release dates have been collected specifically for this
study. I also use data on video game sales to identify the most popular games. Variation in children's
exposure to new violent video games comes from variation in video game release and interview
dates and thus is plausibly exogenous. I find that child reported violence against other people, in
fact, decreases after a new violent video game is released, although parent reported destructive
behavior is found to increase. An interplay between the direct effect of violent video games on
violence and the substitution between violent video game playing and other violence-related
activities can explain these findings. The results suggest that policies that place restrictions on video
game sales to minors are unlikely to reduce violence among children and adolescents.
E61
Selection Bias Among Participants in High School Financial Literacy Programs: Evidence from
PISA
Ernesto Villanueva, Banco de España

Selection biases arise in the estimation of the impact of financial literacy programs when the set of
schools that choose to participate is not random. This study identifies selection bias as the relative
performance in the 2012 Financial PISA of students in Spanish high schools that selected into a
financial literacy program launched immediately afterwards. We first document that schools that
chose to participate were selective centers located in regions where students typically obtain
below-average scores. Both sets of characteristics generate biases in conflicting directions. Once
we compare students in schools that ended up participating in the program to students in similarly
selective nonparticipant schools, we find that future participants underperform in Finance relative
to Math. We study if reweighting and difference-in-difference estimators eliminate those biases at
baseline. We also test each models identifying assumptions.
E62
The Impact of Indoor Climate on Human Cognition: Evidence from Chess Tournaments
Nico Pestel, Institute of Labor Economics (IZA)
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The economic and health science literature has documented negative impacts of exposure to air
pollution and extreme temperatures on human health and well-being. Traditionally, it has been
linked to heart or respiratory diseases, while more recently environmental stressors also have been
shown to harm the human brain and cognitive functioning. Beyond studies on test scores in student
populations, our understanding on how environmental conditions impacts human productivity is
currently based on studies using simulated office tasks in lab settings, routine manual occupations,
or effort-based outcomes in non-routine cognitive occupations. In addition, most studies are based
on outdoor measures of environmental quality that are likely to deviate from the actual
environmental conditions (office) workers are exposed to during the working day. We contribute to
the existing literature by exploring the effect of environmental quality using high frequency and
objective measures of a cognitively demanding task, where individuals face intrinsic and economic
incentives to exert high effort. In addition, we use indoor measures of the environment ensuring the
accuracy of the data on exposure. We do so by studying the performance of amateur chess players
at official tournaments. Chess requires players to use their cognitive skills intensively and to decide
strategically under time pressure. Moreover, the computational nature of the chess game allows the
construction of an objective outcome measure for cognitive performance by comparing the quality
of a player's actual moves with "optimal" moves as predicted by a chess computer. First results
indicate that indoor climate does affect the performance of the players, but only if decisions are
taken under time pressure. Given the moderate variations in indoor climate in our sample as well as
the type of the cognitive task, our results have important implications for high-skilled office
workers, in particular for those executing non-routine cognitive tasks whose share is steadily
increasing in developed countries.
E62
Ability to Sustain Test Performance and Remedial Education: Good news for girls
Marisa Hidalgo-Hidalgo, University Pablo de Olavide, Seville

Growing evidence shows that skills other than cognitive are crucial to understand labor market and
other outcomes in life. However, little is known about the role of education in improving these
abilities for disadvantaged students in developed countries. In this paper we evaluate the effects of a
remedial education program for under-performing students from poor socio-economic backgrounds
implemented in Spain between 2005 and 2012. We address two questions: (i) Does the program
improve skills in test taking beyond cognitive skills? (ii) Can we expect heterogeneous effects
depending on the students' gender? Following recent literature, we consider testing and survey
behavior, for instance decline in test performance, as measures of non-cognitive skills. We use
external evaluations of the schools (PISA 2012) and exploit the variation in the question ordering of
the test to compute students' ability to sustain performance throughout it. Our findings suggest that
the program had a positive effect on girls' ability to sustain test performance but no impact for boys.
E71
Did Communism Crowd-Out Family and Generalised Pro-Social Behaviour?
Anna Nicińska, University of Warsaw

We study the effect of exposure to communism on beliefs around pro-social behaviour within and
outside the family realm using unique data covering a number of former communist countries. We
take advantage of cohort specific changes in the exposure to communism and adopt a difference in
difference strategy that employs a sample of Western Europe as control group. We specifically
focus on the effect during the individual’s impressionable years. We find that higher exposure to
communism makes individuals more likely to hold pro-social beliefs within family domain and
reduces generalized trust and confidence in fundamental state institutions, such as government.
E72
Evaluating the housing- health- and service outcomes of an intensive support program for the
chronically homeless in Australia
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Daniel Kuehnle, Friedrich Alexander University of Erlangen-Nuremberg

Recent studies show that Permanent Supportive Housing interventions generally improve the
housing outcomes of chronically homeless individuals, yet little is known about outcomes after the
end of a program. We examine the effects of a new intensive support program for chronically
homeless individuals, the Journey to Social Inclusion (J2SI) pilot, over a four year period. J2SI draws
core principles from PSH approaches, yet is a unique program since it distinguishes itself through a
longer support period, support not tied to housing, smaller case loads, integrated therapeutic
support, as well as training and employment support. The program was evaluated using a
randomised control design. We find that the treated group achieved higher rates of housing
retention and labour force participation than the control group when the program ended after three
years. No other significant differences were found. However, one year after the trial, the housing
retention and labour force participation rates of the treated group dropped towards the control
group’s rates, suggesting that even a three-year intensive intervention program may not be
sufficient to permanently solve chronic homelessness.
E73
Risk Adjustment and Early Academic Outcomes of Funded Children with Disability
John Haisken-DeNew, University of Melbourne

A key challenge to integrating children with disability into mainstream schools is addressing subtle
discriminatory ‘gatekeeper’ behaviour that deters their enrolment, which is associated with the
potentially high cost of disability support. A way forward is to ensure that schools receive full riskadjusted compensation for the enrolment of children with disability through individually targeted
payments. In this study, we test whether funding to support special learning needs alone is likely to
be sufficient to encourage enrolment, or whether extra adjustments are needed as suggested by as
in Glazer and McGuire (2000) and Ellis (2007, 2008). To test this, we examine the impacts that the
receipt of disability funding has in the state of Victoria on exemption in the first year of NAPLAN
testing (year 3) in 2015, using a comparison group of unfunded children with disability who had
similar teacher-assessed abilities at school commencement. We find that the receipt of funding, a
highly visible flag for disability, is associated with a 30 percentage-point reduction in the probability
of sitting NAPLAN, raising several concerns. Schools appear not to be sufficiently compensated to
enrol disabled children to the same degree as non-disabled children, which may explain “gatekeeper
behaviour”. We estimate only a (weakly significant) marginal increase at best in Year 3 NAPLAN
Reading test score associated with the attainment of individual disability funding. These findings
highlight the need for optimal risk adjustment as defined by Glazer and McGuire (2000) and Ellis
(2007, 2008) to deal with the “full” cost of integrating children with disability into mainstream
schools.
E81
Labor market effects of early retirement reforms
Rebecca Schrader, Friedrich-Alexander-University Erlangen-Nürnberg

We study the causal labor market effect of two early retirement reforms which increased the normal
and early retirement ages for individuals after unemployment, i.e., on the "unemployment pathway"
to retirement. Reform 1 increased normal retirement age (NRA) stepwise from age 60 to 63.
Simultaneously, it became possible to use early retirement starting at age 60 (the ERA) with benefit
discounts: after the reform, individuals had to give up 0.3 percent of their retirement benefits
permanently for every month that they retired prior to the new NRA. Later, reform 2 increased the
early retirement age (ERA) for retirees on the unemployment pathway stepwise from age 60 to 63.
This limited the individual choice set and disallowed benefit receipt prior to increased entry ages.
We investigate behavioral responses to the reform, apply administrative data, and use difference-indifferences strategies. The analysis determines (a) the causal reform effects on labor market,
retirement, and program substitution behaviors. We plan to compare (b) fiscal and behavioral effects
including the underlying mechanisms for both reforms. We will study (c) whether reform effects are
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heterogeneous along dimensions such as health, income, region, and intensity of the reform. We find
strong and significant causal effects of reform 1. Individuals postponed retirement and increased
labor force participation mostly in the state of unemployment. In contrast, we find hardly any
responses to reform 2. We plan to investigate the differences.
E82
The Heterogeneous Effect of Retirement on Informal Care Behavior
Julien Bergeot, Université de Cergy Pontoise

The family is an important resource in the production of long term care for elderly people who can
no longer carry out some daily life activities on their own. Indeed, in France, we estimated that 4.3
million people regularly provided assistance to an elderly person with long term care needs in 2009.
Informal caregivers were mostly family members as 80% of them were a child or a spouse.
Moreover, the demand for this unpaid care (also called informal care) is expected to increase in the
coming decades because of population aging. However, it is often argued that pension system
reforms, which increase the labor market participation of seniors and the effective retirement age,
will threat the availability of the potential caregivers, and especially of the children.This argument is
based on the implicit assumption that retirees, who have more free time, will devote more time to
the provision of informal care to their parents. However, there is no empirical evidence to support
this hypothesis. According to our data, a slightly higher proportion of working people provide
informal care (33%) than retirees (29%), but at a lower intensity (17% of working caregivers provide
care on a daily basis versus 26% of retirees).
E83
Idle time before retirement: resting or studying? An evaluation of part-time work
Insa Weilage, Leibniz Universität Hannover

The current skills shortage is at least in part aggravated by the active depreciation of human capital
of elderly employees since the 1970s by early retirement and replacement. A common justification
for this was the predication that the elderly were not productive enough for the modern work
environment. Empirical evidence on whether older persons are really not able or not willing to adapt
and augment their skills is missing. Of course, increasing the average working life could significantly
contribute to building and maintaining skilled labor in the economy. This paper provides evidence
that (early) retirees are in fact still able and willing to learn. To show this, we investigate how
legislation subsidizing part-time work for elderly employees (PWE) from 1996 to 2009 influenced the
adult learning of the affected age group (55-64 years). Drawing on the rich Statistics of the German
Community Learning Centers (VHS-Statistik) our empirical estimates highlight that phases of high
utilization of the PWE scheme coincide with higher participation shares of the corresponding age
groups on the county level. Heterogeneity analysis suggests that older workers mainly attend
courses that develop their human capital, such as courses on work-related skills and foreign
languages. The findings are robust to a number of different specifications and challenge one
commonly cited justification for early retirement schemes while supporting the notion of lifelong
learning.
E91
Vaccines at Work
Adrian Chadi, University of Konstanz

Influenza imposes substantial costs worldwide in terms of human lives and productivity losses.
Vaccination could be a cost-effective way to reduce these costs for firms and public health
institutions, but low take-up rates, particularly of working adults, and vaccination unintendingly
causing moral hazard may decrease its benefits. We ran a natural field experiment in cooperation
with a major bank in Ecuador where we modified a company-wide vaccination campaign.
Experimentally manipulating incentives to participate in this health intervention allows us to study
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peer effects by using organizational data and to determine individual consequences of being
randomly encouraged to take part in the campaign. We find that assigning employees to get
vaccinated during the workweek increased take-up by 112% compared to employees assigned to the
weekend, which indicates that reducing opportunity costs plays an important role to increase
vaccination rates. Peer take-up also increased individual take-up significantly. Contrary to the
company’s expectations, we find that the effect of vaccination on health outcomes is a precise zero
with no measurable health externalities from coworkers. Using a dataset of administrative records
on sickness diagnoses and employee surveys, we find evidence consistent with vaccination causing
moral hazard, which could decrease the effectiveness of vaccination.
E92
Does Economic Growth Induce Smoking?
Yutian Yang, Rutgers University

I use Chinese panel data to estimate the exogenous effect of economic growth on individuals’
smoking behavior. By instrumenting the endogenous provincial GDP growth rate with a dummy
variable indicating whether the province has a new leader, my results show that a higher economic
growth rate reduces overall cigarette consumption, but does not reduce the overall smoking
participation rate. In addition, a higher economic growth rate reduces cigarette consumption in the
lower-middle and senior age groups but does not significantly change consumption among the
youth. Of these three groups, only the middle-age group shows a decrease in their smoking
participation rate with higher economic growth. Overall, the data on China show that smoking
exhibits counter-cyclical behavior.
E93
Antibiotics and cognitive development of children
Hans Henrik Sievertsen, University of Bristol

Antibiotics are among the most commonly prescribed medication for children. The need for these
treatments is often unambiguous: they save lives and restore health. However, in cases where
treatments are not strictly necessary, antibiotics have potentially lasting negative effects on the
development of cognitive skills according to recent medical studies primarily based on mice. In this
paper we use Danish administrative data and link early childhood exposure to antibiotics treatment
to later-life outcomes. Exploiting variation in antibiotics treatments between siblings and variation
in general practitioner behavior we find a negative relationship between early life exposure to
antibiotics and schooling outcomes. Our findings suggest that potential overuse of antibiotics is not
only harmful in terms of global antibiotics resistance, but also directly for the individually treated
child.
E101
Inequality of Educational Opportunities and the Role of Learning Intensity: Evidence from a
Quasi-Experiment in Germany
Sebastian Camarero Garcia, Centre for European Economic Research; University of Mannheim;
CEP at LSE

Over the 2000s, many federal states in Germany shortened the duration of secondary school by one
year while keeping the curriculum unchanged. Exploiting quasi-experimental variation due to the
staggered introduction of this reform allows me to identify the causal effect of increased learning
intensity on Inequality of Educational Opportunity (IEOp), the share in educational outcome
variance explained by predetermined circumstances beyond a student’s control. The reforminduced increase in learning intensity had no short-term effect on IEOp. In the medium term,
however, IEOp increased as differences in parental resources gained importance through support
opportunities like private tuition adapting to the intensified educational process. The effect is
stronger for mathematics/science than for reading, implying the existence of subject-dependent
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curricular flexibilities. My findings point to the importance of accounting for distributional
consequences when evaluating reforms aimed at increasing the efficiency of educational systems
and to the role of learning intensity for explaining changes in educational opportunities influencing
social mobility.
E102
Do Planning Prompts Increase Educational Success? Evidence from Randomized Controlled
Trials in MOOCs
Sylvi Rzepka, RWI

Massive Open Online Courses are a promising educational innovation. Yet, they suffer from high
drop-out rates. As a remedy, we propose a planning prompt and test its effect on course completion
and further outcomes such as course engagement and satisfaction in four large-scale randomized
controlled trials. The results reveal an overall null effect on the completion rate, ruling out effect
sizes beyond the [-7%, 3%] interval. However, this overall effect masks heterogeneity across and
within courses: In one course the planning prompt increases course completion by 19\%,
highlighting the importance of replications in slightly different contexts. Using random causal
forests, we also reveal tendencies for differential effects by subgroups. Better targeting could hence
improve the effectiveness of planning prompts in online learning.
E103
Taking PISA Seriously: How Accurate are Low-Stakes Exams?
Pelin Akyol, Bilkent University

PISA is seen as the gold standard for evaluating educational outcomes worldwide. Yet, being a lowstakes exam, students may not take it seriously resulting in downward biased scores and inaccurate
rankings. This paper provides a method to identify and account for non-serious behavior by
leveraging information in computer-based assessments in PISA 2015. We show that this bias is large:
a country can rise up to 15 places in rankings if its students took the exam seriously. Half of the bias
comes from the proportion of non-serious students, while 36% comes from their ability, with the
remaining coming from the extent of non-seriousness.
E104
The Heterogeneous Effects of Early Track Choice on Cognitive and Non-cognitive Skills
Ron Diris, Maastricht University

This study estimates the effect of track assignment at the achievement margin on both cognitive and
non-cognitive skills, as well as how this effect differs across relative age. It has been welldocumented that younger students in class have a lower probability of assignment to higher tracks.
One might therefore expect that the effects of attending such tracks is heterogeneous across
relative age. We use a regression discontinuity design that exploits school-specific admission
thresholds to estimate the effect of top track attendance at the achievement margin, and also
identify interactions with relative age. We find no effect on cognitive outcomes, across relative age.
However, attending the higher track increases perseverance, need for achievement and emotional
stability for older students. The results show that putting students in a learning environment that is
challenging given their cognitive potential can have positive spillovers on non-cognitive skills and
the effort they put into learning. These spillovers appear to mitigate the expected complementarity
between ability and academic track attendance.
F11
Job loss- disability insurance and health expenditures
Anikó Bíró, Institute of Economics, Hungarian Academy of Sciences
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Using individual level administrative panel data from Hungary between 2003-2011, we analyse the
causal effect of job loss on disability insurance enrolment on a five-year horizon. We analyse the
implications of these enrolments on public health care expenditures and investigate if the health
expenditure patterns of disability insurance enrollees depend upon being laid off earlier. We look at
individuals being displaced due to a mass layoff, and compare their labour force status to non-laidoff individuals with similar employment and health history, who were chosen with propensity score
matching. According to our estimates from discrete time hazard models, being laid off increases the
transition probability to disability insurance by 50-100% (or 1-1.4 %points) in 2-4 years. We find
greater than average effect among the older individuals and those who were in worse health before.
Outpatient, inpatient and pharmaceutical expenditures increase to 3.5-4 times when a laid-off
individual takes up disability benefit, and decrease slightly afterwards, but do not reach the predisability levels. The time pattern of health expenditures around disability insurance enrolment is
similar to those individuals who were not laid off but still became disabled, although the level of
expenditures is lower. Overall, disability insurance enrolment of laid-off workers seems to be mostly
the consequence of health shocks, rather than a misuse of the disability insurance system.
F12
The Costs of Job Loss- Occupational Mobility and Task Usage
Krista Riukula, Etla Research Institute of the Finnish Economy

We study the impact of job loss on task usage to better understand the extent and heterogeneity of
the cost of job loss. We use administrative linked employer-employee data and representative
survey data on task usage for occupation-industry cells. We use plant closures to identify those who
lose jobs involuntarily due to exogenous shocks and follow them for 3 years before and 10 years
after job displacement. We find that job loss affects the usage of manual, routine, abstract, and
social tasks, especially in the short-term. There is substantial occupational heterogeneity in the cost
of job loss and this heterogeneity is linked to task usage. The cost of job loss depends not only on
task distance, but also on the task structure in the destination job. The cost of job loss is smaller
when the origin and destination jobs have similar task structures, or the destination job is intensive
in tasks that are well-rewarded in the labor market. These results are consistent with specific
human capital theory and matching theory.
F13
Is a Sorrow Shared a Sorrow Doubled? - The Effect of Parental Job Loss on Adolescent
Children’s Life Satisfaction
Christine Luecke, Otto von Guericke University

This paper examines possible spillover effects from parental job loss on adolescents' subjective
well-being. In an empirical analysis of German panel data, we compare adolescents whose mother
or father lost a job due to plant closure between two survey years to adolescents whose parent was
continuously employed. To account for the ordinal nature of life satisfaction in a fixed-effects
framework, we apply the Blow-up-and-cluster estimator. Our results suggest that fathers’ job losses
have adverse effects if they are associated with continuing non-employment. Subgroup analyses
reveal that sons, adolescents from low-education, and (previously) double-earner households, and
adolescents whose father lost a full-time job drive this effect. For maternal job losses, we hardly
find any effect. We show that household income and parent’s well-being act as mediators. Their
inclusion reduces the magnitude of our estimates but does not nullify the previously established
effects. All regressions include pre-job loss dummies to check for anticipation effects. While these
are never significant, the magnitude of our estimates increases when we exclude individuals that
were worried about their job security.
F14
Job Loss and Health Spillovers in the Family
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Laura Jernström, University of Helsinki

A large literature has documented that displaced workers suffer substantial losses in the labor
market. Economic theory suggests that these costs may not be confined to the displaced worker but
also affect other family members. We use administrative data of all workers and firms in Finland
matched to mortality and patient statistics to quantify the effects of job loss on own and spousal
heatlh. The empirical analysis relies on an event study approach comparing workers who get
displaced due to a plant closure in Finland’s great recession from 1991-93 to workers not displaced
in a plant closure. We find that the mortality risk of job loss is distributed asymmetrically across
genders: if a man loses his job, both spouses suffer a higher risk of dying. If a woman loses her job in
contrast, we find no increase in mortality for either spouse. Exploring the mechanisms underlying
the asymmetric response, we find that income losses are larger in absolute terms after a male job
loss. In contrast, labor supply responses of spouses and marital instability seem to play only a minor
role.
F21
The role of the career costs of children for the effect of public child care on fertility and
maternal employment
Katrin Huber, University of Passau

This paper investigates whether the effects of affordable and easily available public child care on
fertility and maternal employment depend on the career costs of children a woman faces. It builds
on the idea that these costs vary by occupation and education. In a generalized Diff-in-Diff, I exploit
the substantial variation between West German counties concerning intensity and speed of the
provision of new child care slots for under-three-year-olds. The combination of county-level data
on child care coverage with detailed individual-level information from the German social security
records allows me to analyze so far unexplored effect heterogeneities by occupational groups. The
results indicate that the average positive effects on fertility and maternal employment are driven by
women who face relatively higher career costs of children: women in occupations with a steeper
age-earnings profile, women who cannot be easily substituted at work and women with medium and
high education level. The findings reveal that policies which reconcile family and work life are
indeed more beneficial for women facing higher career costs of having children.
F22
Head Start and Mothers’ Work: Free Child Care or Something More?
Ariel Pihl, University of Gothenburg

Head Start is the largest public pre-school program in the US, but it provides many additional
services to families. This paper uses a discontinuity in grant writing assistance in the first year of
the Head Start program to identify impacts on the work and welfare usage of mothers. Using
restricted Decennial Census and administrative AFDC data I find that Head Start decreases
employment rates and hours worked per week for single mothers. I also find a suggestive increase
in welfare receipt for single mothers which is confirmed by an increase in the share of
administrative welfare case-files that are single mother households. For all mothers combined there
are no significant changes in work or welfare use. I also estimate long-run impacts, 10 years after a
woman’s child was eligible for Head Start. I find large and persistent declines in work for both nonwhite mothers and single mothers, accompanied by an increase in public assistance income and
return to school. I argue that this is consistent with the 1960’s era Head Start program’s focus on
encouraging quality parenting, parent participation and helping families access all benefits for which
they were eligible.
F23
The Effect of All-Day Primary School on Maternal Labor Supply in Germany
Lukas Riedel, ZEW Mannheim
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This paper uses the county-level share of all-day primary schools in Germany as an instrument for
children being in full-day care to estimate a local average treatment effect (LATE) on maternal labor
supply. All-day schools are found to significantly increase the probability that children are in fullday care (7.6 to 17.6 percentage points at the mean all-day school supply). Effects on labor supply
are less pronounced. No effect on labormarket participation rates can be found, however, if all-day
school supply is sufficiently high (over 20% on average) mothers who have their children in full-day
care due to the presence of all-day schools increase their labor supply by 13.7 hours per week. The
results proof robust in various specification checks. Using data on county-level take-up rates allows
to rule out potential biases through otherwise unobserved parental preferences. Overall, the
findings suggest beneficial effects of further expansions. Compared to existing work this paper
contributes by using the to date most comprehensive and precise dataset on county-level all-day
school supply as well as by exploring the conditions under which they show an effect.
F24
Home Care or Formal Day Care? The Effect of Home Care Allowance on Child Outcomes
Tuomas Kosonen, Labour Institute for Economic Research

We study the effects of child home care allowance that significantly increases parents' incentives to
stay home with children under the age of three in Finland. Using a difference-in-differences model
that exploits variation in the municipality-specific supplement to the allowance, we investigate the
effects of the allowance on children's outcomes from early childhood until adulthood. Our results
show that home care allowance decreases maternal employment and negatively affects the early
childhood cognitive test results. However, we do not find any impact on the longer run schooling
outcomes.
F31
Raising aspirations of boys and girls through role models: Evidence from a field experiment
Jennifer Golan, University of Bath

We analyze gender differences in children's aspirations and academic beliefs affecting their
academic potential. We use administrative data on test scores from a primary school in rural China
and a novel survey instrument to analyze the effectiveness of a randomized controlled trial of a role
model intervention. We find that treated students score 0.20 and 0.22 standard deviations above
their placebo counterparts in Chinese and Mathematics exams, which is driven by a short-term
performance boost. While the intervention increases academic aspirations and reduces academic
stereotypes for girls, it only affects these transmission channels for boys in a limited way.
F32
DIY or Ask Someone Nice?
Marina Della Giusta, University of Reading

We design an experiment to assess the effect of beliefs about gender in selecting oneself or a
designated person to carry out a volunteering task. Participants in a volunteering task are given the
option of selecting oneself or nominating someone from their group, and the group is described to
them in terms of cartoons depicting women and men displaying different emotional states: happy,
neutral or unhappy. We introduce a treatment consisting of gender priming, in which we elicit
gender views with a set of 12 questions routinely used in social attitudes surveys to determine the
degree of sexism of respondents. We find that women offer to volunteer more than men, and that
while neither the emotional affect or the gender of the nominated person per se influence
designation, men in the unprimed condition are more likely to choose the happy female face. Gender
priming reduces designations and increases volunteering for all, but the treatment effect differs
across genders: though both women and men are likelier to volunteer when primed, the men
nominate fewer women across the spectrum of moods once gender primed, and the effect is
stronger for the more sexist men, whilst women are reducing their delegation more uniformly once
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gender-primed, never nominate the neutral woman, and nominate the happy woman more often the
less sexist they are. Our results provide evidence of both stereotyping by men and self-stereotyping
by women: men are happy to pick any woman for the volunteering, though they display a preference
for the happy woman, whilst women are both more sensitive to the mood displayed and prefer to
pick women who might be happy to do it the less sexist they are. When it comes to actually carrying
out the volunteering task, we find that, conditional on volunteering, women are more likely to
actually follow through than men.
F33
How is to blame and what to do? using stating preferences experiments to analyse the cause of
low training participation among low-educated workers.
Annemarie Kuenn-Nelen, Maastricht University

Low-educated workers participate less in training than higher-educated workers (Bassanini et al.
2007). This is problematic given technological and organizational changes and the related need to
keep skills up-to-date. It moreover drives wages of low- and high-educated workers even further
apart. The literature on why low-educated workers train less is limited and mainly based on
correlations (Fouarge et al., 2013, Maximiano 2012, Leuven and Oosterbeek 1999). In this paper, we
analyze who actually is to blame for the relatively low training participation of low-educated
workers: the employer or the employee. To answer this question we use a content wise matched
stated preferences experiment among employers and employees. Moreover, we address what
possibilities there actually are to increase training participation of low-educated workers. We find
that whereas employers do not differentiate across workers’ education level in their willingness to
offer training, low-educated workers themselves are less inclined to participate in training than
higher educated workers. This lower willingness to train shown by the stated preferences
experiments is highly related to actual training participation. Even after controlling for personality
traits and workers’ job tasks, we show a significant lower actual training participation of loweducated workers. Training participation of low-educated workers turns out to be higher when
colleagues regularly provide feedback and lower if the feedback comes from the employer. The way
in which firms organize feedback might therefore help to increase training participation among the
low-educated workers.
F34
Locus of Control and Investment in Training: New Evidence from an Employer/Employee
Perspective
Marco Caliendo, University of Potsdam

Globalization and technological change are rapidly transforming the workplace, generating demand
for new skills while rendering other skills obsolete. Equipping workers with the ability to thrive in
this changing environment has become a strategic imperative. National governments are working
hard to facilitate continuous, lifelong investment in worker training in order to ensure that workers'
skills remain up-to-date, firms continue to be competitive, and living standards are maintained. The
decision to invest in training can be adressed from two sides: the employer (labour demand) or the
employee (labour supply). Previous literature has shown some puzzling disparities in the sense, that
some (disadvantaged) workers with potentially high benefits from training are either not offered the
chance to particpate or are not willing to invest in training. The aim of this paper is to develop a
deeper understanding of these decisions by taking individuals locus of control explicitly into
account. Locus of control is a psychological concept that is best described as a generalized attitude,
belief or expectancy regarding the nature of the causal relationship between one's own behavior
and its consequences. We incorporate locus of control into an economic model of work-related
education and training, carefully accounting for the nature of training itself as well as for the role of
firms and workers in the training decision. We derive hypotheses on the mechanisms driving these
decisions and test them in a controlled laboratory experiment. This allows us to pinpoint the channel
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through which individual's personality influences training investment decisons and allows us to
derive concrete policy recommendations.
F41
Wealth Inequalities among Seniors: the Roles of Marital Histories across cohorts
Anne Solaz, INED (Institut National d'Etudes Démographiques)

Marital histories of babyboomers who are currently entering retirement ages are much more
diverse than they used to be. These cohorts experience an increase in divorces and separations, in
cohabitation relative to marriage, in re-partnering and remarriage chances over last decades. This
high diversification of marital trajectories over time is likely to impact on individual accumulated
wealth at older ages and raises questions on future well-being and inequality among older
population. Wealth accumulation is the result of several factors: saving behaviors, work and marital
histories. This paper examines the association between wealth and marital histories in this context
of increasing diversity of marital histories. While the literature emphasizes a marriage wealth
premium, several questions remain. Do we still observe this premium? Is it a marriage or a couple
wealth premium? Does the penalty of not being married is offset in case of remarriage or
repartenring? Do we observe gender effects ? and cohorts effects? We focus on individuals aged 50
or more and we use the French Wealth surveys conducted in 2004, 2009 and 2014. Thanks to these
unique data, we are able to measure wealth at the individual level, and not only at the household
level. We evaluate the contribution of marital histories to personal wealth across different birth
cohorts. We consider both financial and housing wealth. Results that for 50 and over, the
accumulated wealth depends on marital history, especially for women. We find large disparities in
wealth by past marital history among women in recent cohorts: married and widow being wealthier
than divorced, separated or always single. Our findings suggest that there is no marriage premium
but rather a couple premium, observed both for married and unmarried partners for all cohorts
considered. Separation or divorce involve wealth penalties at older ages, only partially compensated
in case of remarriage or repartnering. These detrimental effects of union dissolution are particularly
pronounced for women. Contrary to our expectations that divorce should be less detrimental for
women than separation (the opposite for men) as the French legal framework is more protective for
previously married, we do not find any difference according to the nature of the union dissolved.
When we consider another driver of wealth accumulation, labour market, we find that, quite
unexpectedly, labour market history is playing a non-significant role in women’s wealth
accumulation. The assumption that the increasing trend in women’s labour market participation may
partly offset the diversification in marital trajectories is not supported in our data. At last, in spite
of huge structural changes in marital status across time, cohorts effects are rather limited to the
exception of unmarried separated men and divorced, separated and always single women who
benefit less from the increasing trend in wealth over cohorts.
F42
Parental Housing Wealth and Children’s Marriage Prospects in China - Evidence from CHARLS
Ya Gao, University of Groningen

We estimate the effect of parental housing wealth on their children’s marriage prospects in China by
drawing data from the China Health and Retirement Longitudinal Survey (CHARLS). In China, males
outnumber females, and the wealth from males’ families, including both the housing and nonhousing wealth, usually acts as a signal in the marriage market. Results show that parental housing
value is a signal of male children’s marriage outcomes. Owning high-value houses increases male
children’s marriage prospects. The effect, however, is not significant for females. Moreover,
parental housing value is more prominent for the males with rural hukou.
F43
Redistribution of individual pension wealth to survivor pensions: Evidence from a Stated
Preferences Analysis
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Raymond Montizaan, Maastricht University

Pension schemes in the Netherlands allow workers to redistribute their own pension wealth to
increase the survivor pension of their partner. This paper uses a stated-preferences experiment that
is explicitly designed for workers in the age group of 55 years and older to elicit their pension
redistribution preferences. We find that the distribution of preferred levels of pension redistribution
closely matches an average of 50%. 35% of all individuals have such a preference. 33% of all
individuals would prefer less redistribution, and 32% percent prefers to redistribute more pension
income to the partner upon one’s death. We further show that total family income during working
life does not affect the redistribution to survivor pensions. However, the distribution of the
contribution to total family income before retirement across partners, as well as the survival
likelihood of the partner and the number of years the partner is expected to survive, have a
significant causal impact on the preferred pension redistribution decision. The preference for
redistribution to survivor pensions also depends significantly on personal characteristics,
preferences and social attitude. Males have a significantly stronger preference for redistribution
compared to females. Moreover, forward-looking, more risk averse and more altruistic individuals
have a stronger preference to redistribute part of their pension wealth to a survivor pension.
Finally, in particular when workers have the perception that their partner is more forward looking,
they are willing to invest more in a survivor pension.
F44
Do Elderly Parent's Intended Bequest Share Vary with a Child's Living Proximity and Material
Support? Evidence from the Singapore Life Panel
Christine Ho, Singapore Management University

This paper analyses how parental intended bequest share varies with a child's living proximity and
material support. Using a nationally representative data set of elderly Singaporeans, I find that
parents intend to leave larger bequest shares to coresident children as well as to children who
provide greater material support to them. The responsiveness of intended bequest share to
children's living proximity and material support does not seem to vary by child gender or by parents’
liquidity constraints. While parents intend to give higher bequest shares to children in whom they
often confide, they are also more likely to reward children in whom they rarely confide when the
latter give them higher material support. The results suggest that elderly Singaporeans may be
influenced by strategic exchange considerations, and that parents may possibly be interpreting
support from children as an indication of filiality, for which they intend to reward children.
F45
The Wealth of Parents: Trends over Time in assortative Mating based on parental Wealth
Mette Gørtz, University of Copenhagen

This paper presents trends in parental wealth homogamy across union cohorts formed between
1986 and 2013 in Denmark. Various conceptual and empirical issues are discussed which arise once
estimating and comparing indicators of parental wealth homogamy. These include the time of
measurement, changes in the composition of wealth across time, parental partnering dynamics and
selective mortality. Data from tax registries on wealth of parents during the year of union formation
indicate that the correlation between partners’ levels of parental wealth is relatively low, but has
been increasing across union cohorts in Denmark. Parental wealth homogamy is particularly high at
the top of the parental wealth distribution. The time of measurement appears to be consequential
for estimates of parental wealth homogamy, but all specifications indicate an increase in parental
wealth homogamy in the 2000s as compared to the 1990s. This raises concerns about the
consequences of changes in partnering behavior for wealth inequality between households and
social boundaries between groups based on parental wealth.
F51
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Pension Incentives and Labor Force Participation: Evidence from the Introduction of Universal
Old-Age Assistance in the UK
Philipp Jäger, RWI- Leibniz-Institute for Economic Research

We estimate the labor force participation (LFP) response to the introduction of means-tested
minimum pensions in the UK through the Old-Age Pension Act (OAP) of 1908. The OAP was a major
social policy intervention and the first one to universally target older workers in a time of very
limited social protection. The empirical framework is based on three decennial census waves (1891,
1901, 1911), covering the full UK population. We identify the LFP effects of the program based on
variation at the age-based eligibility threshold between 69 and 70. Our results show a considerable
and abrupt decline of 6.3 to 7.6 percentage points in the LFP rate when older men turn 70. This
sudden drop only occurs at the age cutoff and only after the OAP was implemented. The unique
historical setting allows us to study the full labor supply effects of an old-age assistance program
and thus adds to understanding labor supply responses when labor earnings are taxed implicitly
through government transfers.
F52
Mind the Gap! The effect of an increased UK State Pension Age on expected working life of
employees
Ricky Kanabar, University of Bath

We model how individuals’ retirement expectations adjust in the wake of significant reforms
introduced in the 2011 and 2014 Pension Act to the State Pension Age (SPA) in the UK. Results show
that in response to an increase in SPA, men do not significantly adjust their expectations upward, as
would be consistent with the policy objective, which widens the gap between an individual’s
expected retirement age (ERA) and his SPA. For women, who experienced a more rapid increase in
their SPA over the sample period, this gap also widens but some adjustment takes place: ERA
increases, on average, by 0.3 years for a one-year increase in SPA. While the gap varies by
socioeconomic group, we find that its widening in response to an increase in SPA does not vary by
socioeconomic group. Robustness tests suggest our findings hold after controlling for time invariant
unobserved heterogeneity and suggest the need for improved pension communication on UK State
Pension Age to avoid workers insufficiently preparing for retirement.
F53
Pension Reforms and Firm Behavior: The Role of Wage Structures
Wolfgang Frimmel, University of Linz

In this paper I study the short-run effects of raising the early retirement age for males and females
on firm behavior. Within an implicit contract model (Lazear,1979), I argue that the steepness of
seniority wage profiles determine how strong firms are affected by a pension reform. Using
administrative social security data, I exploit an Austrian pension reform in 2000 which gradually
increased the eligibility age of early retirement for different quarter-of-birth cohorts. In a
differences-in-difference framework I analyze whether more affected firms adapt their wage
profiles, or change their layoff and retirement policies as a response to an expected extended
employment of elderly workers. I find that more affected firms reduce their wage growth rates
significantly for older workers, while entry wages for prime-age workers slightly increase. Affected
firms also modestly increase their layoff rate and have on average lower retirement age. These
results suggest that raising the retirement age may be a successful policy to induce firms to flatten
their wage profiles and improve the employment perspectives for older workers.
F54
Work Longer or Save More: the Effect of Pension Reform on Saving
Han Ye, University of Mannheim
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Facing a reduction in pension generosity, individuals can increase the consumption in retirement by
working longer or saving more. The impact of changes in pension generosity on saving crucially
depends on the corresponding employment effects. Exploiting across cohort variation in expected
pension wealth induced by a 3-year lift in early retirement age (ERA) for women born after 1951 in
Germany, we show evidence of close to zero substitution between private savings and public
pension wealth in the case of strong labor supply responses. Moreover, households with more
educated women and low wealth households even reduce their rates of private saving.
F61
Gender, Competition and Performance: Evidence from Real Tournaments
Maria Cubel, University of Bath

There is a growing literature looking at how men and women respond differently to competition. We
contribute to this literature by studying gender differences in performance in a high-stakes and
male dominated competitive environment, expert chess tournaments. Our findings show that
women underperform compared to men of the same ability and that the gender composition of
games drives this effect. Using within player variation in the conditionally random gender of their
opponent, we find that women earn significantly worse outcomes against male opponents. We
explore this result by using a unique measure of within game quality of play. We find that the gender
composition effect is driven by women playing worse against men, rather than by men playing
better against women. Though the gender of the opponent does not affect a male player’s quality of
play, we do find that men persist longer against women before resigning. These results suggest that
the gender composition of competitions affects the behavior of both men and women in ways that
are detrimental to the performance of women. Lastly, we study the effect of competitive pressure
and find that players’ quality of play deteriorates when stakes increase, though we find no
differential effect over the gender composition of games.
F62
Task difficulty and the gender gap in competitiveness: Evidence from the field
Thomas van Huizen, Utrecht University

We examine whether the gender gap in competitiveness depends on the difficulty of the task at
hand. For this purpose, we administered a series of experiments during the final exam of a
university course, where we (randomly) varied the difficulty of a number of questions. We find that
the gender gap in competitiveness depends crucially on task difficulty: the gender gap is sizeable
when tasks are easy, but diminishes and becomes insignificant when tasks are difficult. The findings
cast doubt on the gender gap in competitiveness as a plausible explanation for the underrepresentation of women in top positions.
F63
How Do Beliefs about the Gender Wage Gap Affect the Demand for Public Policy?
Sonja Settele, Goethe University Frankfurt

I conduct an online experiment with a large representative sample from the US to provide
incentivized evidence on people’s beliefs about the gender wage gap (GWG) and on how these
beliefs causally affect individual demand for policies to support women in the labor market. To
generate exogenous variation in beliefs about the GWG, I provide respondents with differential
objective information based on different household surveys. I find that people’s beliefs about the
GWG causally affect their perceptions of the GWG as a problem and their beliefs about the
prevalence of gender-based discrimination. The causal effect on demand for specific government
intervention is generally smaller and depends on the specific policy. Instead, correlational evidence
suggests that more deeply rooted world views such as gender role attitudes play an important role
in accounting for the variation in policy demand across individuals. Finally, I provide evidence of
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motivated beliefs and selective information acquisition, consistent with the idea that people adjust
their beliefs about the GWG to support their rather inelastic policy preferences and world views.
F64
Gender differences in goal-setting: Evidence from fundraising
Sarah Smith, University of Bristol

This paper presents evidence from a real-world setting showing that goal-setting improves
fundraising performance for men and women. However, similarity in the overall effect of goalsetting masks a striking gender difference in response to the value of goals that people set. Men’s
performance improves (compared to no goal) only in response to high-value goals, while women’s
performance improves even when they set themselves low-value goals. The findings imply that
setting goals can be an important motivational tool but that, to get the best results, men (but not
women) need to set high goals.
F71
The 2015 European Refugee Crisis and Residential Housing Rents in Germany
Kathleen Kürschner Rauck, Otto von Guericke University Magdeburg

We study the impact of the 2015 mass arrival of refugees to Germany on residential housing rents.
Using unique data on end of year county-level refugee populations and data on monthly offers of
flats for rent from Germany's leading online property broker Immobilienscout24, we find strong
evidence in difference-in-differences regressions for a negative effect of refugee immigration on
rental prices. Adverse price effects, however, appear attenuated in the heyday of the crisis in late
2015 if a larger share of refugees is housed in decentralized accommodation. Various robustness
checks corroborate our findings, including IV regressions that exploit for identification information
on the pre-crisis location of refugee reception centers and group quarters.
F72
Human capital transferability and migrants' labor market integration - Evidence from a new
recognition framework in Germany
Jacopo Bassetto, University of Trento

The number of migrants entering European countries is increasing, but their economic integration
remains an unsolved challenge. One explanation for the native-migrant gap in economic
performance is the poor transferability of migrants’ human capital. As consequence, the returns to
foreign qualifications in the host labor market are systematically lower than the returns to
qualifications acquired domestically. The recognition of foreign credentials may improve
transferability because it may provide access to regulated occupations and it may reduce
uncertainty about migrants’ skills. In this paper we evaluate a policy that introduced open and
standardized recognition procedures for all migrants arriving in Germany. Combining detailed
survey and Census data, we use a difference-in-differences design to ask whether the policy change
stimulated applications and improved migrants’ labor market outcomes. We find that the reform
increased the application probability by 23 percentage points. Furthermore, we find that the reform
increased the income of affected migrants by 70 log points. We investigate possible mechanism and
find that recognition increases the probability to enter regulated occupations. Overall, the results
provide evidence that barriers to transferability in the host country exist and that a formal
recognition framework may be a valid tool to overcome these barriers and improve migrants’
economic performance.
F73
The effect of asylum policy on asylum flows: Changes in overall policy, family migration
regulation, and readmission agreements
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Pål Schøne, Institute for social research

In this paper we analyse the effect of asylum policies on asylum flows. We analyse the determinants
of yearly bilateral asylum flows to nine countries in the Northern part of Western Europe (NWE),
from 1985 to 2015. The focus is on the effect of asylum policy in the receiving countries and its’
interaction with the humanitarian situation in the countries of origin. We examine the effects of
three core aspects of national asylum policies: Changes in overall national asylum policy, the policy
for family reunion, and readmission agreements. The dependent variable in our empirical analysis is
the bilateral, yearly, flows of asylum applicants from specific sending countries to one of the
receiving countries in the NWE group. We identify two kinds of effects following from a tightening
of the asylum policy in one destination country: First, a direct effect that refer to the resulting
change in asylum flows going to the country that conducts the reforms. Second, a deflection effect,
which is the resulting change on the number of applications, submitted in alternative receiving
countries within the NWE group. Thirdly, we also analyse whether stricter policy affect the asylum
flows by reducing the total number of asylum seekers that leave the country of origin, or simply
change their distribution among destination countries. Using a generic database covering changes in
asylum policies in the nine countries during the 30 year period, and econometric methodology, we
find that the direct effect is negative with regard to all the three aspects of asylum policy that we
have analysed; on average, tighter policies result in fewer arrivals The effects of a tightening in the
overall policy, as well as the completion of readmission agreements, are weakened with the severity
of the humanitarian situation in the home countries. In the case of the family reunion policy we find
indications of a positive deflection effect; tightening in one country decreases arrivals to that
country but increases arrivals to other countries. Our results suggest that the asylum policy affects
the bilateral flows both through the total outflow and through the distribution between countries.
F74
On the Anatomy of a Refugee Dispersal Policy: Neighborhood Integration and Dynamic Sorting
Madhinee Valeyatheepillay, ifo Institute

This paper uses Swedish geocoded data to empirically investigate the effect of a geographic
dispersal policy on the characteristics of the refugees’ individualized (k-nearest) neighborhoods and
the placed refugees’ neighborhood trajectories over time. Our findings indicate that the initial
neighborhood of placed refugees are defined by a higher share of natives, a lower share of nonWestern immigrants and a higher share of high-income individuals compared to refugees that
arrived in a time period when they could choose themselves where to locate. In this sense, the
placed refugees are geographically more integrated. We also find that, in subsequent moves for the
placed refugees, those mov- ing longer distances experience a drop in the share of natives and an
increase in the share of non-Western in their close neighborhoods. Stayers and short-distance
movers, on the other hand, have a less drastic change in their neighborhood in terms of share of
natives and non- western over time.
F81
The Retirement Mortality Puzzle: Evidence from a Regression Discontinuity Design
Matthias Giesecke, RWI - Leibniz Institute for Economic Research

I estimate the effect of retirement on mortality, exploiting two discontinuities at age-based eligibility
thresholds for pension claiming in Germany. The analysis is based on unique social security records
that document the age at death for the universe of participants in the German public pension
system. Using variation from bunching at age-based eligibility thresholds, I demonstrate that
retirement can have both mortality-decreasing and mortality-increasing effects, depending on the
group of retirees who comply to the eligibility instrument at each threshold. To reconcile
heterogeneous effects with likewise mixed results from the literature I provide evidence that the
retirement-mortality nexus is driven by the activity change at retirement.
F82
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Alcohol availability and alcohol-attributable mortality: Evidence from administrative data
Relika Stoppel, University of Potsdam

Background and aim: This paper analyzes the impact of restricting alcohol sales hours on 100%
alcohol-attributable mortality (AAM) in Estonia. Previous studies find strong evidence that
restricting alcohol availability is effective in reducing alcohol use and thus alcohol misuse. In order
to reduce the prevailing high alcohol consumption, Estonia implemented alcohol sales restriction in
the capital city of Tallinn in 2007 and a year later in the whole country. Methods: By using individual
level mortality data for the period 1997-2015, this paper measures the effect of the policy at the
county level and at the country level. For the county-level analysis, the difference-in-differences
(DiD) method is applied. At the country level the effectiveness of the policy is measured by using
the ARIMA model. Since the alcohol sales policy was first introduced in Tallinn and almost a year
later in all of Estonia, this setting provides us with a treatment group (Tallinn) and a control group
(rest of Estonia). Therefore, by using a DiD approach, we can measure the effectiveness of alcohol
sales regulation at the county level by comparing the outcomes of AAM in Tallinn to those in rest of
Estonia, before and after the policy was implemented. Results: The policy was effective in reducing
AAM at the country level from the initial 4 deaths per month by 1.581 deaths. The country-wide
policy was most effective for the age group 35-49; and men experienced a higher reduction in AAM
than women. Moreover, the simultaneously increasing alcohol price had additional negative effect
on AAM. The effect measured with the DiD analysis, a reduction in AAM by 1.371 deaths per month,
is in its magnitude comparable with the output of the ARIMA analysis. This suggests that the
population responded to the policy at the country level and at the county level to a similar extent.
Both outcomes are statistically significant at 1% level. Conclusion: A reduction in alcohol sales hours
has a significant and long lasting negative effect on 100% alcohol-attributable mortality. The results
suggest that in the context of Estonia, implementing a mix of policies regulating alcohol availability
enhances the negative effect on AAM.
F83
The benefits of Knowledge: Mortality Expectations- Sexual Behavior and and Forward Looking
Decisions
Adeline Delavande, University of Essex

Recent improvements in adult life expectancies in high HIV-prevalence sub-Saharan African lowincome countries have reversed previous adverse trends in adult survival during the 1990s and early
2000s when the HIV/AIDS epidemic considerably reduced life expectancies. Despite these
improvements, many individuals have distorted survival perceptions and are overly pessimistic
about their own survival. For example, mature adults (persons aged 45+ years) in the Malawi
Longitudinal Study of Families and Health (MLSFH) rural Malawians underestimate their chances to
survive five years by 33–45%. This pessimism is likely to influence important forward- looking
behaviours. This paper provides evidence from a randomized controlled trial that provided mature
adults with information about population-level mortality through an interactive information session
in Malawi. We find that one year after the intervention, treated individuals have updated upward
their beliefs about the survival of others—including individuals who are HIV positive—but not their
own survival. This is consistent with a Bayesian framework in which individuals have more private
information about their own survival than about the survival of others, making own survival
expectations less responsive to new information. Despite the lack of revising own survival
probabilities, we observe changes in behaviour which seems to be driven by the externalities of
other people living longer. Treated individuals revise upward their beliefs about contracting HIV if
one has multiple sex partners, but do not revise their perceived transmission risk if one has sex with
their spouse only. This is in line with their perception that HIV positive people live longer, making
the pool of available partners riskier. Likely driven by this increase in the transmission risk
perception, treated individuals are less likely to engage in risky sexual practices one year after the
intervention compared to the control group. The magnitude of the effect is rather large. For
example, the predicted probability of having multiple partners is 11.6or 21These findings suggest that
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providing information about population-level mortality influences forward-looking decisions and
might be a useful policy tool to reduce risky sex in sub-Saharan Africa.
F84
Social status- war- medical knowledge- and the timing of life expectancy improvements among
Germanic scholars over the 15th to 19th centuries.
Robert Stelter, Max Planck Institute for Demographic Research

When did mortality start to decline, and among whom? We build a large new data set covering over
five centuries to analyze the timing of mortality decline and the heterogeneity in the pace of
progress among scholars in the Holy Roman Empire. After having recovered from a strong
seventeenth century mortality crisis, life expectancy started to increase already early in the
eighteenth century, well before the Industrial Revolution. This fluctuation in mortality directly
influenced life expectancy and the number of scholars and thus had important implications for the
capacity for knowledge accumulation and diffusion. Members of scientific academies - an elite
among the scholars - were among the first to benefit from the gains in life expectancy, suggesting
that already 300 years ago higher social status conferred advantages that lower mortality. At the
same time, the onset of mortality improvements among scholars in the medical profession was
delayed. Both, the advance and the lag in mortality, vanished during the nineteenth century.
F91
The Effect of Group Formation and Differentiated Instruction on Learning Outcomes. Evidence
from Two Randomised Control Trials.
Kaat Iterbeke, KU Leuven

We study how group formation and differentiated instruction affect learning outcomes. In
particular, the effect of within-class heterogeneous and homogeneous group formations and
differentiated instruction are evaluated on the proficiency level of eighth and ninth grade students
in a financial education programme. Our paper provides evidence on both effects using two
experiments involving 69 schools and 2,407 students. The identification strategy relies on a random
allocation of schools to experimental conditions. The results suggest that, overall, the programme
increases student financial proficiency by almost a quarter of a standard deviation. Although no
main effects of group formations and differentiated instruction are found, the effect is
heterogeneous as low ability students significantly benefit from homogeneous group formation and
differentiated instruction.
F92
What Drives Ability Peer Effects?
Matthijs Oosterveen, Erasmus University Rotterdam

This paper analyzes ability peer effects and their channels at a large European university across six
cohorts of undergraduate economic students. Students are randomly assigned to a tutorial group
and to one of two subgroups within their tutorial group. The university encourages peer bonding
within, and not between, these subgroups via a series of informal meetings. Hence, each student can
divide her tutorial peers into close and distant peers. We find the existence of spillovers on student
performance that originate from close peers only. This implies peer effects arise due to social
proximity rather than via classroom-level effects. Spillovers are positive, small, and roughly linear
by close peer ability across the distribution of students' own ability. These effects have vanished by
the end of students' first year. We find that by second year students have largely sorted into new
peer groups based on shared characteristics, which reduced the social proximity between assigned
close peers. This provides an intuitive explanation for the short-lived nature of spillovers.
F93
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Peer Diversity- College Performance and Educational Choices
Elena Lisauskaite, Royal Holloway

Ever-growing trends in internationalisation of workforce and education system have raised
questions about effects of ethnic diversity on productivity and educational performance. We study
the effect of ethno-linguistic classroom composition in college on performance, educational choices
and post-education outcomes in a setting of quasi-random assignment to undergraduate seminars at
a British university. We focus on two core parameters: the share of and diversity among non-native
speakers. We find that non-native students benefit from a larger diversity among themselves in
terms of their performance. Native-speaking English students are largely unaffected by the share
and diversity of non-native English speakers in the classroom. Additional survey evidence suggests
as mechanism that non-English students in- crease their interaction with English students in
response to a higher diversity. In the medium-run, educational choices of non-English-speaking
students become more similar to choices of native English-speaking students in response to more
diverse classes. We complement these findings with suggestive evidence on long-run effects of
diversity on post-graduate outcomes of native and non-native students.
F94
Foreign Peer Effects in Higher Education

Greta Morando, Royal Holloway
The phenomena of immigration has received widespread attention in the economics literature. With
most studies focusing either on the effects of immigrants on the receiving/exiting country or
selection. This paper belongs to the first group, as we consider the effect of foreign peers on
outcomes of native students. Using data on the universe of students in UK higher education
institutions we estimate peer effects of foreign students on natives. Thanks to the detail of our data
we are able to define peer groups with variation even within narrow groups. And we exploit this in a
fixed effects set-up with a comprehensive set of University-Major-Cohort effects. Our preliminary
estimates show a heterogeneous effect that varies across educational outcomes and subpopulations of native students.
F101
Cognitive Load and Occupational Injuries
Eric Bonsang, Université Paris-Dauphine

We investigate the impact of cognitive load on occupational injuries using panel survey data.
Cognitive load is defined in the literature as a tax on bandwidth which reduces the amount of
cognitive resources available for engaging in logical reasoning. We proxy cognitive load with the
number of non-professional tasks that individuals perform every day, conditional on the time they
spend on them. The underlying assumption is that when individuals perform a large number of those
tasks, this requires mental organization which keeps part of their working memory busy. We show
that cognitive load increases the risk of occupational injury for both males and females. The effect is
stronger for individuals in high-risk occupations and, among those, for low-educated workers.
F102
Demographic change- collective wage bargaining and pay-as-you-go social security
Max Friese, University of Rostock

This paper investigates how demographic change affects the financial sustainability of a defined
benefit pay-as-you-go social security system in an environment with collective bargaining on the
labor market. Temporary equilibrium analysis shows that the contribution rate decreases, if the oldage dependency ratio rises. The government balances the social security budget by aiming indirectly
at a higher level of employment. In the intertemporal equilibrium the opposite applies. The
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government increases the contribution rate due to additional effects of demographic change on
capital accumulation and labor demand. In contrast to a perfect labor market scenario, the imposed
financing burden from an aging society is overcompensated by favorable labor market effects on the
social security budget.
F103
What Makes Work Meaningful And Why Economists Should Care About It
Milena Nikolova, University of Groningen

We demonstrate why meaningful work, i.e., work that the individual views as purposeful and
worthwhile, is important for economists. Using data from 35 European countries, we find that
autonomy, competence, and relatedness explain 80 percent of the variation in meaningfulness
perceptions, while income has relatively little importance. Our findings are not driven by
unobservables and are robust to an instrumental variables check. Meanwhile, we document that
meaningful work is distinct from job satisfaction and predicts absenteeism and retirement
intentions. Therefore, meaningful work perceptions complement the extant job quality measures by
providing a more comprehensive view of worker well-being.
F105
The Impact of Mandatory Military Service. Evidence from Spain
Julio Caceres-Delpiano, Universidad Carlos III

Using Spanish administrative records, I study the impact of military service on several outcomes for
men born between the years 1968 and 1973. To address a concern of endogeneity in military status,
a national lottery that helped to allocate a surplus of potential conscripts out of these duties is used
as a source of variation. The results reveal an heterogeneous effect on labor market outcomes by
educational levels. For individuals with more than elementary education, on the one hand, I observe
an increase in the use of unemployment insurance (6pp). For the sample of individuals with at most
elementary education, on the other, though I do not observe an effect on extensive margins, an
increase in earnings of approximately 24% is estimated. I also study the impact of military service on
other margins beyond the labor market. Specfically I find that military service increases the number
of children in the household and the probability of holding jobs with some degree of public service
(in the public administration, or educational or health services).
G11
Boys Don't Cry (Nor Do the Dishes): Family Size and the Housework Gender Gap
Anthony Lepinteur, University of Luxembourg

We here use data from the British Cohort Study (BCS) to link family environment, specifically family
size, to the allocation of household chores to children at age 16 and to the prevalence of the
housework gender gap in adulthood. Assuming that an increase in family size increases the
minimum amount of time a family needs to devote to housework, we develop an OLG model that
predicts that the probability to contribute to the household tasks may be higher for girls than for
boys. Using an instrumental variable approach to account for the endogeneity of fertility decisions,
we show that an increase in family size has a different effect for boys and for girls at age 16: girls in
large families are significantly more likely to contribute to the housework, while family size does not
affect the amount of chores performed by boys. We then demonstrate that the size of the family
during childhood affects the housework gender gap between the cohort members and their partners
at age 34. Women who grew up in larger families are more likely to perform a high share of
household tasks in adulthood, as compared to women who were raised in smaller families. In
addition, an increase in family size at age 16 makes cohort members more likely to sort into
households with a larger housework gender gap. Finally, we show that the effect of family size is
driven in large part by low-income families in our sample, suggesting that the outsourcing of
household tasks may help sustaining fertility without aggravating the housework gender gap.
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G12
The Evolution of Birth Order Effects through Generations
Ana Nuevo-Chiquero, University of Edinburgh

Despite the theoretical ambiguity in the net effect of birth order on individuals’ outcomes, most
empirical studies find a sizeable and significant negative relation between higher birth order and key
outcomes such as IQ, educational attainment, and wages. However, exceptions to the negative
impact of birth order on education outcomes can be found in developing countries. In view of these
contrasting findings and recent evidence on the critical role that parents play in shaping differences
across children of varying birth order, we examine how birth order effects have evolved as
economic conditions and family structures have changed. We use information of individuals born in
the Netherlands from mid-19th century to mid-20th century, a period with high levels of economic
growth and development. Preliminary evidence shows differences in adult occupation by order of
birth were already present in this setting, but were substantially stronger among siblings with a
more advantaged background, suggesting that the relaxation of resources constraints may be one of
the driving forces behind the emergence of the birth order effect.
G13
Son preference- birth order and cognitive skills in early childhood
Cara Ebert, University of Goettingen

Son preference is often thought of as a preference for a specific ratio of sons to daughters in the
family. At the same time, the use of sex-selective abortion or discrimination against daughters
depends on birth order. In this paper, we reconcile the birth order dependency of son preferences
using a unique child specific measure of son preference. We establish the relevance of birth order
and sex composition for wanting a son. We find that son preference is much more common among
later born children and in families with fewer sons. We then show that son preferences have
adverse effects on cognitive skills of two-year-old girls. The son preference-specific girl-penalty in
cognitive skills exists at high birth orders, for girls with two or more sisters and for girls of mothers
with a high number of desired sons. Our results reject a general discrimination against all girls. It is
girls with older sisters who face the largest discrimination in skill formation.
G14
Birth order, parental health investment and health in childhood
Martina Zweimüller, Johannes Kepler University Linz

Recent research has shown that birth order affects human capital outcomes. First-born children
have higher cognitive and non-cognitive skills, educational attainment and earnings. The evidence
for effects on health is more limited and less clear. Our paper offers a comprehensive picture of the
relationship between birth order and child health until age 10 using high-quality administrative data
on (the universe of) children born between 1984 and 2015 in Austria. The use of population data on
multiple cohorts allows us to control for cohort effects, and to exploit within-family variation in
birth order to account for confounding factors at the family level (e.\,g. genetic endowments,
maternal age at first birth, family background, and family size). To the best of our knowledge, we
provide the first estimates of the effects of birth order on parental health investments in childhood.
We find a statistically significant and quantitatively important health disadvantage for first-born
children at birth. Based on administrative data from school health examinations in primary school,
we also show that first-born children have worse health outcomes than their later-born siblings
between the ages of 6 and 10. Consequently, first-born children have a higher probability to
consume medical drugs and to use medical services in the inpatient and outpatient sector between
the ages of 4 and 10. Finally, we find significant birth order differences in parental health investment
in toddlers and preschoolers. Compared to their later-born siblings, first-born children are more
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likely to participate in preventive medical checkups between the ages of 2 and 5, and are more likely
to have received immunization against measles, mumps and rubella by the age of 4.
G21
Is 'first in the family' a good indicator for widening university participation?
Nikki Shure, University College London & Institute of Education

This paper asks whether using 'first in the family' (FiF) to attend university is a good marker of
disadvantage in the context of the Widening Participation (WP) agenda in the UK. Currently, 15 of
the 24 Russell Group universities use FiF as an indicator for Widening Participation, but very little is
known about this indicator's properties and how it overlaps with other indicators of disadvantage.
We use Next Steps (formerly the Longitudinal study of Young People in England, LSYPE) linked to
administrative data, the National Pupil Database (NPD), to provide the first comprehensive analysis
of the FiF measure and whether or not it captures additional disadvantage over and above other
markers of socioeconomic disadvantage. We employ probability and classification models to look at
the relative predictive power of being FiF compared to the other commonly used WP measures to
predict the probability of university participation and graduation. We evaluate the FiF measure in
three steps. First, we look at the predictive power of WP indicators, captured by the area under the
ROC curve (AUC), comparing them to each other one-by-one in a parametric regression framework.
In the second step, we look at whether adding the FiF measure on top of an empirically optimal
combination of WP indicators increases the predictive power of our models. Lastly, we use a nonparametric algorithm (random forest) to predict HE participation and graduation and look at the
relative importance of WP measures in this prediction. Our preliminary results show that schoollevel factors are extremely important in predicting university entry, and the FiF measure does
capture some additional disadvantage beyond traditional WP indicators. We support our results
using several robustness tests and procedures, including controlling for item-nonresponse and
attrition. This research has important policy implications for universities as they choose indicators
for disadvantage in their admissions processes.
G22
Higher Education Funding Reforms: A Comprehensive Analysis of Educational and Labour
Market Outcomes in England
Stefania Simion, University of Edinburgh

This paper investigates the impact of changes in the funding of higher education in England on
students’ choices and outcomes. Over the last two decades – through three major reforms in 1998,
2006 and 2012 – undergraduate university education in public universities moved from being free to
students and state funded to charging substantial tuition fees to all students. This was done in
conjunction with the government offering generous means-tested maintenance grants and loans.
Using detailed longitudinal micro-data that follows all students attending state schools in England
(more than 90 percent of all school-aged children) from lower education to higher education, we
document the socio-economic distributional effects of the 2006 and 2012 policy reforms on a
comprehensive set of outcomes, including enrolment, relocation decisions, selection of institution,
program of study, and performance within university. For a subset of students, we track them after
completing higher education, allowing us to study the labour market effects of the policy reforms.
Despite the substantial higher education funding reforms, we do not find large aggregate effect on
student enrolment or on other margins. Moreover, the small negative impacts found on enrolment
were largely borne on those in higher parts of the wealth distribution – reducing the enrolment gap
across socio- economic groups.
G23
Selective education and university outcomes: the winners and losers
Lindsey Macmillan, UCL
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One of the main motivations given for the proposed expansion of grammar schools in England is to
improve social mobility. We assess the role of selective education systems in promoting social
mobility by examining higher education participation and outcomes of those who attend a grammar
school relative to those who just miss out, and relative to similar pupils in non-selective areas. We
find that grammar school pupils are more likely to participate in higher education and attend a highstatus university than those who just miss out in selective areas. However, conditional on how well
they do in national achievement tests at 16, they do not perform as well at university. Worryingly,
those who miss out on grammar places in selective areas who are high-attaining at primary school
are significantly less likely to go to university, attend a high-status institution or achieve a good
degree classification compared to similar pupils in non-selective areas. This highlights the harm that
selective systems can cause to those who do not make it into grammar schools. These inequalities in
outcomes, combined with the very low probability that a child from a low socio-economic
background will get into a grammar school, suggest that selective education systems do not
promote social mobility and indeed actually work against it for the vast majority of children from
poorer families.
G24
The returns to higher education: new evidence from administrative data in the UK
Laura van der Erve, Institute for Fiscal Studies

This paper investigates the returns to higher education degrees in the UK. We use a novel new
linked administrative dataset that links school, university and tax records for the population of
English-educated students who left school (at age 18) between 2004 and 2009. The dataset has rich
background information on prior attainment, schooling and socio-economic background of the
students, which we use to estimate the earnings premium from higher education allowing for
selection on observables, using inverse probability weight regression adjustment. We find that at
age 29, attending higher education adds 26% to the annual earnings of women, and 6% to the annual
earnings of men. We show how returns vary by subject studied, institution attended and prior
attainment. For men with low prior attainment - who are most likely to be at the margin of attending
higher education - returns are just 4% at age 29.
G25
The role of higher education in social mobility (roundtable discussion)
Matt Dickson, University of Bath

Increasing the participation in higher education of young people from less advantaged backgrounds
has long been thought of as a route to improving the degree of social mobility in the UK. However,
despite a substantial expansion of HE in recent decades, there is little evidence that social mobility –
as measured by the strength of association between an individual’s earnings as an adult and the
earnings of their parents at a similar age – has improved since the 1970s. This session will consider
several different aspects of the higher education-social mobility link: the impact of tuition fee
changes on participation, the role of background in shaping the returns to undergraduate study, the
impact of selective secondary schooling on HE outcomes and the ways in which we target widening
participation policies. Following these papers we will hold an extended discussion and Q&A session
with the presenters, considering these findings and questioning the role of higher education in social
mobility.
G31
Parental Investment and Peer Effects in Cognitive and Non-Cognitive Skills
Yasemin Özdemir, University of Mannheim

This paper investigates whether and how parents adjust their parenting behavior in response to
their children's peers. In particular, I analyze whether changes in cognitive and non-cognitive skills
of children's classmates lead parents to adjust their investment and practices such as monitoring
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and quality time spend with their children. Data from the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent
to Adult Health (Add Health) allows me to follow five cohorts of teenagers from 7th to 12th grade
with repeated information on their individual friendship networks. Combing the empirical strategy
of overlapping peer groups and first-differencing, I estimate a simultaneous system of skill and
investment equations via 3SLS. First results indicate that parents respond differently to certain skill
dimensions of peers. In terms of peers, they respond more strongly in the dimension of spending
social time with their children than talking about problems their child might be having at school,
while for their own child's skills the opposite is true.
G32
Parental Love Is Not Blind: Identifying Selection into Early School Start
Ainhoa Aparicio-Fenoll; Collegio Carlo Alberto

In many countries, parents can choose whether their children start elementary school one year
early. Like many other educational decisions, this choice has lasting consequences that depend on
each child's characteristics. Which children are sent to school early? We propose a novel
methodology to identify the sign and strength of selection into early starting. We exploit a feature of
the Italian education system: only children born between January and April can start elementary
school one year early. We use data on standardized tests taken by all students in Italy. We find
robust evidence of positive selection: early starters would have obtained scores $0.2$ standard
deviations higher than the average student, had they started regularly. Additionally, we use this
methodology to compare the effect of early starting on selected and average students. We find that
the penalty associated with early start is lower for selected students born in March and April.
G33
The Productivity of Preschool Parental Inputs on Child Ability: Inequality by Household Income
and Time Resources
Emma Tominey, University of York

Mothers' hours of work, households income and fertility decisions are all naturally taken during a
child's pre-school years, and are likely to have long-run consequences for child development. We
ask whether the productivity of these parents' inputs varies across household resources of income
and time. Exploiting novel exogenous variation in all three inputs and allowing all decisions to be
taken jointly means that we can give a more detailed answer to the question of the productivity of
parental inputs than has been provided in the literature. The results suggest firstly that the marginal
effect of an increase in mothers' hours in the pre-school years has an effect on child skills at age 19
which is negative only in low income households and positive for high income households. Similarly
subsequent fertility pushes the marginal effect of hours to become more negative. Therefore it is
not mothers' work itself which lowers child skills, but working combined with either low income or
with high fertility levels. Secondly households can partially remedy the negative effect of fertility by
raising either household income or time investments. At age 11 on the other hand, whilst inputs are
productive for child skills there is no evidence of inequalities in inputs across money or time
investments.
G41
Gender Differences in the Skill Content of Jobs
Balázs Reizer, Centre for Economic and Regional Studies

More than half of the gender wage gap can be attributed to differences within the occupations.
Exploiting the unique PIAAC survey that covers adult competences and skill use at the workplace,
we show that women perform less skill-intense tasks than men of the same occupation.
Nevertheless, this gap in skill intensity does not reflect differences in cognitive test scores or
differential firm characteristics. Instead, the gap in skill use at the workplace is associated mainly
with the time spent in home production and leisure-time skill intensity. We also show that such a
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strong interconnectedness between home and workplace production cannot be explained by
preferences or by household specialization. We provide a theoretical framework where skill use at
home and at the workplace are jointly determined, and asymmetric information leads to gender
differences in time and effort allocation.
G42
General versus Job-Specific Skills and Gender Gaps in the Labor Market
Cristina Bellés Obrero, University of Mannheim

This paper shows that providing job-specific skills in high school, on top of general ones, can
strongly enhance women’s labor force attachment, especially among the low-educated. In 1990, the
Spanish government postponed students’ choice between general and vocational education from
age 14 to 16. Exploiting the staggered implementation of this reform across provinces and cohorts,
we identify three main effects on individuals in their twenties. First, the reform has no impact on
either employment or wage prospects of men. Second, while the reform does not affect women’s
educational attainment, its full implementation leads to a 7 percent decrease in their labor force
participation rate. Third, this effect is driven by low-educated women, meaning those who leave
school at age 16 with at most basic general, and no occupational-specific skills. These findings
suggest that ensuring a smooth transition from school to work is especially important for individuals
with a weak attachment to the labor market, and few job options.
G43
Gender Wage Gap Trends in Europe: The Role of Occupational Skill Prices
Ezgi Kaya, Cardiff University

In this paper, we explore the gender wage gap trends by assessing the role of wage returns to
brains—cognitive or interpersonal skills, and brawn—motor skills and physical strength, in seven
industrialised countries. We find that during the period of analysis the effect of returns to brains
and brawn on gender wage gap trends varied across countries. However, in all countries, a
substantial part of the gender wage gap trends cannot be explained by the relative skill prices. We
show that the unexplained part is correlated with changes in measures of discrimination and labour
market institutions, such as union density and employment protection legislation.
G44
The Role of Work Values and Characteristics in the Human Capital Investment by Gays and
Lesbians
Ian Burn, Stockholm University

We use data from nationally representative surveys (the ACS, the NHIS, and Add-Health) in the
United States to show that differences in educational attainment are consistent with pre-market
efforts to sort into occupations that mediate the effects of future labor market discrimination. Gay
men obtain more years of schooling than heterosexual men, between 0.6 and 1.1 years. This
differences is robust to controlling for demographics, personality, and family characteristics. While
similarly sized gaps exist between women, the gaps appear due to differences in personality and
family background. We then show that gay men are more likely to choose majors with lower levels
of prejudice, higher levels of workplace independence, and occupations with more opportunity to
build relationships with coworkers, customers, and clients even if these majors have lower earnings.
Lesbian women are attracted to majors with less prejudice and more workplace independence.
G45
Gender differences in employment allocation: The case of urban Vietnam
KhanhVan Phan, University of Bath
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We examine the factors that are associated with the allocation of male and female labour into
wage/salaried employment or self-employment in the urban labour market by using the Vietnam
Household Living Standard Survey (VHLSS). Our results show that education helps to pull both men
and women out of the choice of not working. Having higher degree of education increases the
propensity for both men and women in wage/salary sector. We find that the probability of working
in the wage/salaried sector decreases for both genders due to the burden of child care. However,
the share of child care by the elderly in the household may be the way for women to exit selfemployment to be wage-earners. We find significant gender differences in employment allocation.
Men are more likely to work in the wage and salaried sector whereas women are more likely to be
self-employed. However, in practice, most self-employment jobs in Vietnam are own-account
vendors, which reflects insecurity rather than flexibility.
G51
Immigration and electoral outcomes: Evidence from the 2015 refugee inflow to Germany
Julia Bredtmann, RWI - Leibniz Institute for Economic Research

During the second half of 2015, Germany witnessed a dramatic increase in the number of refugees.
In the first elections after this mass arrival of refugees, right-wing populist parties, most notably the
Alternative for Germany (AfD), won significant shares of the popular vote. Using unique data on
refugee populations and their type of accommodation at the municipality level, this paper
investigates the effects of the 2015 refugee inflow on the outcomes of the state elections held in
March 2016 in the German state of Rhineland-Palatinate. For identification, we make use of the fact
that the “German refugee crisis" served as a natural experiment, in which the sheer necessity to
accommodate the large number of refugees led to exogeneous variation in the allocation of refugees
across municipalities. Results based on fixed effects estimations show that an increase in the
population share of refugees increases the vote share of right-wing parties and decreases the vote
share of the incumbent federal government parties. However, the estimated electoral effects of the
refugee inflow are small and solely driven by municipalities that host large reception centers for
refugees.
G52
Using smartphone technology for research on refugees – Evidence from Germany
Christoph Sajons

Researchers attempting to survey refugees over time face methodological issues because of the
transient nature of the target population. In this paper, we examine whether applying smartphone
technology could alleviate these issues. We interviewed 529 refugees and afterwards invited them to
four follow-up mobile web surveys and to install a research app for passive mobile data collection.
Our main findings are: First, participation in mobile web surveys declines rapidly and is rather
selective with significant coverage and nonresponse biases. Second, we do not find any factor
predicting types of smartphone ownership, and only low reading proficiency is significantly
correlated with app nonparticipation. However, obtaining sufficiently large samples is challenging –
only five percent of the eligible refugees installed our app. Third, offering a 30 Euro incentive leads
to a statistically insignificant increase in participation in passive mobile data collection.
G53
Early Employment Support for Refugees: Quasi-experimental Evidence
Jacob Arendt, The Rockwool Foundation

This study estimates the impact of an early employment support program for newly settled refugees
and family reunified immigrants. The program required the newly settled immigrants to actively
search for jobs and subjected them to immediate and continued job-training upon their settlement.
It replaced a strategy based mainly on counselling and language training. The relative effects
between the two approaches are identified by comparing monthly cohorts settling before and after
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the program is implemented. The results show that the program has a significant and large
employment effect for men 10-16 months after settlement.
G54
Let their Knowledge Flow: The Effect of Returning Refugees on Export Performance in the
Former Yugoslavia
Andreas Hauptmann, Institute for Employment Research (IAB)

During the early 1990s Germany received over half a million Yugoslavian refugees fleeing war. By
2000, many of these refugees, who were under temporary protection, had been repatriated. We
exploit this historical episode to provide causal evidence on the role that migrants play explaining
export performance in global markets after returning to their home country. We find that the
elasticity of exports to return migration is between 0.1 to 0.24 in industries where migrants were
employed during their stay in Germany. In order to deal with endogeneity we use historic
exogenous rules of allocation of asylum seekers across different German states to construct an
instrumental variable for the treatment. The results are mostly driven by knowledge-intensive
industries, and by workers in occupations intensive in analytical and managerial skills.
G61
Minimum Wages- Employment and Prices – A Case Study of the Hairdressing Industry
Max Kunaschk, Institute for Employment Research (IAB)

This paper investigates the wage, employment and consumer price effects of minimum wages in the
hairdressing sector. My identification strategy exploits the introduction and the increase of a
sectoral minimum wage using a classical regional Difference-in-Differences approach. Overall, I find
strong positive hourly wage effects. Increased earnings rather than decreased working time drive
the hourly wage effects. The minimum wage did not significantly decrease the number of workers
but did substantially increase consumer prices, implying that firms passed on increased wage costs
to consumers. Furthermore, the number of establishments employing hairdressers increased and
average establishment size decreased. The evidence from this study is consistent with predictions
from perfectly competitive labor markets and imperfectly competitive product markets.
G62
Measurement error- treatment effect dilution- and data aggregation: implications for minimum
wage evaluations
Christian Westermeier, IAB Nuremberg

Standard econometric theory predicts attenuation bias towards zero in the presence of
measurement error in the independent variable. We assess the role of measurement error in a
situation where the binary treatment variable is inferred from a survey wage distribution. Using
both Monte Carlo experiments and empirical distributions of wages and error terms– derived from
a comparison of survey and administrative data–we find that the treatment effect is biased towards
zero in the presence of classical measurement error. Aggregation of the treatment information to
households, firms or regions, does not fully alleviate the bias. In fact, the magnitude and the
direction of bias depend on the size of aggregation units and the allocation of treated individuals to
such units. In cases of strongly segregated allocation, measurement error can cause an upward bias
of the estimated treatment effect. In applications such as the evaluation of minimum wages this bias
can be substantial, even if the evaluation follows rigorous empirical standards.
G63
The Institutional Margin of Adjustment to Import Competition: Evidence from Italian Minimum
Wages
Alessia Matano; University of Barcelona
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A recent and lively literature contributed in understanding labour market and political effects of
globalization. This paper explores an overlooked aspect of trade-induced adjustments in the labour
market: the institutional one. We take advantage of two-tiers collective bargaining structure of the
Italian labour market, whereby the first-tier entails the setting of minimum wages at the contract
level. Using an instrumental variable strategy and exploiting variation in contract level exposure to
trade, we find that the surge in imports decreased the contractual real minimum wages on average
by 0.7% (1% for the unskilled workers) throughout the period analyzed. This significant ‘institutional
effect’ contrasts with a statistically insignificant effect on total wages, i.e. average contract total
wages are not affected by import penetration.
G64
Are Minimum Wages Affecting Immigration Rates? Evidence from EU Countries
Jonas Feld, Trier University / IAAEU

In many public debates, discussants claim that welfare benefit differentials across countries induce
immigration. According to this welfare magnet hypothesis, immigrants choose their country of
destination based on cost-benefit calculations, and they are mostly attracted by generous welfare
systems. However, most research proved this argument wrong: Immigrants seem to be particularly
attracted by favorable work-related factors. Interestingly though, little research has examined
whether minimum wages (MWs), that are both part of a country's welfare regime and of its labor
market settings, attract immigration. The topic is especially relevant inside the EU, provided the free
movement of workers across member states as laid out in the common legal framework ("Acquis
communautaire"). This paper seeks to fill this gap. Panel data for 2006-2015 obtained from the EU
Labor Force Survey (LFS) provides immigration rates to 124 NUTS-2 regions in seven EU countries
that represent approx. 66 percent of the EU-15 population. In order to correct for EU LFS
measurement errors linked to the underreporting of migrants, each variable's growth rate to the
previous year is used for estimating a random effects model that includes both country and yearfixed effects, but no regional fixed effects. In line with previous results from the US, highly
significant results suggest a strong negative influence of MWs on regional immigration rates within
the EU, perhaps indicating a protective power of MWs for the native workforce. In particular, an
increase in the national minimum wage by one standard deviation over the mean yearly growth rate
of the MWs in my sample, i.e. by roughly 5 percentage points, decreases the immigration rates to
any regions located in this country by 8 percentage points, ceteris paribus. This result holds for a
range of other model specifications presented. Interestingly, the 'displacement effect of the MW' is
significantly lower among low-skilled and young workers, which I account to a significant
proportion of 'down-skilling' workers among all intra-EU migrants: It seems that recently arrived
higher skilled workers take up jobs below their skill level to get a first foothold at their place of
destination, and thus are vulnerable to MWs. Accordingly, MWs have the potential to change the
skill composition of intra-EU migration in a rather unexpected way. However, this result needs
further verification. Finally, I discuss possible policy implications of my results.
G71
Variance in pupil attainment since 2003: how important is the school attended?
David Wilkinson, UCL Institute of Education

We examine how much of the variance in pupil attainment at the end of secondary schooling in
England is accounted for by the school attended, and how this has changed since the early 2000s.
We show that school attended accounts for a minority of the variance in pupil attainment. The
precise amount is sensitive to the measure of pupil attainment used. In the period following the
introduction of academies up to 2010, we find the share of variance in pupil attainment accounted
for by schools falls for the headline five or more A*-C grade indicator. This decline stopped after
2010, which is the period of academy expansion. There are no clear trends in other measures of
pupil attainment since 2003. The majority of the explained school level variance in attainment is
related to school composition. However, most of the variance in pupil attainment remains
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unexplained, raising questions about what other school level factors contribute to the variation in
school attainment.
G72
High Stakes Testing and Student Achievement
David Kiss, Leibniz University Hannover

We investigate the effect of high stakes exam periods on math test scores of German primary and
secondary students. In our setting, stakes are high during the final grades in primary and secondary
education because student performance at these grades determines subsequent educational or
labor market success. Our difference-in-differences estimates reveal substantial high stakes effects:
on average, students nearing the final grades of their primary or secondary education experience a
0.20 s.d. gain in math scores. As high stakes effects only develop towards the end of a schooling
level, there are potentially large gains from better motivating students right upon enrollment into
new schools.
G73
The effect of grade retention on secondary school dropout: Evidence from a natural experiment
Maria Ferreira Sequeda, Maastricht University

This paper analyses the effects of grade retention on secondary school dropout by evaluating a
retention policy reform introduced in 2010 in Colombia, which ended the restriction that the annual
number of retained students at a school could not exceed 5 percent of the total school population.
Using administrative data at the school level, we estimate a difference-in-differences model that
exploits variation in schools' retention rates before and after the reform. We distinguish dropout
rates by grade (grade 6 to 11). Moreover, we distinguish between retained students who dropped out
of school by the end of the year of their retention and the dropout effect on all students enrolled in
school the year after retention. Our robust estimates reveal that higher retention increases the rate
of students dropping out of school the same year of their retention, that means without enrolling to
repeat the failed grade. However, there is little, if any, causal effect of grade retention on the
dropout rates of all other students enrolled in the school one year after retention. We find that the
latter effect is stronger when retention takes place at the earlier grades whereas the effect for
retained students only is strongest when retention occurs at grade 9 and grade 11, when students
would be entitled to receive the lower secondary school certicate and the high-school diploma
respectively.
G74
Sports Club Vouchers and Children’s Health Behavior
Thomas Siedler, Universität Hamburg

This paper evaluates the effect of taxpayer-subsidized free sports club memberships on awareness,
take-up rates, physical activity and health among primary school children. In 2009, along with an
information campaign, the German state of Saxony distributed about 30,000 sports club
membership vouchers among third and fourth graders. The policy targeted primary school children
to make them sports club members and nudge them into a long-term habit of exercising regularly.
To evaluate the policy, we carried out an online survey among this target group in Saxony and
neighboring states in 2018. In addition, we supplement these data with objective health measures of
state physicians who conduct universal and routine health examinations in schools. Our findings
show that awareness of the voucher program was significantly higher in the treatment group. We
also find that youth actually received and used the vouchers. However, we find no significant shortor long-term impact on sports club enrollment or physical activity among previously inactive
students. Contrarily, we find strong evidence that the vouchers were a windfall gain for parents of
already active members as they primarily redeemed the vouchers. Consistently, we find no
significant impact on self-reported or objective health and health behaviors.
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G75
Does a High School Diploma Matter? Evidence Using Regression Discontinuity Design
Deni Mazrekaj, KU Leuven

We study whether education raises productivity (human capital theory) or just reflects it (sorting
theory) by estimating returns to a high school diploma. For this purpose, we exploit standardized
exit exams students must take in the final year of secondary education to obtain a diploma in the
Netherlands. Using a regression discontinuity design on administrative population data, we compare
earnings of students who barely passed and barely failed standardized exit exams. The results
indicate a positive effect of a high school diploma on earnings of about 0.34 EUR per hour. We
interpret this finding as evidence of diploma sorting effects.
G81
Family Changes and Income Distribution in Brazil: Reconsidering Falling Inequality
Ana Maria Hermeto Oliveira, CEDEPLAR-UFMG

This paper investigates factors to determine family income distribution in Brazil and re-examines
the causes of falling inequality using micro data. Demographic changes are the background of the
discussion: aging, changes of family structure (including patterns of assortative mating), increasing
educational levels and increased female labor force participation, which are closely related with
each other. The purpose is to address the structure of recent income gaps from the perspective of
the diversification of households. There is an increase in inequality during the 1980s and early 1990s
and a decrease in the 2000s, and, the role of family and marriage has undergone profound changes
in Brazil in recent decades. The starting hypothesis is: the partners in marriages have become more
similar, by race, education and occupational status, over time in Brazil? Likewise, it seeks to explore
the changing patterns of family arrangements by cohorts over time. The underlying assumption,
then, to be tested is: the change in income inequality in Brazil over recent decades can be in part
explained by changing patterns of family structures and marital assortative mating, and how
significant is this channel. Compositional factors of the population are always in the background of
the analysis. We use microdata from a national household sample survey of the Census Bureau, for
1992 to 2015. Barriers to marriage between groups and income differentials between specific
categories are examined. The implications of changes and / or permanence of the identified patterns
in terms of the distribution of labor income and household income are assessed using a model of
quantile regressions and a modified version of a decomposition method.
G82
Overwork in Spouse’s Degree Field and the Labor Market Outcomes of Skilled Women
Terra McKinnish, University of Colorado

This paper estimates the effect of overwork and underwork in husband’s undergraduate degree field
on the labor market outcomes of skilled married women using 2009-2015 ACS data. Overwork and
underwork by degree field, respectively, are measured as the fraction of prime-aged men reporting
50 or more and 34 or fewer usual hours of work per week. Analysis is conducted using the sample
of college-educated men and women ages 25-44 married to college-educated spouses. Results
indicate that for married women with children, overwork in spouse’s degree field negatively affects
total earnings, hourly wages, employment and hours of work relative to married men with children
or married women without children. There is little evidence that underwork in spouse’s degree field
differentially affects married women with children.
G83
Commuting Time and Female Labor Force Participation
Lídia Farré, Universitat de Barcelona
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This paper investigates the effect of commuting time on the decision to participate in the labor
market. To estimate the causal effect of commuting on labor supply we employ an IV strategy based
on the shape of cities resulting from geographical accidents. Using information for the US Census
2000 we find that a 1 minute increase in commuting time causes a decrease of 0.45 percentage
points in the labor force participation of married women. In contrast, we find small and nonsignificant effects for men. We also find that women with children and female immigrants
originating from countries with very gendered social norms respond the most to changes in
commuting time. This evidence suggests that the unequal allocation of domestic workload and the
presence of gender roles may magnify the impact of commuting on female labor supply.
Accordingly, the growing trend in commuting times observed in the US and other European
countries may contribute to the persistence of gender disparities in the labor market.
G84
Gender differences in active aging
Rudolf Winter-Ebmer, University of Linz and IHS, Vienna

We use data from wave 6 of the Survey of Health, Ageing and Retirement in Europe (SHARE) to
construct an individual-level index of active aging for people aged between 50 and 90 years. Active
aging is defined as the "process of optimizing opportunities for health, participation, and security in
order to enhance the quality of life as people age" (WHO, 2002, p. 10). We use principal component
analysis to estimate sub-indices for nine dimensions, which are then aggregated to the final index.
This individual-level index allows to fully analyze inequalities between age cohorts, dimensions,
countries, and other individual-characteristics that are covered by SHARE. In the evaluation of the
results we focus on potential gender differences. Overall women score lower than men with 54.9
index-points compared to 57.7. However, results are heterogeneous among countries. While in
Sweden women score slightly higher than men, the biggest gap is found in Greece where men score
on average 6.6 points higher than women. This paper highlights the importance of a genderperspective on aging, taking life-course factors into account. The results are consistent with
previous research and other macro-level indices on aging.
G91
Impoverishing or Improving? The Impact of the Chinese Cultural Revolution on Lifetime Income
Jiyuan Wang, University of Groningen

Exposed to adverse political events early in life might affect income differently for individuals with
different backgrounds. We estimate the long-term effects of the Chinese Cultural Revolution (CR)
on lifetime income using the life history survey of the China Health And Retirement Study (CHARLS)
data set. We use both the average lifetime income and the wage difference between the first and the
last jobs to characterize lifetime income. Our results show that exposing to the CR early in life
affects individual lifetime income differently, depending on how did the individual expose to this
event. In general, we find that males in the CR cohort have lower levels of lifetime income than the
non-CR cohorts, while females in the CR cohort have larger first-last wage differentials. When
zooming into the CR cohort only, we find that males who lived in the areas with more violence
during the CR will earn less during his lifetime. However, if he joined the Red Guard Army, then he is
observed with much higher lifetime income than other males who did not join. No similar evidence is
found for the female counterpart.
G92
Another look at whether the rich save more: evidence from a survey experiment
Paul Fisher, University of Essex

A long-standing question in empirical economics is whether more affluent households save a larger
fraction of current income than poorer households. Much of the literature has used IV approaches
to deal with any measurement error or transitory fluctuations in income, but it is challenging to find
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valid instruments to deal both with transitory income shocks and the systematic under-reporting of
expenditure and misreporting of income that (we think) pervades household surveys. We use data
from an experimental design that collected information on income, spending, and “net saving”, and
then prompted respondents to make adjustments if these were not in balance. Those households
who do, after prompting, report consistent data on their household finances have much lower
saving rates, below 5% for low income households, and rising slowly to 25% for the richest. On the
other hand, the majority of households do not report consistent data on their household finances
even after a prompt. We explore why these households report inconsistent data emphasising the
role of financial behaviours including: financial planning; complexity of the household finances and
the role of spouses in financial planning.
G93
Investment Losses & Inequality
Maximilian Wenzel, Freie Universität Berlin

Household investment behavior should follow some basic principles implied by the Global Capital
Asset Pricing Model (GCAPM). Rational investors will take some, but no uncompensated, risk.
Empirical tests of these predictions are difficult to implement, as they require asset information at
the household level. This type of data is found in a few, select countries. However, several national
surveys provide information on household portfolios aggregated at the level of asset classes. In this
paper we build a bridge between analyses relying on asset-level data and those with aggregated
data. Hence, we replicate the analysis of Von Gaudecker (2015), who applies a GCAPM to the
household portfolios of the Dutch Household Survey (DHS). We artificially aggregate the asset
information in the DHS and show that a class-based GCAPM will produce investment losses that
come very close to unclassed estimates. Relying on this result, we apply the class-based GCAPM to
portfolios in Austria, Belgium, Germany, Ireland, and Spain and analyze investment losses and
inequality.
G94
Parental Time Investments and Instantaneous Well-being in the United States
Almudena Sevilla, University College Union

We use the Well-being Modules of the American Time Use Survey to document that, despite
spending about 30 minutes more in child care per day, higher educated mothers report lower levels
of instantaneous well-being than less-educated mothers during child-related activities. Our results
hold after controlling for a wide set of cofounders, including life satisfaction. Consistent with an
economic identity model of intensive mothering, we find that the education gradient in maternal
instantaneous well-being is unique to child care activities. There is no education gradient during
non-child-related activities, among fathers or among non-mothers.
G101
Search Capital and Unemployment Duration
Cristina Lafuente, University of Edinburgh

In the last recession, the increase in long-term unemployment has been higher for younger workers
than for older age groups. I propose a novel mechanism, search capital, to explain long-term
unemployment patterns across different ages along the business cycle: ceteris paribus workers who
have been successful in finding jobs in the recent past become more efficient at finding jobs in the
present. Search ability increases with successful search experience and depreciates with tenure if
workers do not search often enough. In labour markets where short-term jobs are a significant
share of employment, this mechanism can explain cyclical bursts of long-term unemployment. Using
Spanish administrative data, I provide empirical evidence that search capital, as proxied by the
number of temporary jobs a worker has had, is negatively correlated with unemployment duration.
The addition of search capital to a standard search model manages to replicate these empirical
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findings while also generating increases of long-term unemployment across age and time that are
consistent with the data. Although workers with stable jobs have higher welfare than workers with
many employment spells when the economy is booming, they suffer higher loses during recessions
because of their lower search capital.
G102
Interaction of public and private employment: Evidence from a German government move
Philipp vom Berge, Institute for Employment Research Nuremberg

We use the move of the seat of the German government from Bonn to Berlin in 1999 to test
competing views about the impact of public employment on private sector activity in a local labor
market. A relocated public sector job might create new jobs in an area as it increases demand for
locally-produced goods and services, or crowd out existing jobs due to upward pressure on housing
rents. Using employment data from a panel of a 50% sample of establishments across 190 Berlin
postcodes, we apply a treatment intensity approach which takes the possibility of spillovers into
account. Results indicate that the arrival of 100 public sector jobs into an area generates 55
additional jobs in the private sector. There is evidence of spillovers: relocations up to a distance of
1km from a postcode boundary increases employment in the private sector by 36 jobs. These effects
are coming through job gains in the service sector, while manufacturing employment is not
influenced by the relocation.
G103
Gender Bias and Career Progression: Evidence from Central Banking
Laura Hospido, Banco de España and IZA

We examine gender differences in career progression and promotions in central banking, a
stereotypical male-dominated occupation, using confidential anonymised personnel data from
professional staff of the European Central Bank (ECB) during the period 2003-2017. A wage gap
emerges between men and women within a few years of hiring, despite roughly similar entry
conditions in terms of salary levels and other observables. We also find that women are less likely to
be promoted to a higher salary band up until 2010 when the ECB issued a public statement
supporting diversity and took several measures to support gender balance. Following this change,
the promotion gap disappeared. Using 2012-2017 data on promotion applications and decisions, we
confirm that during this most recent period women are as likely to be promoted as men. This results
from a lower probability of women to apply for promotion, combined with a higher probability of
women to be selected conditional on having applied. Following promotion, women perform better in
terms of salary progression, suggesting that the higher probability to be selected is based on merit,
not positive discrimination.
G104
Are Weak Ties Strong? How Information on Social Search Affects Job Finding
Patrick Arni, University of Bristol and IZA, CESifo

This paper assesses whether social contacts are an effective job search channel. We exposed a
cohort of newly unemployed individuals in a large region of Switzerland to two different versions of
a compulsory initial information session. The treated sessions informed job seekers that job search
via social contacts is important and effective. Results show that the information treatment either
helped women find jobs faster, or kept them looking for jobs actively longer. By means of survey
and register data and a stylized model framework we explore the channels through which the
information on social search have affected female search behavior and search efficiency. Results
show that women substituted effort towards more social search and consequently increased their
search efficiency and the stability of found jobs. We find no effects for men. Social search can be
more effective than other search channels, but not universally so.
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H11
Election Outcomes and Individual Well-being: Evidence from British Panel Data
Harry Pickard, University of Sheffield

Given the recent seismic changes in the political landscape across Europe and in the US, it is
important to understand how voting behaviour and election results influence an individual's
subjective well-being. Exploiting novel longitudinal data on individuals in the UK matched to their
parliamentary constituency, we find that supporting the incumbent political party exerts a positive
influence on individual well-being. This relationship is different across overall life satisfaction and
psychological well-being, gender and personal characteristics. Potential endogeneity concerns are
addressed in two ways; we employ an instrumental variable approach and a regression discontinuity
in time design to estimate the impact of a quasi-natural experiment. The results relating to the
instrumental variable approach support the positive relationship between national and constituency
incumbency support and well-being. In the regression discontinuity in time design, we identify a
causal relationship by exploiting the timing of survey questions around the 2010 election date. We
find that Liberal Democrat supporters have approximately one-unit higher level of overall life
satisfaction after their party's surprise electoral success.
H12
Are Schools Different? Wellbeing and Commitment Among Staff in Schools and Elsewhere
Lucy Stokes, NIESR

Using nationally representative linked employer-employee data for Britain in 2004 and 2011 we find
school staff are more satisfied and more contented with their jobs than “like” employees in other
workplaces. The differentials are largely accounted for by the occupations school employees
undertake and perceptions of job quality. School employees are also more committed to their
organization than non-school employees, a difference that remains large and statistically significant
having conditioned on job quality, human resource management practices (HRM), managerial style
and other features of employees’ working environment. Using panel data for workplaces and their
employees observed in 2004 and 2011 we find increases in organizational commitment are linked to
improvements in workplace performance in schools, but not in other workplaces.
H13
Well-Being and Social Integration Among Long-Term Unemployed People: Quasi-Experimental
Evidence from an Ongoing Job Creation Scheme
Boris Ivanov, ZEW Mannheim

In this paper we analyze the effects of a German job creation scheme for the long-term unemployed
on well-being and social integration. As this group is particularly exposed to the risk of social
exclusion, it is of central interest whether active labor market policy programs that might substitute
for functions of regular work increase individuals’ subjective well-being, and perceived social
integration. Based on a novel and rich data set of linked survey data and administrative information
for program participants and a group of matched non-participants, we do ﬁnd signiﬁcant positive
effects of being employed within this program. The study also provides initial evidence of the
program’s effectiveness in the short-run. Estimated beneﬁts exceed costs.
H14
What a drag it is getting old? Revisiting the relationship between age and subjective well-being
Jan van Ours, Erasmus School of Economics

This paper revisits the relationship between age and subjective well-being using panel data from the
Netherlands. Focusing on individuals aged 51 to 80 and including individual fixed effects in the
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analysis, the main conclusion is that subjective well-being is to a large extent age-invariant. This is
irrespective of whether or not explanatory variables are included in the analysis.
H21
Is Longer Maternal Care Always Beneficial? The Impact of a Four-year Paid Parental Leave
Alena Bicakova, CERGE-EI

We study the impact of an extremely long (four year) paid family leave on a variety of child
outcomes. To achieve this goal, we exploit the variation in family leave duration induced by a major
parental leave allowance reform in the Czech Republic in 1995 that extended the paid family leave
from three to four years. Using a combination of the regression discontinuity and difference-indifferences design, we find that additional year of mother’s presence had a positive impact on the
probability of children of low-educated mothers to be enrolled into tertiary education at the age of
21-22 but a negative impact on college attendance of children of high-educated mothers at that age.
The probability of unemployment of the affected children at the age of 21-22 has also increased.
While we interpret the increase in educational attainment as a result of a positive impact of the
extended presence of the mother at home, we attribute the negative impact of the reform on
children’s outcomes to the adverse effect it had on mothers’ careers, lowering their return to
schooling and overall household income.
H22
Parental Leave from the Firm's Perspective
Astrid Kunze, NHH Norwegian School of Economics

Can generous job-protected parental leave level the playing field in the labor market for men and
women? A growing body of research has investigated the individual costs and benefits of generous
parental leave policies for women, but the firm-side effects have been underexplored. In this study,
we investigate firms' responses to the extension of parental leave duration with respect to different
margins of the labor input. We focus on whether and how firms adjust the gender composition of
their workforce when the opportunity costs of certain types of worker groups rise. We exploit two
parental leave reforms in Norway in 1993 and 2005, linking rich administrative data on the universe
of employers and employees. We observe that right after the reform, there is substitution away
from potential mothers and fathers. Overall, our results suggest unintended consequences of
parental leave policies, when considered from the lens of a firm. Results emphasize that
policymakers have to think of potentially undesirable consequences of parental leave for women,
even when some leave is provided for men. We also elaborate on the effects of the reform on
characteristics of the workforce.
H23
The effect of prenatal maternity leave on short and long-term child outcomes
Nicole Schneeweis, Johannes Kepler University Linz

Maternity leave policies are designed to safeguard the health of pregnant workers and their unborn
children. However, little is known about the impact of existing policies, which are not evidencebased. We evaluate a maternity leave extension in Austria, which increased mandatory leave from 6
to 8 weeks prior to birth. We exploit that the eligibility for the extended leave was determined by a
cutoff date. Our estimates capture a reduction of in utero exposure to maternal stress caused by
work in the third trimester of pregnancy. We find no evidence for significant effects of this
extension on children’s health at birth or long-term health and labor market outcomes. Subsequent
maternal health and fertility are also unaffected. We conclude that it is sufficient if mandatory
prenatal maternity leave starts in the 35th week of gestation.
H24
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Teach Your Children Well – Determinants and Consequences of Parenting Styles
Bart Golsteyn, Maastricht University

This paper analyzes the socio-economic determinants of parenting styles and the consequences of
these choices for children’s later in life outcomes. We use a Swedish survey on parenting styles
when children are 15 years of age, linked to administrative registers of the children that span five
decades. We investigate the empirical validity of a model in which parents choose a parenting style
based on the ability level of the child, and the extent to which parents believe their child will have a
similar career as themselves. In line with this model, our results show that parents are more often
authoritarian when they expect their children to have similar careers as themselves, and that they
are more often authoritative if their child has a higher ability level. We also find that choosing to be
authoritarian improves children’s long run outcomes when parents think children will have similar
careers as themselves.
H25
Parental Leave Length and Mothers’ Careers: What Can Be Inferred from Occupational
Allocation?
Barbara Pertold-Gebicka, Charles University

This paper shows that the time spent on parental leave affects mothers’ careers several years after
childbirth. I take advantage of a reform changing the timing of parental benefits payment effective in
the Czech Republic in 2008. Introducing the possibility of flexible timing of benefits collection over
the period of two to four years, as opposed to the only option of four years before, the reform
significantly increased the share of mothers returning to work before their youngest child turns
four. This further translates to increased representation of employed mothers in high skilled
occupations and increases average occupation wage of the affected mothers six years after
childbirth. These findings indicate that shorter leaves are beneficial for mothers’ careers, at least in
the medium run.
H31
Do you speak my language? The effect of sharing a teacher's native language on student
achievement
Kelvin KC Seah, National University of Singapore & IZA

A large body of research has found that, by being better able to serve as cultural translators and
role models, demographically-similar teachers can increase students' achievement. These studies
have tended to focus on the role of race and gender similarities between student and teacher. This
study is the first to examine the role of native language similarity. Using a nationally representative
dataset from the United States which allows each student to be matched with two of his subject
teachers, this study exploits variation in contemporaneous test scores and whether the student
shares the same native language as the teacher across two different academic subjects, withinstudent, to identify the effect of being assigned to a linguistically-similar teacher. The effect is
examined separately for students who are native Spanish-speakers and students who are native
English-speakers. It finds that, unconditional on teacher ethnicity, assignment to a native Spanishspeaking teacher reduces the achievement of native Spanish-speaking students, particularly in
Science and English. However, once differences in teacher ethnicity are controlled for, a native
Spanish-speaking student does no worse or better on his test score when assigned to a native
Spanish-speaking teacher than when assigned to a non-native Spanish-speaking teacher. For native
English-speaking students, assignment to a linguistically-similar teacher has no impact on
achievement. This finding applies regardless of whether teacher ethnicity is controlled for.
H32
It's graduation time! The impact of deregulating professional licensing on late graduation
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Giuseppe Rose, Università degli Studi della Calabria

This work evaluates to what extent the time required by students to graduate depends on barriers
to entry into professions imposed by professional corporations. Identification is achieved using a
quasi-experimental setup grounded on an exogenous shock that in 2012 in Italy almost doubled the
number of licenses required to open a pharmacy, thereby increasing labor market opportunities for
pharmaceutical graduates. The impact of the reform is set out by means of both Difference-inDifferences technique and Regression Discontinuity Design on data covering graduates from the
vast majority of Italian public universities for the period 2010-2015. Results show that the
implemented deregulation reduced by about three months (3.8%) the average graduation time.
H33
Value-added measurement under high teacher turnover
Pedro Freitas, Nova SBE

Teacher value-added (TVA) usually focuses on teacher quality during one school year, measuring
how the teacher contributes to the evolution of the students’ scores between a baseline and a final
test. However, in many of the available databases, it is not possible to measure the TVA yearly. That
is the case of Portugal, where, for example, students are subject to standardized tests in the 4th
grade and then in the 6th grade. Additionally, during this period, around half of the students have a
different teacher in the 5th and 6th grade. These data limitations bring additional challenges to the
estimation of TVA. This works proposes a new identification strategy to recover TVA when
standardized tests are not available on a yearly basis and when high level of teacher turnover is
observed. We also estimate what is the technology behind the combination of teachers in the 5th
and 6th grade. We conclude on how the elasticity between TVAs is different whether we consider
the probability of the students to have an average or an high score. Additionally, we use the
estimated TVAs to assess how the teacher turnover between the 5th and 6th grade affects the
students performance, concluding on the low impact of changing teacher from one grade to the
other.
H34
The Impact of an Online Teacher Professional Development Module on Student Achievement.
Evidence from a Randomized Controlled Trial
Boukje Compen, University of Antwerp

We examine whether an online teacher professional development module enhances the impact of a
financial education programme on student achievement. Results of the controlled randomized
experiment (N = 1949) confirm the effectiveness of the programme, and additionally demonstrate
that students whose teachers engaged in the online module, have higher financial literacy scores
than students whose teachers did not. Furthermore, they reveal that the more intense teacher
participation, the higher student scores. This positive effect was shown to be influenced by an
increase in teachers’ financial literacy scores, and enhanced teacher efficacy.
H35
Teacher-student assortative matching and student achievement
Stan Vermeulen, Maastricht University

This paper investigates the extent of positive assortative matching between teacher and student
characteristics and its relation to student achievement. Using administrative data on all Dutch
primary school teachers between 2008 and 2016, I find that there is strong positive assortative
matching on education levels and migrant background, particularly in urbanized areas. Over the
period studied, assortative matching on education level is increasing, while sorting along ethnic lines
is falling. Sorting of early career teachers exacerbates the differences in average teacher
characteristics between schools. Students perform better in schools employing a higher share of
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teachers that match their migration background. In contrast, a higher share of teachers holding a
master’s degree is unrelated to test scores of students with university-educated parents. The results
suggest no negative consequences of teacher sorting on students’ parental educational background
in terms of test scores, while positive assortative matching along ethnic lines could increase
educational effectiveness.
H41
Labor Supply and Automation Innovation
Carsten Feuerbaum, KU Eichstätt-Ingolstadt

While economic theories (e.g. Hicks (1932); Acemoglu (2010)) suggest substitutability between labor
and automation innovation, the relationship between labor supply and investments into automation
innovation has so far escaped empirical examination. We analyze the local impact of changes in
labor factor endowments on innovative activities by exploiting a placement policy that led to
exogeneous inflows of immigrants during the 1990s and 2000s in Germany. Our results indicate that
these positive shocks of low-skilled labor supply were followed by an absolute as well as relative
decline in automation innovation. This pattern is consistent with the substitutability hypothesis on
labor and labor-saving innovation. Subgroup analyses reveal effect heterogeneity by pre-existing
labor market tightness. We further show that these inflows did not impact the level of nonautomation innovation.
H42
The Risk of Routine Work: Worker-level dynamics of job polarization
Femke Cnossen, Rijksuniversiteit Groningen

In recent decades, workers in occupations characterised by a high degree of routine-intensity have
been faring poorly across Europe and the United States compared to those in less routine-intensive
occupations at either end of the skill distribution. Yet routine-intensity is not an immutable fact and
can vary between firms, people and over time. In this paper, I use information from the Netherlands
Working Conditions Survey (NEA) to construct a worker-specific routine index. Linking each
worker’s routine index to longitudinal employment and earnings data, I trace the careers of
surveyed workers. I find in terms of current wages, workers that characterise their job as high in
routine intensity earn less. Moreover, they experience lower wage growth over the subsequent 5
years, a higher chance of experiencing unemployment and a greater chance of having jobs with
flexible and/or short-term contracts.
H43
Labour Market Polarisation and Monopsony Power
Gökay Demir, RWI - Leibniz Institute for Economic Research

We investigate whether - and if so, how - technological change and the ensuing polarisation of the
labour market affect the monopsony power of employers in the labour market. In order to do so, we
use a semi-structural approach based on a dynamic model of new monopsony as well as survival
analysis. We examine to what extent workers performing different job tasks are exposed to different
degrees of monopsony power, and whether theses differences in monopsony power have changed
over the last 30 years. Our findings indicate that workers performing mostly non-routine job tasks
are exposed to a higher degree of monopsony power than workers performing routine tasks, which
is likely to be due to higher job-specific human capital and non-wage preferences of non-routine
workers. This finding is relatively stable over the time period under consideration, which indicates
that technological change has not affected monopsony power to an important degree.
H44
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Of Smart Machines and Skilled Humans: The Effects of Digitalization of Work on Entry into
Entrepreneurship- New Wage Employment- and Non-Employment
Frank Fossen, University of Nevada, Reno

We investigate the impact of the new wave of digitalization and artificial intelligence (AI) on entry
into entrepreneurship and other transitions in the U.S. labor market. Based on the monthly Current
Population Survey for 2011-18, we provide evidence that significant effects of digitalization of
occupations are already observable at the individual level. We use different measures of
digitalization that reflect destructive and transformative impacts on occupations. We find that
destructive digitalization is already replacing employees. While high-skilled individuals adapt by
becoming unincorporated entrepreneurs or switching to new wage occupations, low-skilled workers
tend to become non-employed. We further find that entry into incorporated entrepreneurship is
more likely and into unincorporated entrepreneurship less likely from occupations facing
transformative digitalization that is complementary to human labor. Thus, advances in AI create
opportunities for incorporated entrepreneurship, but also increase the opportunity cost of
unincorporated entrepreneurship due to higher productivity in wage employment.
H51
The economic consequences of marital separation for parents: Evidence from New Zealand
administrative data
Michael Fletcher, Victoria University of Wellington

Marital separation, especially when dependent children are involved, is a significant and disruptive
life event that often involves considerable changes in living standards and in how families organise
their economic life. While there is now an extensive body of empirical studies of the impact of
divorce and partnership dissolution in many developed countries, no such study has yet been
carried out using New Zealand data. This is despite the fact that separation is relatively common in
New Zealand, the country has a high rate of sole parenthood compared to other OECD member
states and poverty rates are high among sole parent households. This article addresses some of
these gaps by providing estimates of the short- and medium-term impacts of partnership dissolution
among New Zealand parents and carers of dependent children. It reports estimates of the impacts
on total incomes and equivalised incomes, as well as on poverty rates and changes in sources of
income post-separation. The analysis uses a eight years data from a large longitudinal dataset of tax
and benefit information obtained from Inland Revenue and Ministry of Social Development
administrative records. The dataset has the advantage of size – it has records for approximately
two-thirds of all couples with dependent children, and the analysis is based on almost 16,000 cases
of individuals who separated in a 12-month period. On the other hand, the dataset is not a
representative sample of the whole relevant population, so the results cannot be generalised.
Propensity score matching, combined with difference-in-differences estimation is used to reduce
the problem that outcomes for a separating individual had they not separated are unobservable. We
find that, on average, there is a 29 percent first-year decline in equivalised incomes for women who
separate and a 15 percent average rise for men. In both cases the effect persists to the end of the
study period three years after the year of separation. These findings are broadly in line with other
studies, although the increase in men’s equivalised incomes is high compared to studies from other
countries. Our results also show significant heterogeneity of outcomes, and in particular, poverty
rates rise significantly among the group of men as well as the women. We find only small overall
changes in employment and earnings among both men and women following separation, the most
significant change in sources of income being a very large increase in average welfare receipts
among the women. This effect also persists for at least three years suggesting that for many New
Zealand parents, and the children that live with them, separation has lasting impacts in terms of
poverty and benefit receipt.
H52
House prices and divorce in Spain
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Rafael González-Val, Universidad de Zaragoza & Institut d'Economia de Barcelona (IEB)

In this paper, we examine the link between regional house prices and divorce in Spain. We consider
data from 50 Spanish provinces (NUTS III regions) and from local courts in 211 cities with population
greater than 25,000 inhabitants. The regional data cover the 1998-2016 period, while the local
sample includes information from 2005 to 2016. The divorce rate is defined as the annual absolute
number of divorces per thousand inhabitants in each region or city. We use data on Spain, since the
Spanish housing market experienced strong rise in house prices until 2006, when the housing
bubble ended and prices dramatically decreased. By using different econometric techniques (panel
data model with fixed effects and a dynamic panel model estimated by the GMM estimator (Arellano
and Bond, 1991)), our results reveal that there is a significant positive relationship between housing
prices and the divorce rate at the regional and local level.
H53
Division of Household Labor and Relationship Dissolution in Denmark: What Can We Learn from
Linked Time Use and Longitudinal Administrative Data?
Gert Thielemans, University of Antwerp

In this paper, we study how the gender division in actual time spent on housework is associated
with relationship dissolution among cohabiting and married Danish couples. We use Danish couples’
time diaries obtained from the 2001 (N=1163) and 2008/9 (N=2738) waves of the Danish Time Use
Survey. The surveys include information on actual time spent on household chores for both spouses
for one full weekday and one full weekend day. We link the surveys to longitudinal administrative
population data and use Cox proportional hazard models with late-entry design to we estimate the
association between division of time spent on actual household labor and later relationship
dissolution risk. Our results show a U-shaped relationship between division of household labor and
couples dissolution risk, and that the steepness of the U-shape has increased over time. Couples
with a highly unequal distribution of household labor have higher dissolution risk, and the risk is
higher in couples where men do most of the housework than in couples where women do most of
the housework.
H54
Till debt do us part: strategic divorces and a test of moral hazard
Yeorim Kim, VU Amsterdam/ DNB / Tinbergen Institute

We test whether prospective losses on the housing market induced moral hazard in the form of
divorce. We study the Dutch context, where homeowners can buy into a guarantee scheme—
essentially a lender’s insurance against borrower default that transfers the risk to the public.
Divorce is one of the major events following which the guarantor repays outstanding residual debt
after foreclosure sale. We argue in this paper that divorce is endogenous to holding underwater
mortgages, and hence constitutes a strategic choice in times of crisis. After deriving the appropriate
optimality conditions, we find, using Dutch administrative data, a significant, 31% increase in the
chance to divorce, causal to being insured. The identification relies on a regression discontinuity
design, exploiting the fact that the insurance is only available for properties with values below a
legislated threshold. The house price crisis (2008-2012) provides an unexpected shock in house
values, leaving about 40% of owners with an underwater mortgage, and with negative home equity
of about €50.000 on average. Observationally similar couples above the threshold experienced
significantly less often a divorce, relative to couples below the threshold during the crisis.
H61
Over-indebtedness and age: the effects on individual health
Ana I. MORO-EGIDO, University of Granada
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This paper uses panel data from the Spanish Survey of Household Finances (EFF) to investigate
whether debts burdens hamper people's health. The interest of the Spanish case relies on how the
economic crisis has notably exacerbated the over-indebtedness problem. Several measures of debt
strain are constructed, including debt-to-income ratios, the existence of debt arrears and amounts
of outstanding debts. The paper also differentiates between mortgage and non-mortgage debts. The
results, based Deb and Trivedi (2006) estimation technique, show that there are two financial
regimens negatively related with self-reported health, which are non-mortgage debt payments with
debt arrears and mortgage debt payments with no arrears. The presence of arrears is negatively
related to health for any type of debt for those households over 55 years old.
H62
Corrupted Health. The impact of corruption on chronic diseases
Francesco Salustri, University of Oxford

Do people living in more corrupted countries report worst health? We answer this question by
investigating the relation between the country level of corruption, as measured by the Corruption
Perception Index, and the number of chronic diseases for a sample of Europeans aged above 50. We
find that individuals living in more corrupted countries suffer from a higher number of chronic
diseases. Our findings are robust to the inclusion of a wide range of individual socio-economic
status and health behaviour characteristics, the use of an alternative health outcome (i.e., the
probability of being affected by at least one chronic disease), and of a different corruption measure
(i.e., the Control of Corruption index). We also analyse the heterogeneous effect of corruption
across different sub-samples of individuals and types of disease. In this respect, we find that (i)
health outcomes are worsened especially for respondents living in relatively low-income countries;
(ii) the health of females and people with poor socio-economic status is more affected by corruption
that of their counterparts; (iii) the corruption-health negative link mainly occurs for cardiovascular
diseases and ulcers.
H63
What drives regional differences in Body Mass Index? Evidence from Spain
Antonio Di Paolo, University of Barcelona

This paper contributes to the debate on the North–South health divide by disentangling the
conditioning factors responsible for regional differences in BMI. Drawing on Spanish data from the
European Interview Health Survey of 2014, we first decompose the average North-South BMI gap
into the contribution of explained and unexplained factors using the Oaxaca-Blinder decomposition.
We also carry out a distributional analysis by applying the Recentered Influence Function (RIF)
Regression and the corresponding decomposition, to analyse BMI differentials along its
unconditional distribution. We consider the case of Spain, a country characterized by important
geographical disparities in BMI and other health outcomes, as well as by the decentralized structure
of its National Health System (NHS). Our findings indicate that North to South differences in mean
BMI are significant only for women and a large share (73%) of this gap is explained by differences in
endowments (basically years of schooling) to the detriment of women living in the South. Moreover,
the explained (unexplained) portion of the gap steadily increases (decreases) along the BMI
distribution, revealing that what really matters to deal with the obesity epidemic among overweight
women is focusing attention on regional disparities in endowments, human capital being the main
driver.
H64
The Effect of Superstition on Health: Evidence from the Taiwanese Ghost Month
Martin Halla, Johannes Kepler University of Linz

Superstition is a widespread phenomenon. We empirically examine its impact on health-related
behavior and health outcomes. We study the case of the Taiwanese Ghost Month. During this
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period, which is believed to increase the likelihood of bad outcomes, we observe substantial
adaptions in health-related behavior. Our identification exploits idiosyncratic variation in the timing
of the Ghost Month across Gregorian calendar years. Using high-quality administrative data, we
document for the period of the Ghost Months reductions in mortality, hospital admissions, and
births. While the effect on mortality is a quantum effect, the latter two effects reflect changes in the
timing of events.
H71
Immigrant Wage Assimilation in Denmark: The Role of Firms
Andrei Gorshkov, Aarhus University

The paper uses Danish linked employer-employee data to estimate the extent of labor market
assimilation of dierent immigrant groups in Denmark and analyze mechanism underlying this
process. AKM-style decomposition (Abowd et al., 1999) is performed to analyze the role of sorting
to higher-paying rms (and occupations) in immigrant wage assimilation. The role of accounting for
individual heterogeneity in analysing assimilation prole and role of rms in it is assessed. I adapt
decomposition method proposed by Card et al. (2016) to quantify the role of a firm wage structure
effect - differential wage policies of a rm to depending of the duration of stay in Denmark.
H72
Heterogeneity in Marginal Returns to Language Training of Immigrants
Eric Schuss, Institute for Employment Research

We estimate the effect of language training on subsequent employment and wages of immigrants
under essential heterogeneity. To account for endogenous participation, we use regional variation in
language training availability as continuous instrument that induces exogenous variation in
participation rates. Estimating marginal treatment effects along the distribution of observables and
unobservables that drive individual treatment decisions uncovers substantial heterogeneity in
marginal returns to language training. We find that immigrants with the highest desire to participate
face considerably higher employment rates and wage gains while those with a high resistance to
treatment benefit only little or not at all. This selection on gains is consistent with viewing language
capital as a complement to other types of human capital and pre-migration skills.
H73
International migration flows and policies
Christoph Deuster, Université catholique de Louvain

This paper studies the relationship between migration policies and migration flows. The analysis
collects information on immigration and emigration policies from the World Population Policies
database in order to obtain a measure on migration restrictions of 41 destination and 195 origin
countries. It codes government policies on migration according to their restrictiveness and
combines this information with biannual data on migration flows between 41 destination and 228
origin territories for the period 2001-2011. It then uses the gravity model of international migration
and determines the potential impact of immigration and emigration policies on bilateral migration
flows. The paper finds that immigration restrictions seem to crucially impact on bilateral migration
flows. Emigration restrictions, however, do not seem to play a similar important role. This suggests
that policies targeting immigrants rather than emigrants may have a stronger impact on the shape
and size of international migration flows.
H74
Can a Host Country Increase Human Capital by Accepting Study Migrants?
Akira Shimada, Nagasaki University
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With increases in globalisation, students and workers have become mobile. Accordingly, countries
have to adapt themselves to human capital formation in such circumstances. Based on the argument
that potentially able study migrants increase a host country’s human capital, some countries have
actually relaxed their immigration policies regarding the acceptance of study migrants. This study
investigates analytically whether such relaxed immigration policies really raise a host country’s
human capital. For this purpose, a small open economic model with overlapping generations is built,
in which study migrants are accepted and some of them are employed and remain to work after
education when their human capital relative to natives’ is large. This study finds that the host
country does not necessarily increase average human capital even if the quality of study migrants is
raised or even if the number of potentially able study migrants is increased. This is not only because
migrants’ human capital relative to natives’ determines the migrant’s probability of employment in
the host country but also because the migrant’s probability of employment in the host country
determines migrants’ human capital relative to natives’. Accordingly, the argument often made is not
necessarily true and policies based on it cannot necessarily be a solution for raising the host
country’s human capital. In fact, they might generate opposite effects.
H81
Benefit underreporting in survey data and its consequences for measuring non-take-up: new
evidence from linked administrative and survey data
Jürgen Wiemers, Institute for Employment Research (IAB)

The international literature studies non-take-up behavior of eligible populations in order to evaluate
the effectiveness of government programs. A major challenge in this literature is measurement error
regarding benefit take-up. Measurement error is typically addressed by structural assumptions in
the modelling framework. In our data, we observe both, actual welfare receipt and respondents’
survey information on their take-up. This allows us to observe measurement errors that other
researchers have to estimate. We describe survey misreporting and investigate how it biases the
estimates of the magnitude and patterns of benefit take-up among the eligible households. Our
findings suggest that the extent of measurement error can be substantial. It varies with the
characteristics of the misreporting population and is associated with the drivers of underreporting.
This suggests that survey based analyses of take-up behavior are likely subject to severe biases.
H82
Individualism and Cognitive Skills – Evidence from a Large-Scale Skill Assessment
Katharina Hartinger, Katholische Universität Eichstätt-Ingolstadt

We provide the first evidence on the role of individualism (as one main cultural dimension) in
cognitive skill development. To do so, we investigate skill differences of migrants with different
cultural backgrounds within countries, eliminating cross-country differences in educational and
labor-market institutions. Using skill assessment data of migrants from 69 birth countries, we find
that a one-standard-deviation increase in individualism is associated with an increase in numeracy
skills by 0.22 standard deviations. Results are confirmed in robustness tests that account for
migrant selection and various birth country controls, including GDP and human capital measures.
Results are similar in an instrumental-variable approach exploiting exogenous variation in
individualism from genetic markers. The estimated skill effects of individualism are consistent with
the individualist’s desire to stand out.
H83
Measurement error in longitudinal earnings data: evidence for Germany
Matthias Umkehrer, Institute for Employment Research (IAB)

We present evidence on the extent of measurement error in German longitudinal earnings data.
Qualitatively, we confirm the main results of the relevant literature centered on the United States. In
particular, we confirm that in a cross section longitudinal earnings data are relatively reliable but
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that reliability ratios tend to be much lower when the data are specified in first differences.
Quantitatively, in the cross section our findings for Germany are remarkably similar to those of
Bound and Krueger (1991) for the United States while we find even stronger evidence than they do
that first-differencing exacerbates measurement error problems. We also analyze first- and higherorder autocorrelations of measurement error, show that measurement error in our survey data is
not “classical” but “mean-reverting”, estimate a model of measurement error stemming from
underreporting of transitory earnings shocks in combination with a white-noise component and
make a number of methodological contributions. Our results are robust to the use of two different
linked survey-administrative data sets and various other sensitivity checks.
H84
FOI as a Data Collection Tool for Economists
Suncica Vujic, University of Antwerp

This paper sets out a method of generating a unique data set that has been underused by
economists – a Freedom of Information (FOI) request. The FOI Act came into force in 2005 in the
UK and allows the public to make requests of publicly held data. We explain how they can be made
and provide suggestions on how to make effective data driven requests, those most frequently made
by economists. Finally, we document the determinants of one particular FOI request. We applied for
crime data from all police forces in the UK and examine the determinants of that request. In general,
we find that observable characteristics of the local area or the police force neither determine
whether the request was fulfilled, nor the speed at which it was responded to.
H91
Which students apply for and succeed in STEM higher education? An analysis using Dutch
registry data
Melvin Vooren, University of Amsterdam

In this paper we investigate which factors are important predictors for success in Science,
Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) higher education. We fit a sequential logit model
in which students can either drop out from STEM higher education, or continue studying until they
graduate in a STEM field. We utilise rich Dutch registry data on high school exam grades to explain
the differences in success and dropout rates. Higher mathematics exam grades seem to increase
study success in STEM-related higher education, especially for students that took advanced
mathematics in high school. Students with higher grades for Dutch are more likely to graduate in
STEM than students with higher grades for English.
H92
The impact of automation on the gender pay gap
Julia Philipp, London School of Economics

Could automation make the gender pay gap worse? We provide the first large-scale evidence on the
impact of automation (proxied by industrial robots) on the gender pay gap using a data set including
30 European countries and over 1.8 million individuals. Preliminary results reveal that while growth
in robot density increases wages overall, it also increases the gender pay gap. We further present
new evidence that the effect of automation on the gender gap is: 1) larger for lower-skilled
occupational groups; 2) larger among foreign-born.
H93
Parental Labour Supply Responses to the Abolition of Daycare Fees
Astrid Pape, Freie Universität Berlin
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While for many years maternal labour force participation increased with the availability of
affordable daycare, many mothers with small children still work part-time in many countries. This
paper provides evidence that even low private contributions to highly subsidised daycare constrain
mothers from working longer hours. We study the effects of a daycare fee abolition reform in
Germany on parental labour supply. The reform removed the remaining private contributions to
highly subsidised daycare in the year before children enter primary school, at different points in
time across federal states. We exploit this variation with a difference-in-differences approach within
an event study along children’s age. The analysis uses data from the German Micro Census,
sampling 1 percent of all German households each year. Even though the participation in daycare is
almost universal already, we provide evidence that the reform increases the use of daycare at the
intensive margin, and the share of full-time working mothers by about 10 percent. Single mothers,
mothers with no other younger children, mothers in denser local labour markets and highly
educated mothers react strongest. We find neither evidence for labour supply responses at the
extensive margin, nor can we find any responses in fathers’ labour supply. The effects on mothers’
labour supply fade-away after about four years. This short-term increase in maternal labour supply
alone fails to pass cost-benefit considerations.
H94
Women and Resource Windfalls: The Norwegian Oil Boom
Patrick Bennett, Norwegian School of Economics

Existing studies of sectoral shocks and sudden resource windfalls largely focus on male labor, but
whether women can also benefit and, if so, to what extent, is less understood. Using an annual panel
of individuals from the Norwegian Registry, we find that the oil discovery in 1969 substantially
increases male earnings, while female earnings decline slightly. Importantly, male and female
earnings did not differ between oil and non-oil regions in the time prior to the discovery of oil. This
gap in earnings persists over time and remains 10 years after oil discovery. We show that labor force
participation increases among men, while full time employment decreases for women. Household
labor supply is an important channel: declines in female earnings are largest for married women and
the male’s share of household income increases among married couples. Consistent with a marriage
model as in Becker (1973), marriage rates increase following oil discovery. For young individuals
outside the labor force at the time of discovery, age at discovery matters for both men’s and
women’s lifetime income.
H101
The hidden costs of the Mexican Drug War: The effects on students’ school performance
Reyn Van Ewijk, University of Mainz

The intensification of the War on Drugs in Mexico has led to very high levels of crime and especially
murder rates. Drug trafficking organizations (DTOs) play a major role in this Drug War. In this
paper, we use individual-level school performance data to investigate how exposure to increased
murder rates and the presence of DTOs in their municipalities affects adolescents’ school
performance. DTOs can affect students through a variety of criminal activities. Whereas murders
mainly target people who are DTO-members themselves and disproportionally affect people with a
lower socioeconomic status, other crimes are more likely to target people from higher
socioeconomic classes. We show that increases in murder rates lead to lower test scores among
students from a lower socioeconomic background, while the presence of DTOs in a municipality has
a negative effect on the school performance of higher-SES adolescents. This means that the War on
Drugs has negative impacts on students throughout the socioeconomic distribution, which implies
that the War on Drugs has adverse effects that extend widely throughout society and that may have
long-term consequences on the accumulation of human capital.
H102
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The Effects of a Stepwise Minimum Legal Drinking Age Legislation on Mortality - Evidence from
Germany
Raffael Kamalow, Universität Hamburg

This study investigates the short-run mortality effects of two age-based restrictions for the legal
access to alcohol in Germany. We exploit sharp differences in legal access to alcohol at 16 and 18
years by implementing a regression discontinuity design. We find discontinuous increases in deaths
at both age cutoffs, which are mainly driven by a “novice drivers effect”, whereas legal access to
alcohol, at the very most, plays a subordinate role. Hitherto, the literature on the relation between
minimum legal drinking age (MLDA) laws and health outcomes exclusively produces empirical
evidence for countries prescribing one single legal drinking age. Our results confront the findings of
analogous studies for other countries indicating that a stepwise introduction to alcohol might foster
a responsible use of alcohol among young people. Thus, this study provides fresh impetus to the
ongoing debate on the “optimal” MLDA legislation.
H103
Shaking Criminal Incentives
Yu Aoki, University of Aberdeen and IZA

We study criminal incentives exploiting a historically unique source of exogenous variation, the
unanticipated 1995 Kobe earthquake, which influenced several Japanese municipalities with
thousands of deaths and building damages, while it left others unaffected. Natural experimental
evidence between 1990-2000 indicates that the decline in burglaries post-earthquake is
disproportionally large for affected municipalities, even after controlling for other key determinants,
such as labor market conditions and police forces, possibly indicating the response of
housebreakers to damages to housing that reduced the value of prospective takings. Yet, other
crime types remain unchanged, eliminating the possibility of generalized effects that influence crime
at large or of substitutions across different crime types, implying the existence of adjustment costs
to changes in criminal specialization. For robustness we measure housing damage using both fully
and partly destroyed houses, as the destruction of houses may decrease burglaries by simply
reducing the number of targets. We tackle endogeneity concerns of housing damage by
instrumenting the extent of damage with the distance from the earthquake epicentre, which
arguably influences burglaries exclusively through devaluing the potential loot. Importantly, our
estimated elasticity is robust and consistent with burglary-value elasticities derived in the nonexperimental literature. This is the first comprehensive natural experimental study that explores the
direct impact and potential substitution effects across different crime types in response to the
changing economic value of prospective criminal takings, key but overlooked determinants of illegal
behavior.
H104
Child Access Prevention Laws and Juvenile Firearm-Related Homicides
Joseph Sabia, San Diego State University, University of New Hampshire & IZA

Debate over safe-storage gun regulations has captured public attention in the aftermath of several
high-profile shootings committed by minors. Whether these laws actually decrease youth gun
violence, however, is an unanswered question. Using data from the FBI’s Supplementary Homicide
Reports for the period 1985-2013, this study is the first to estimate the relationship between child
access prevention (CAP) laws and firearm-related homicides committed by juveniles. Our results
suggest that CAP laws are associated with a 19 percent reduction in juvenile firearm-related
homicides. The estimated effect is stronger among whites than blacks and is driven by states
enforcing the strictest safe-storage standard. We find no evidence that CAP laws are associated
with firearm-related homicides committed by adults or with non-firearm-related homicides
committed by juveniles, suggesting that the observed relationship between CAP laws and juvenile
firearm-related homicides is causal.
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H105
Shared Punishment: The Impact of Incarcerating Fathers on Child Outcomes
Martti Kaila, University of Helsinki

Around the world, the fathers of millions of children are in prison. Yet despite the large number of
children affected, we know very little about the impact of incarcerating fathers on child outcomes.
In this paper, we link rich data in Finland on parental criminal activity and child outcomes. We use
the data, along with randomized assignment to judges as an instrument, to provide causal evidence
on the impact of incarcerating fathers on children. We analyze the impact from birth through early
adulthood, on both cognitive and noncognitive skills, and on additional outcomes of interest such as
completed schooling, wages, and criminal activity of the children.
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